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Abstract
Leichte Sprache (LS, easy-to-read German) is a simplified variety of German. It
is used to provide barrier-free texts for a broad spectrum of people, including low-
literate individuals with learning difficulties, intellectual or developmental disabil-
ities (IDD) and/or complex communication needs (CCN). In general, LS authors
are proficient in standard German and do not belong to the aforementioned group
of people. Our goal is to empower the latter to participate in written discourse
themselves. This requires a special writing system whose linguistic support and
ergonomic software design meet the target group’s specific needs.

We present EasyTalk a system profoundly based on natural language process-
ing (NLP) for assistive writing in an extended variant of LS (ELS). EasyTalk pro-
vides users with a personal vocabulary underpinned with customizable commu-
nication symbols and supports in writing at their individual level of proficiency
through interactive user guidance. The system minimizes the grammatical knowl-
edge needed to produce correct and coherent complex contents by intuitively for-
mulating linguistic decisions. It provides easy dialogs for selecting options from a
natural-language paraphrase generator, which provides context-sensitive sugges-
tions for sentence components and correctly inflected word forms. In addition,
EasyTalk reminds users to add text elements that enhance text comprehensibility
in terms of audience design (e.g., time and place of an event) and improve text
coherence (e.g., explicit connectors to express discourse-relations).

To tailor the system to the needs of the target group, the development of
EasyTalk followed the principles of human-centered design (HCD). Accordingly,
we matured the system in iterative development cycles, combined with purpose-
ful evaluations of specific aspects conducted with expert groups from the fields
of CCN, LS, and IT, as well as L2 learners of the German language. In a fi-
nal case study, members of the target audience tested the system in free writing
sessions. The study confirmed that adults with IDD and/or CCN who have low
reading, writing, and computer skills can write their own personal texts in ELS
using EasyTalk. The positive feedback from all tests inspires future long-term
studies with EasyTalk and further development of this prototypical system, such
as the implementation of a so-called Schreibwerkstatt (writing workshop).
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Kurzfassung
Leichte Sprache (LS) ist eine vereinfachte Varietät des Deutschen in der barriere-
freie Texte für ein breites Spektrum von Menschen, einschließlich gering literal-
isierten Personen mit Lernschwierigkeiten, geistigen oder entwicklungsbedingten
Behinderungen (IDD) und/oder komplexen Kommunikationsbedürfnissen (CCN),
bereitgestellt werden. LS-Autor*innen sind i.d.R. der deutschen Standardsprache
mächtig und gehören nicht der genannten Personengruppe an. Unser Ziel ist es,
diese zu befähigen, selbst am schriftlichen Diskurs teilzunehmen. Hierfür be-
darf es eines speziellen Schreibsystems, dessen linguistische Unterstützung und
softwareergonomische Gestaltung den spezifischen Bedürfnissen der Zielgruppe
gerecht wird.

EasyTalk ist ein System basierend auf computerlinguistischer Verarbeitung
natürlicher Sprache (NLP) für assistives Schreiben in einer erweiterten Variante
von LS (ELS). Es stellt den Nutzenden ein personalisierbares Vokabular mit indi-
vidualisierbaren Kommunikationssymbolen zur Verfügung und unterstützt sie ent-
sprechend ihres persönlichen Fähigkeitslevels durch interaktive Benutzerführung
beim Schreiben. Intuitive Formulierungen für linguistische Entscheidungen mini-
mieren das erforderliche grammatikalische Wissen für die Erstellung korrekter
und kohärenter komplexer Inhalte. Einfache Dialoge kommunizieren mit einem
natürlichsprachlichen Paraphrasengenerator, der kontextsensitiv Vorschläge für
Satzkomponenten und korrekt flektierte Wortformen bereitstellt. Außerdem regt
EasyTalk die Nutzer*innen an, Textelemente hinzuzufügen, welche die Verständ-
lichkeit des Textes für dessen Leserschaft fördern (z.B. Zeit- und Ortsangaben)
und die Textkohärenz verbessern (z.B. explizite Diskurskonnektoren).

Um das System auf die Bedürfnisse der Zielgruppe zuzuschneiden, folgte die
Entwicklung von EasyTalk den Grundsätzen der menschzentrierten Gestaltung
(UCD). Entsprechend wurde das System in iterativen Entwicklungszyklen aus-
gereift, kombiniert mit gezielten Evaluierungen bestimmter Aspekte durch Grup-
pen von Expert*innen aus den Bereichen CCN, LS und IT sowie L2-Lernende der
deutschen Sprache. Eine Fallstudie, in welcher Mitglieder der Zielgruppe das freie
Schreiben mit dem System testeten, bestätigte, dass Erwachsene mit geringen
Lese-, Schreib- und Computerfähigkeiten mit IDD und/oder CCN mit EasyTalk
eigene persönliche Texte in ELS verfassen können. Das positive Feedback aller
Tests inspiriert Langzeitstudien mit EasyTalk und die Weiterentwicklung des pro-
totypischen Systems, wie z.B. die Implementierung einer s.g. Schreibwerkstatt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Simplified languages are instruments for inclusion aiming to overcome language
barriers. Leichte Sprache (LS) is a variety of German with reduced complexity
(cf. Basic English). So far, LS is mainly provided for but rarely written by its tar-
get group, which includes low-literate people with intellectual or developmental
disability (IDD) and/or complex communication needs (CCN). One contributing
reason may be the need for more technical support in the form of an assistive
writing system.

We aim to enable the LS target group to participate in written discourse them-
selves. To this end, we develop EasyTalk, an assistive LS-writing system pro-
foundly based on natural language generation (NLG) that minimizes the writing
skills needed to produce correct and coherent LS texts and takes into account the
target group’s specific requirements for a writing system.

This Chapter will introduce this work by first discussing the context, followed
by the research problem, its rationale, scope, and significance. Finally, the struc-
ture of this work is outlined.

Parts of this work have previously been published in Steinmetz and Harbusch
(2020, 2021b,a, 2022) and Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022)).

1.1 Context
Written language is essential to integration and autonomous participation in social
and economic life (Bingel (2018); Lieske and Siegel (2014)). However, recent
studies (cf. Grotlüschen and Buddeberg (2020)) report that more than 10 percent
of German-speaking adults have low literacy skills. People with intellectual and
developmental disabilities and/or complex communication needs often belong to
this group (Light et al., 2019; Buddeberg et al., 2020).

Leichte Sprache (Easy-to-Read German) is an established tool for reducing
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barriers in written German. LS is a simplified variety of German defined by
rules, such as “Do not use commas”, “Avoid inversions”, and “Use clear sentence
structure” (Inclusion Europe (2009); BITV2.0 (2011); Netzwerk Leichte Sprache
(2013)). The LS rules aim to reduce language complexity to promote text com-
prehensibility. Comparable to other easy languages (cf. Lindholm and Vanhatalo
(2021)), like Easy-to-Read English, it was developed for the spectrum of people
with intellectual disabilities or learning difficulties1, as part of the plain language
movement of the 2000s (Maaß and Bredel, 2016, p. 60). In Germany, LS is legally
anchored as the means of choice for providing accessible information in text form
(BITV2.0, 2011). Text in LS is generally produced by authors who are proficient
in standard German (Maaß and Bredel, 2016, p.25) and then evaluated for ease
of comprehension by people with intellectual disabilities or learning difficulties
(BITV2.0, 2011; Netzwerk Leichte Sprache, 2013). The use and production of
LS text are thus asymmetrical (Maaß and Bredel, 2016, 25) – generally, LS read-
ers do not actively contribute to the written discourse themselves.

One reason may be the need for more technical support in the form of an
assistive writing system. Systems that support writing in LS are usually made
for authors with mature writing skills and focus on simplifying texts and their
compliance with LS rules. To the best of our knowledge, there is no easy-to-
use LS writing system designed for low-literate users with IDD and/or CCN that
offers linguistic support beyond the phrasing of simple, partly personal sentences.

1.2 Research Problem
In recent years, the availability and variety of writing support has increased sig-
nificantly. Voice user interfaces (VUI) and text-to-speech systems have long been
widely available on computers, tablets, and smartphones. Basic grammar- and
spell-checking are expected features of any text editor. In addition, an increasing
variety of writing-support systems based on natural language generation attract
attention (for their prospects, see, e.g., Dale and Viethen (2021); for approaches
based on deep learning, see Otter et al. (2021)). Characteristic features of these
systems are, for example, to provide the user with feedback on the impression of
the text on the reader (i.e., does it sound friendly, professional, ...?) and to sug-
gest alternative wordings for achieving a specific style. Of course, such systems
can only work on existing text. Accordingly, these systems require users to have
sufficient writing skills to create (and edit) a text base. Their benefit for users
with low writing skills is, therefore, limited. Additionally, adaptive behavior, like
automatically modifying the written text, incurs the risk that low-literate users do

1People with learning difficulties is the self-chosen term to describe people with intellectual
disabilities or learning disabilities.
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not carefully check whether or not the changes express the originally intended
meaning. Moreover, dynamic, complex interfaces can easily overtax users with
IDD.

Low-literate users with CCN may use symbol-based systems from Augmen-
tative and Alternative Communication (AAC) to express themselves. These sys-
tems – also called talkers – are primarily designed for active participation in di-
rect communication. For users with (at least basic) literacy skills, systems with
literacy support provide basic writing support functions. However, the writing
support focuses on formulating individual sentences as part of a conversation –
not on writing a coherent text. Additionally, the systems do not fully exploit the
potential of NLP (Waller, 2019). Particularly for the German language, where
complex morphology and free word order complicate the generation of meaning-
ful, correct suggestions, profound linguistic support through NLP is missing. For
example, users must select word endings themselves or manually correct incor-
rect system suggestions. The use of advanced talkers is typically trained as part
of long-standing communication strategies. Accordingly, these systems are of-
ten costly, time-consuming to learn, and not accessible to users outside the AAC
domain.

Accessible writing systems designed for users with IDD – like traditional text-
writing systems – presuppose a certain level of writing and computer skills. Users
start their text on a blank page and are then supported by adaptive word predic-
tion, grammar, and spelling aid in an accessible way. In addition, various func-
tions facilitate orientation in the text (for example, through color coding for word
types, parts of sentences, or punctuation marks) and flexible read-aloud functions.
Many of the accessibility features aim to compensate for handicaps such as visual
impairment or motor difficulties. Systematic step-by-step support for sentence
formulation and text construction for users with low writing skills is not at hand.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no easy-to-use LS writing system for
low-literate users with IDD and/or CCN that offers linguistic support beyond the
phrasing of simple, partly personal sentences, let alone a system capable of teach-
ing the concepts of written text production. In addition to writing correct, com-
plete sentences, a holistic writing aid should promote the creation of text coher-
ence and comprehensibility through audience design and help users express their
personal narratives. There is a need for adequate technical support in the form
of a computer-assisted LS writing tool that remedies reading/writing deficits by
supporting users during the process from message conceptualization to sentence
realization and is designed to meet the specific requirements of low-literate people
with IDD and/or CCN in terms of usability design. Providing technical assistance
to barrier-free participation in all social spheres (Hirschberg and Lindmeier, 2013)
– including technical assistance for active participation in written discourse – is
an integral part of inclusion.
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1.3 Rationale

We aim to develop an assistive LS writing system for the spectrum of low literate
people with IDD and/or CCN (hereafter referred to as the target group, or simply
the users), which uses linguistic processing and interactive user guidance to com-
pensate for a deficiency of grammatical knowledge, ensures syntactic correctness
and promotes text comprehensibility for the readership. The system’s linguis-
tic scope should be appropriate for the target group and offer constructions users
might like to use to express themselves beyond needs-based communication. The
system’s design should meet our target group’s specific needs, i.e., it should be
accessible, suitable for users with low literacy and computer skills, and support
users with low writing skills to compose their own LS texts.

The following research objectives would facilitate the achievement of this aim:

• Analyze LS in respect to text-generation by its target group.

• Develop and implement concepts to support users at their individual profi-
ciency level in writing.

• Translate concepts from text-production theory into intuitive on-demand di-
alogues.

• Design an accessible interface and supportive interaction patterns suitable
for the target users.

• Evaluate the writing system with users of the target group.

This leads to our research questions:

• RQ1: What linguistic constructions might LS readers like to use in a writing
tool?

• RQ2: Which individual (NLP) support can help our target users to write
correct, understandable, coherent text at their personal level of proficiency?

• RQ3: Can we transform concepts from text-production theory into intuitive
on-demand dialogues?

• RQ4: Can we design an accessible interface and supportive interaction pat-
terns that do not overtax the user?
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1.4 Scope and Limitations
For this thesis, we developed an assistive writing system for our target group
called EasyTalk to answer our research questions. To tailor the system to the
needs of our specific user group, we applied the principles of human-centered
design (HCD) to the development process. The HCD process for software sys-
tems consists of four iterative phases: Analyzing the context of use, defining the
requirements, designing and developing the system, and evaluating it from the
users’ perspective.

We base the specification of the context of use and the initial specification
of user requirements on an analysis of LS with a focus on text generation and
the current state of research on writing systems for low-literate users with IDD
and/or CCN. The research questions overarch the user requirements, which in-
clude criteria for the system’s usability for the target group and the definition of
an appropriate linguistic scope for the system. The ideal basis for exploring what
constructions LS readers might like to use in a writing tool would be a text base
created by the target audience. In the absence of such a text base, we define the
scope using a corpus study of authentic LS texts that incorporates findings from
a recent study, the LeiSA project, which tested the difficulty of various syntactic
constructions within and beyond the core LS rules with LS readers.The result is an
extended variant of LS, ELS (see Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022)), which defines
the grammar of our NLG component.

In addition to the core functions of text writing in EasyTalk, we have devel-
oped a concept for a teaching mode in EasyTalk, called EasyText, which aims to
teach users the concepts of text production for an audience in the form of a digital
writer’s workshop. EasyText extends the scope of research by addressing how to
use EasyTalk to teach the target group text production for an audience. In this
work, we present the concept of EasyText but note that the practical implementa-
tion and evaluation of the teaching mode is beyond the scope of this thesis.

According to the HCD process, we matured the system in iterative develop-
ment cycles, combined with purposeful evaluations of specific aspects. We aimed
to fulfill the criteria of user-sensitive inclusive design by Newell et al. (2011) and
disability-aware software engineering by Nganji and Nggada (2011) such as the
involvement of the target group in each development step. However, this was not
feasible for us due to organizational overheads, limited access to the target group
due to COVID-19 health precautions, and challenges in collecting feedback from
the target group on more abstract elements of system development. Therefore, we
employed substitute users in the form of expert groups from the fields of CCN,
LS, and IT, as well as second language (L2) learners of the German language to
evaluate specific aspects. In a final case study, members of the target audience
tested the system in free writing sessions. In this study, we used eye-tracking
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to obtain additional objective information about the target audience’s interaction
with the system.

We are aware that a successful application of a writing system for the target
group, due to their highly individual needs and abilities, involves several addi-
tional factors that we cannot cover in the scope of this work. Depending on the
user, there may be a need for alternative options to control the system, such as
eye control or scanning, and interface customizations for users with visual im-
pairments. However, the labor-intensive development of such features exceeds
the scope of this work, which we delimit to developing a prototypical system to
answer our research questions.

1.5 Significance
Being able to participate independently in written discourse and to express oneself
in writing is a significant component of integration and autonomous participation
in social and economic life – especially in the digital age of information. Provid-
ing a writing system that enables low-literate LS readers to become LS writers
facilitates inclusion and participation. Additionally, exploring our research ques-
tions provides insights into how the potential of linguistic processing by computer
in modern writing systems for the target group can be further exploited.

1.6 Structure
This work is structured as follows: In Chapter 2 we consider LS in terms of its
readership and social functions, describe its target audience, and examine its lin-
guistic scope in terms of text generation by its target group. In turn, Chapter 3
is dedicated to the state of the art of writing systems for our target audience. In
Chapter 4, we describe the HCD process that frames the development of EasyTalk
in response to our research questions and relate the HCD process phases to our
research. In Chapter 5, we present our writing system, EasyTalk, and detail on
the range of its writing support functions on different levels of the text creation
process. Chapter 6 is dedicated to system evaluation conducted with different
techniques and user groups. In Chapter 7, we discuss our results with respect to
our research questions. Chapter 8 illustrates desirable future work. Finally, we
conclude the thesis in Chapter 9.



Chapter 2

(Extended) Leichte Sprache

In this chapter, we first introduce Leichte Sprache in its historical and societal
context in Section 2.1 and define its target audience and its functions in Section
2.2. In Section 2.3 we detail on the LS rules with respect to text generation before
defining an extended version of LS in Section 2.4.

2.1 Introduction to Leichte Sprache

Controlled/Simplified natural languages, like Basic English (Ogden, 1930), have
long been a topic of great interest (see Kuhn (2014) for a broad survey). Sim-
ple/easy languages designed to provide accessible information emerged during
the plain language movement of the 2000s (cf. Easy-to-Read English), which
aimed to produce easy-to-understand texts for people with intellectual disabili-
ties or learning difficulties (Maaß and Bredel, 2016, p. 60), who often have low
literacy skills (Light et al., 2019). In this context, Leichte Sprache, a simplified
variety of German, was developed to meet this demand. The explicit goal of
providing accessible information as an instrument for inclusion distinguishes LS
from other simplified varieties of the German language, like Einfache Sprache
‘Easy Language’. (For a detailed distinction between Einfache Sprache and LS,
see Maaß and Bredel (2016, Chapter 14.1). On the linguistic level, for example,
Einfache Sprache allows more complexity than LS – such as the use of subordi-
nate clauses.) Table 2.1 lists the major milestones in the history of LS and locates
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Table 2.1: Milestones in LS history in the course of the inclusion movement since the
1990s based on Maaß and Bredel (2016, Chapter 2), Inclusion Europe (2022), Netzwerk
Leichte Sprache (2022), and Mensch zuerst (2022).

1994 The Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany is amended so no
one may be disadvantaged on the basis of a disability 1.

1998 The first Easy-to-Read guidelines are published by Inclusion Europe2.
2001 The association Mensch zuerst - Netzwerk People First Deutschland

e.V.3 is founded and advocates for the right for easy-to-read informa-
tion as a crucial instrument for people with learning difficulties to be
able to represent their own interests.

2002 The Easy-to-Read Logo to label accessible materials is created by In-
clusion Europe.

2002 The German Act on Equal Opportunities for People with Disabilities
Act4 demands equal participation in social life and a self-determined
lifestyle for people with disabilities.

2006 The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities5. (CRPD) of
the United Nations is drafted. Article 2 of the CRPD explicitly includes
the demand for plain-language.

2006 The Netzwerk Leichte Sprache6 is founded and focuses on the design
barrier-free information for people with learning difficulties.

2009 The CRPD comes into force in Germany.
2009 The first guidelines for LS are published by Inclusion Europe7.
2011 In Germany, the CRPD is followed by the National Action Plan 20118,

NAP 2011, a strategy aiming for “equal participation in political, so-
cial, economic and cultural life, equal opportunities in education, vo-
cational integration and [...] giving all people the opportunity to
have a selfdetermined place in a accessible society.” (Federal Min-
istry of Labour and Social Affairs, 2012).

2011 The requirements of the NAP are concretized in the Barrier-free Infor-
mation Technology Ordinance, BITV 2.09 that contains a set of rules for
accessible texts and enshrines the right to LS information in law, mak-
ing LS the means of choice for providing accessible information in text
form in Germany.

2013 The German Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (BMAS)
publishes a LS rulebook that largely adopts the rules developed by the
Netzwerk Leichte Sprache10 based on practical experiences.

2014 The requirement of the BITV 2.0 for federal authorities to make LS
information available in the first locations by March 2014 creates the
first legal obligation to provide information in LS.
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Figure 2.1: The European Easy-to-Read Logo: Inclusion Europe. More information at
www.inclusion-europe.eu/easy-to-read. In Germany, the logo is used to
brand LS texts.

its roots in the inclusion movement (for more detailed information on the history
of LS, see, for example, Maaß and Bredel (2016, Chapter 2)). LS is an instru-
ment to achieve the goal of an inclusive society in which people with learning
difficulties can participate in all aspects in a self-determined way. As depicted in
Table 2.1, the right for accessible LS information was enshrined in German law
in 2011, and the first legal obligation for the federal agencies to provide (basic)
LS information – such as information about the content and navigation of federal
agency internet and intranet sites – defined in the BITV2.0 (2011) became active
in March 2014.

1Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany Article 3, Sentence 3:
www.gesetze-im-internet.de/gg/art_3.html

2Inclusion Europe: www.inclusion-europe.eu
3Mensch zuerst: http://www.menschzuerst.de/
4German Act on Equal Opportunities for People with Disabilities:

www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bgg/BJNR146800002.html
5United Nations - Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities:

www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-
rights-of-persons-with-disabilities.html

6Netzwerk Leichte Sprache: www.leichte-sprache.org
7“Information for all: European standards for making information easy to read and under-

stand”:www.inclusion-europe.eu/easy-to-read-standards-guidelines/
8The National Action Plan of the Federal Government for the implementation of the UN

CRPD on the website of the German Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs:
https://www.bmas.de/DE/Service/Publikationen/a740-aktionsplan-
bundesregierung.html

9BITV 2.0: www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bitv_2_0/BJNR184300011.html
10LS rules of Netzwerk Leichte Sprache: www.leichte-sprache.org/leichte-

sprache/die-regeln/

www.inclusion-europe.eu/easy-to-read
www.gesetze-im-internet.de/gg/art_3.html
www.inclusion-europe.eu
http://www.menschzuerst.de/
www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bgg/BJNR146800002.html
www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities.html
www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities.html
www.leichte-sprache.org
www.inclusion-europe.eu/easy-to-read-standards-guidelines/
https://www.bmas.de/DE/Service/Publikationen/a740-aktionsplan-bundesregierung.html
https://www.bmas.de/DE/Service/Publikationen/a740-aktionsplan-bundesregierung.html
www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bitv_2_0/BJNR184300011.html
www.leichte-sprache.org/leichte-sprache/die-regeln/
www.leichte-sprache.org/leichte-sprache/die-regeln/
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Today, LS information has become available in more and more places. Examples
include:

• election programs in LS11,

• apps of the authorities (for instance, the emergency information and news
app NINA12, or the Corona App13),

• and news and entertainment in LS (see, e.g., NDR Leicht14, TAZ Leicht15 or
Einfach Heidelberg16).

2.2 The target audience(s) of Leichte Sprache
The increasing availability of LS texts and their consistent branding with the LS
logo shown in Figure 2.1 certainly increases awareness of LS among people be-
yond the original target group of people with learning difficulties and their com-
munities. Needless to say, easy-to-understand information in the form of LS texts
can benefit many people. In addition to people with learning difficulties, the LS
rulebook of Netzwerk Leichte Sprache (2013) (adapted by BMAS (2013)17, cf.
Table 2.1) names for example people who do not speak German very well (e.g.,
second language learners of German) or people who cannot read very well (i.e.,
people with low literacy skills) as LS target audiences.

11See, for example, the election programs for the 2021 federal election of the four major parties
of Germany (all accessed on 09.12.2022):
SPD: www.spd.de/fileadmin/Dokumente/Beschluesse/Programm/
Wahlprogramm_SPD_2021_LS_barrierefrei.pdf,
CDU / CSU: www.csu.de/common/download/KM_Broschuere_Leichte_
Sprache_BTW_2021_Ansicht.pdf,
Bündnis 90 / Die Grünen: cms.gruene.de/uploads/documents/Wahlprogramm_
DIE_GRUENEN_Bundestagswahl2021_Leichte-Sprache.pdf,
FDP: www.fdp.de/sites/default/files/2021-08/FDP_BTW2021_KWP_
leichteSprache.pdf,

12The federal catastrophe alert app NINA: www.bbk.bund.de/DE/Warnung-
Vorsorge/Warn-App-NINA/warn-app-nina_node.html

13Corona App: www.coronawarn.app
14NDR Leicht: www.ndr.de/fernsehen/barrierefreie_

angebote/leichte_sprache/Nachrichten-in-Leichter-Sprache,
nachrichtenleichtesprache100.html

15TAZ Leicht: taz.de/leicht/!p5097//
16Einfach Heidelberg: www.einfach-heidelberg.de
17Due to publication by a federal ministry, the LS rule book of BMAS (2013) has become more

widely known than its base, the rule book of Netzwerk Leichte Sprache (2013). In this paper, we
only cite the original rule book of Netzwerk Leichte Sprache (2013). The LS rules are largely
identical in both books.

www.spd.de/fileadmin/Dokumente/Beschluesse/Programm/Wahlprogramm_SPD_2021_LS_barrierefrei.pdf
www.spd.de/fileadmin/Dokumente/Beschluesse/Programm/Wahlprogramm_SPD_2021_LS_barrierefrei.pdf
www.csu.de/common/download/KM_Broschuere_Leichte_Sprache_BTW_2021_Ansicht.pdf
www.csu.de/common/download/KM_Broschuere_Leichte_Sprache_BTW_2021_Ansicht.pdf
cms.gruene.de/uploads/documents/Wahlprogramm_DIE_GRUENEN_Bundestagswahl2021_Leichte-Sprache.pdf
cms.gruene.de/uploads/documents/Wahlprogramm_DIE_GRUENEN_Bundestagswahl2021_Leichte-Sprache.pdf
www.fdp.de/sites/default/files/2021-08/FDP_BTW2021_KWP_leichteSprache.pdf
www.fdp.de/sites/default/files/2021-08/FDP_BTW2021_KWP_leichteSprache.pdf
www.bbk.bund.de/DE/Warnung-Vorsorge/Warn-App-NINA/warn-app-nina_node.html
www.bbk.bund.de/DE/Warnung-Vorsorge/Warn-App-NINA/warn-app-nina_node.html
www.coronawarn.app
www.ndr.de/fernsehen/barrierefreie_angebote/leichte_sprache/Nachrichten-in-Leichter-Sprache,nachrichtenleichtesprache100.html
www.ndr.de/fernsehen/barrierefreie_angebote/leichte_sprache/Nachrichten-in-Leichter-Sprache,nachrichtenleichtesprache100.html
www.ndr.de/fernsehen/barrierefreie_angebote/leichte_sprache/Nachrichten-in-Leichter-Sprache,nachrichtenleichtesprache100.html
taz.de/leicht/!p5097//
www.einfach-heidelberg.de
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The three main LS rulebooks, Inclusion Europe (2009), BITV2.0 (2011) and
Netzwerk Leichte Sprache (2013), were developed with the purpose of creating
accessible texts for people with intellectual disabilities and are accordingly based
on their communication needs (Maaß and Bredel, 2016, p.19). One rule of the
Netzwerk Leichte Sprache (2013) particularly highlights the original target group
of LS: Every LS text should be checked for comprehensibility by people with
learning difficulties. Considering the potential target audiences of LS, it is impor-
tant to recognize the diverse needs and skills of potential LS readers. For example,
low-literate native speakers of German have different conditions than L2 learners
with low German skills who can read and write fluently in their native language.
The skills and needs of people with disabilities may vary significantly for each per-
son, depending on the type, age of acquisition, and degree of the disability. Recent
research examines the reception of LS by different target groups. (For example,
Gutermuth (2020) examine the reception of LS by different reader groups, like
migrants, senior citizens, people with intellectual disabilities or people affected
by prelingual deafness, Pottmann (2019) considers LS in the context of teaching
German as a second language, and Burgherr (2021) specifically investigates how
LS texts can benefit refugees.)

Maaß and Bredel (2016) define the primary target audience of LS as people
who are dependent on LS for all or most types of written texts, who have no
or only very limited access to texts in standard or technical German. Secondary
addressees of LS may use LS offerings but are not dependent on them18. As a
prerequisite for the comprehension of texts in LS, Maaß and Bredel (2016, p.40)
define at least basal reading ability and at least basal knowledge of German; L2
learners of German need to have reached at least CEFR19 level A1 in order to be
able to read LS texts successfully. Maaß and Bredel (2016) state, that for people
who do not (yet) meet these requirements, reading LS texts is presumably an
acquisition task.

As mentioned before, LS is an instrument for inclusion used to provide barrier-
free access to easy to understand information. Three important societal functions
of LS are: participation, learning, and building bridges to standard German (Maaß
and Bredel, 2016, pp.56,57). LS texts are usually written by authors proficient in
standard German and then evaluated for ease of comprehension by individuals
with intellectual disabilities or learning difficulties. This implies that LS readers
are commonly consumers of LS, whose participation in creating LS texts is lim-
ited. Accordingly, the functions of LS mentioned above also refer foremost to
reading – but not to writing texts. An essential part of participation is express-

18see, for example, Maaß and Bredel (2016, Chapter 5) for a more detailed description of the
potential target audiences of LS

19The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, CEFR: www.coe.int/
en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages

www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages
www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages
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ing oneself and being an active participant with a personal voice in the discourse.
Therefore, we aim to help LS readers become LS writers themselves – explor-
ing the possible extent of the participation, learning, and bridging functions of LS
more deeply at the same time. One factor preventing the target users from produc-
ing texts themselves may be the lack of technical support during the process from
message conceptualization to sentence realization. To this end, we are developing
a system for computer-assisted writing in LS, EasyTalk. EasyTalk implements the
grammar of LS in a Natural Language Generator. Following the repetitive struc-
tures and basic lexical patterns of LS sentences, EasyTalk aims to support users in
writing freely while practicing general linguistic concepts at the same time. It is
an open question to explore, whether a writing support system for writing in LS
can complement the learning and bridging function of LS.

In the following section, we detail on the LS rules relevant for language gen-
eration by computer.

2.3 Leichte Sprache rules for text generation
LS is defined by rules which concern the medial and visual layout of texts as
well as their linguistic and verbal representation. The rules for LS were originally
derived from practical experience (Maaß and Bredel, 2016, p. 60). The three main
rule books (Netzwerk Leichte Sprache, 2013; Inclusion Europe, 2009; BITV2.0,
2011) – in particular the rules shaping the linguistic form of LS texts – have been
the subject of previous scientific investigation (cf. Maaß et al. (2014); Lieske and
Siegel (2014); Löffler (2015); Zurstrassen (2015); Maaß and Bredel (2016); Bock
(2019); Nüssli (2019); Pottmann (2019); Hansen-Schirra and Maaß (2020)).

Maaß and Bredel (2016) provide a detailed comparison of all rules of the three
major rule books. Based on this comparison, we extracted the rules that are rel-
evant for defining the linguistic scope of LS in the context of text generation by
the user. Table 2.2 shows the results. Examples of rules that we omitted in Table
2.2 are rules concerning the text design, like “Add subheadings.” (Netzwerk Le-
ichte Sprache, 2013; Inclusion Europe, 2009; BITV2.0, 2011), or the visual layout
of LS texts, like “Start a new line for each sentence.”(Netzwerk Leichte Sprache,
2013; Inclusion Europe, 2009; BITV2.0, 2011).

Many rules concern the vocabulary (e.g., “Use short words.” (Rule 2.1), “Use
easy words.” (Rule 3.1), “Do not use technical terms.” (Rule 3.3), or “Do not use
abbreviations.” (Rule 2.6)). Other rules have a significant impact on the gram-
matical scope of LS – “Do not use commas.” (Rule 1.1), for instance, restricts LS
texts to the use of main clauses.
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Table 2.2: Relevant LS rules for text generation extracted from the rule comparison table
of Maaß and Bredel (2016, pp. 109 - 116).

Rules grouped by category Source(s)
Netzwerk LS BITV 2.0 Inclusion Europe

1 Interpunctuation and special characters

1.1 Do not use commas. X X -
1.2 Do not use special characters. X X X
1.3 Do not use ‘high numbers’ or percentages. X X -

2 Morphology

2.1 Use short words. X X X
2.2 Avoid composita or separate them with ‘-’ . X X X
2.3 Do not use simple past tense. - X -
2.4 Do not use conjunctive mood. X - X
2.5 Do not use genitive case. X - X
2.6 Do not use abbreviations. X X X
2.7 Do not use passive voice. X X X

3 Lexic

3.1 Use easy words. X X X
3.2 Provide explanations for difficult words. X X X
3.3 Do not use technical terms. X X X

4 Syntax

4.1 Use short sentences. X X X
4.2 Do not use inversions. X - X

Use clear sentence structure.
4.3 Only use the connectors oder ‘or’, wenn ‘if’,

weil ‘because’, und ‘and’, aber ‘but’
X - -

at the beginning of a sentence
4.4 Avoid questions in the text. X - -

You may use questions in headlines.

5 Semantics

5.1 Avoid negations. X X X
5.2 Only one proposition / thought per sentence. X X -

6 Text

6.1 Use consistent wording X X X
6.2 Avoid pronominal resumption - - X
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In summary, the LS rules in Table 2.2 result in the avoidance of complex struc-
tures, for example, the use of:

• more than one statement per sentence;

• punctuation other than: “.”, “?”, “!”, “:”;

• complex clauses;

• inversions;

• the genitive case;

• the passive voice;

• the subjunctive mood; and

• the simple past tense.

In other words, only main clauses are included in LS. In main declarative clauses,
the canonical word order is subject–verb–object (SVO). All sentences should be
phrased in the active voice, indicative mood, and present or present perfect tense.

The primary LS audience of people with cognitive impairments or learning
difficulties is very heterogenous, and the available authentic text data by which to
identify the range of constructions LS readers naturally use in the process of for-
mulating an idea are sparse. Usually, LS texts are written by authors proficient in
standard German. Contrary to the recommendation in Netzwerk Leichte Sprache
(2013) and Inclusion Europe (2009), ease of comprehension is not always tested
by members of the target readership. The levels of difficulty of a range of syntactic
constructions were systematically evaluated with LS readers as part of the recent
LeiSA project (Bock, 2019). That study identified a number of constructions that
were evaluated as being easy to comprehend but which fell beyond the defini-
tion of LS. Inspired by the finding of the LeiSA study that the majority of easily
understandable LS texts do not strictly adhere to LS rules, Harbusch and Stein-
metz (2022) have explored possibilities for extending those rules to include the
syntactic constructions that LS readers are likely to use in putting their thoughts
into words. As a result, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) defined Extended Leichte
Sprache (ELS), a native extension of LS based on observations from a corpus
study. We will introduce ELS in the following.
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2.4 Extended Leichte Sprache
In the previous section, we introduced the core LS constructions: Only main
clauses are included in LS. In main declarative clauses, the canonical word or-
der is subject–verb–object. All sentences should be phrased in the active voice,
indicative mood, and present or present perfect tense.

The comprehension difficulty of a range of individual syntactic LS construc-
tions was systematically evaluated with LS readers as part of the recent LeiSA
study (Bock, 2019). Through well-established comprehension tests constructions
– not only within but also beyond the scope of LS – were classified according to
the error rates measured in experiments with participants with intellectual disabil-
ities and low literacy skills. That study identified a number of constructions that
were evaluated as being easy to comprehend but which fell beyond the definition
of LS. For example, the comprehensibility of negations – which are forbidden by
all major LS rulebooks (cf. Table 2.2, Rule 5.1) – was closely examined. The
LeiSA study found that negations using nicht ‘not’ (e.g., Der Bus fährt nicht. ‘The
bus isn’t running.’) are easy to comprehend for the target group ( 0 ≤ error rate
5 5.9%) whereas negations using weder–noch ‘neither–nor’ (Das Paket ist weder
groß noch schwer. ‘The package is neither big nor heavy.’) show a medium error
rate (12.5% < error rate 5 37.5%).

Inspired by the findings of the LeiSA study, we sought to identify the full
range of syntactic structures that LS readers are likely to use when putting their
thoughts into words. Therefore we analyzed authentic LS texts. These results
were previously published in Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022). To highlight the
joint nature of the treebank study published in Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022),
we cite both authors instead of writing ‘we’ when referring to the corpus study.

Syntactic constructions that do not adhere to the LS rules are not hard to find
in published LS documents. This suggests the advisability of inspecting a broad
collection of LS texts and analyzing the constructions found therein. As not all of
the constructions found in LS texts were evaluated with LS readers in the LeiSA
project, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) employed a treebank study as an alterna-
tive to the evaluation of example sentences by LS readers and compared the fre-
quencies of constructions in LS to those in spoken and written standard German.
Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) argue that constructions with high frequencies in
spoken German are easy to produce due to the time-pressured nature of speech
production. In a written text, the author is able to embellish the text in revision
cycles, replacing simple constructions with more complex ones. Thus, the written
corpus served as a baseline. The appearance of a given construction in spoken lan-
guage with frequency higher than or equal to its appearance in written language
is indicative of an easy-to-understand or unavoidable construction. Conversely,
higher frequencies in written text imply difficult constructions employed under
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the non-time-critical conditions of revision and editing.
For the quantification of syntactic constructions in standard German, Harbusch

and Steinmetz (2022) used TüBa-D/S (also called VERBMOBIL), a treebank of
spoken German, and TüBa-D/Z, a treebank of written German. In the VERB-
MOBIL project (see, e.g., Stegmann et al., 2000 or Wahlster, 2000), more than
400 spontaneously produced spoken dialogues (concerning appointment schedul-
ing) were transliterated and syntactically annotated. The Tübinger Baumbank
des Deutschen/Zeitungskorpus (TüBa-D/Z; see, e.g., Telljohann et al., 2009) is a
syntactically annotated corpus based on the German newspaper die Tageszeitung
(taz). To obtain the frequencies of syntactic constructions of LS, Harbusch and
Steinmetz (2022) created a syntactically annotated corpus of LS texts, the Leichte
Sprache Treebank (LST).

For LST, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) assembled 245 LS texts with more
than 300,000 word forms a variety of sources freely available on the internet,
spanning the years 2018–2021. To build a representative data set of LS texts
of sufficient variety, they selected a broad spectrum of institutions, authors, and
validators: according to the credits, at least 153 authors, 116 validators, and 53
institutions were involved in the creation of these texts. Each corpus graph in LST
provides a feature with detailed source information of the original text. Originally,
Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) planned to use this information to distinguish the
following two subcorpora:

• LST-WithP, comprising only those texts that were proofread by LS readers;
and

• LST-NoP, including texts without explicitly mentioned LS-reader participa-
tion.

As the two subcorpora do not differ with respect to the number of violations of
LS constraints, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) omitted the planned step of inves-
tigating differences between their construction frequencies.

Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) identified that a majority of the texts follow
the LS rules. These texts not only deal with simple topics (e.g., fairytales) but
concern many spheres of life, including patient decrees, voters’ rights, financial
matters, and laws of succession. The implication is that the conformity of a text
to LS rules does not depend on the complexity (or simplicity) of the topic but
on whether or not its authors are aware of best practices (e.g., rephrasing “if”
sentences as questions).

Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) studied the frequencies of a wide range of
syntactic constructions in LST. Constructions that fulfill one of the following con-
ditions were added to ELS:
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• Constructions covered by the LeiSA study:
According to the LeiSa study, the construction has at most medium-level
difficulty for LS readers and it occurs frequently in LST.

• Constructions NOT covered by the LeiSA study:
The frequency of the construction in LST compares favorably to its fre-
quency in spoken German and the construction cannot be easily transformed
into a pure LS construction.

Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) categorize the syntactic phenomena according to
their level of construction complexity: (1) word-related, (2) phrase-related, and
(3) clause type-related constructions. Within each level, they refer to the phe-
nomena examined by the LeiSA study. Additionally, they discuss typical simple
constructions that are beyond the scope of pure LS and were not evaluated in the
LeiSA study. This way, they systematically assessed the whole range of simple
syntactic constructions.

In the following, we summarize their most important findings (for further
details and the exact frequencies, see the full paper of Harbusch and Steinmetz
(2022)).

Negations. Negation is forbidden in LS; however, it is difficult to avoid com-
pletely (Bock, 2017). Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) analyzed the frequencies of
several negation words. As mentioned, nicht ‘not’ is easy for LS readers to un-
derstand according to the LeiSA study and accordingly added to ELS. According
to the high frequency of its occurrence in LST (comparable to that in VERBMO-
BIL), keininflected is also added to prevent forcing a reformulation with nicht. All
other constructions including negation (e.g., nie(mals) ‘never’, niemandinflected,
or weder − noch ‘neither-nor’) are very infrequent in both LST and VERBMO-
BIL.

Prepositions. According to the rules, prepositions with an agglutinated defi-
nite article (APPRART) should not occur in LS (Table 2.2, Rule 2.6); nevertheless,
this construction is frequently used in LS text. Half of the cases occur in the id-
iomatic prepositional phrase (PP) zum Beispiel ‘for example’, which should not
be abbreviated in LS. In practice, the use of APPRARTPPRART makes sentences
shorter. Moreover, using zu dem Beispiel for z.B. ‘e.g.’ sounds odd in German.
Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) therefore add APPRART to ELS.

Under LS rules, all but genitive-taking prepositions (absent in LST) are in-
cluded; therefore, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) do not suggest further exten-
sions for prepositions.

Nouns. Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) investigated the morphological fea-
tures number=plural and case=genitive, which were studied in the LeiSA project,
in LST and in TüBa-D/Z. Plural forms are of low difficulty. They occur slightly
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more frequently in LS than in TüBa-D/Z (no data are available for VERBMO-
BIL). This construction is included in LS. The frequency of genitives, forbidden
in LS, is very low; therefore, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) do not include geni-
tives in ELS, although they note that such constructions are often used in idiomatic
expressions, e.g., for the names of institutions.

Pronouns. The LeiSA study excluded pronouns from its investigations. Har-
busch and Steinmetz (2022) provide a detailed analysis of the frequencies of all
German pronoun types (e.g., substituting demonstrative pronouns, substituting
indefinite pronouns, substituting possessive pronouns, or reflexive personal pro-
nouns). Their comparison of pronoun frequencies places LST somewhere be-
tween the written and spoken corpora. However, the high numbers of pronouns
is unexpected for the following reasons: The three major LS rule sets Netzw-
erk Leichte Sprache (2013), Inclusion Europe (2009), and BITV2.0 (2011) insist
on consistent naming, i.e., using exactly the same word for the same thing/person
throughout a text (cf. Table 2.2, Rule 6.1); additionally, the LS rule set of Inclu-
sion Europe (2009) forbids pronominal resumption, favoring nominal resumption
(Table 2.2, Rule 6.2). In particular, many occurrences of substituting indefinite
pronouns that characterize abstract referents (e.g., man ‘one’, jemandinflected
‘somebody’, etwas ‘something’, and alleinflected ‘all’) resemble those in written
text. Due to their frequency, to shorten the resulting sentences, and to enable
the use of abstract referents to circumvent passive constructions, Harbusch and
Steinmetz (2022) include all pronouns in ELS.

Verb forms. Before taking a look at phrases and clauses, we summarize the
findings of Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) on verb forms.

Auxiliaries and modals, which are included in LS, can dominate non-finite
verb forms to build the present perfect tense and specify the modality of other
verbs, respectively. Contrary to expectation (that finite verb forms would be most
frequent in LST), the frequency of finite verb forms in LST is between the fre-
quencies in VERBMOBIL and TüBa-D/Z. This finding can be attributed to the
presence of a higher number of present perfect tense constructions in LST than in
the non-LS written corpus. The frequency of infinitives (V.INF and V.IZU, i.e.,
infinite with zu ‘to’, as in Man hat so versuchtFIN Corona aufzuhaltenIZU ‘One
has tried to stop Corona in this manner’) is similar in LST and VERBMOBILBIL.
However, the number of modals that are likely to entail a lexical verb is higher
in LST (as a variety of written text) than in VERBMOBIL. As mentioned above,
specific lexical verbs can dominate non-finite verbs with POS = V.IZU. The verb
lemma versuchen ‘to try’ occurs 16 times in LST, 26 in VERBMOBIL, and 472
in TüBa-D/Z. The frequency in LST resembles that in VERBMOBIL, and the
infinitive construction is similar to that of modals. We therefore add complement-
taking verbs that belong to the restricted LS vocabulary to ELS. However, con-
structions with um zu ‘for the purpose of/in order that’ (KOUI) are not added to
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ELS. The frequency of KOUI is 50% lower in LST than in VERBMOBIL. More-
over, the construction can straightforwardly be segmented into: ‘for the (follow-
ing) purpose/thereby/:/...//’ and a main-clause construction, without obstructing
the train of thought. For example, the sentence Es brauchtFIN Zeit umKOUI sich
zu erholenINF ‘It takes time to recover’ is divided into the following three lines:
Es brauchtFIN Zeit. // Damit/Bis(:) // Sie erholenFIN sich (wieder).

The preterite tense, passive voice, and subjunctive mood are forbidden in LS.
The preterite occurs very infrequently in LST, and most of the 800 cases pertain to
auxiliaries and modals. The few lexical verb cases can be replaced by present per-
fect tense forms (included in LS) without the meaning being changed. To support
this argument, we searched VERBMOBIL for preterite forms of the three most
frequent lexical verb lemmas according to Kempen and Harbusch (2019). For
sehen ‘to see’ and machen ‘to make’, no incidences were found. Forms match-
ing ging/-st/-t/-et/-en of gehen ‘to go’ occur 31 times; however, only half of the
matches are related to preterite forms. These all occur in the idiomatic phrase
das ging schnell/gut ‘that went quickly/well’. The other cases match subjunctive
mood forms referring to potential time slots/connections/etc. As all verb forms
of auxiliaries and modals appear with high frequency, and sentences are short-
ened by the use of the preterite (instead of present perfect) tense, we include the
preterite for auxiliary and modal verbs as finite form in ELS. The frequency of
passive constructions is low in all three corpora. Given that such constructions
are of medium difficulty according to the LeiSA study, and that it is often hard to
find a simple reformulation in the active voice that conveys the same nuance of
meaning, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) include passive constructions in ELS.

Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) noticed that nearly all subjunctive mood cases
in LST are forms of auxiliaries or modals (e.g.,wären ‘would be’, and möchten
‘would like’). As these are frequent word forms in German, Harbusch and Stein-
metz (2022) include the subjunctive forms of auxiliary and modal verbs in finite
form in ELS. Constructions with double objects are of medium difficulty, accord-
ing to the LeiSA study. Such constructions are equally rare in all three corpora
examined in this study. However, common verbs like geben ‘to give (somebody
something)’ qualify for this construction. As these verbs are included in LS, no
extension is required.

Phrase and sentence complexity. A treebank search allows for very detailed
syntactic specifications. However, it is necessary to keep in mind that the three
inspected treebanks are differently encoded in this respect. For example, a noun
phrase (NP), i.e., cat=NX in VERBMOBIL and TüBa-D/Z, covers constituents
that differ from the nodes at the ends of edges labelled subj, obja, pn, etc. in
PARZU (Sennrich et al., 2013). In an NX, adverbs can be seized. In PARZU,
adverbs – if not in the frontfield – belong to the sentential level. For example, the
phrase auch schon viele barriere-freie Gebäude ‘also already many barrier-free
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buildings’, occurring in the midfield of a clause, is assigned to three constituents
on the sentence level in PARZU, whereas in the two other treebanks the phrase
is assigned to one NX node. There is no simple solution to this problem without
manually inspecting all adverbs in LST. Hence, not entirely accurately, but in line
with the characterization in the LeiSA study, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) de-
fine phrase complexity by a simplistic dichotomy with respect to length: They dis-
tinguish short (up to three words) from long (more than four words) constituents.
This concept translates to sentence-complexity calculations: Harbusch and Stein-
metz (2022) define short sentences as containing up to nine words (assuming that
these occur in no more than three constituents, each comprising no more than three
words) and long sentences as containing more than nine words. (Note that punc-
tuation is excluded from consideration here because any phrase-level search refers
to an inner node of a corpus graph. In each of the three treebanks, punctuation is
governed by the root node – cf. the example trees provided in the supplementary
material. The discontinuous positions of punctuation symbols in the surface word
order can be accessed by the list of word forms in the TIGER-XML format.) For
example, Bis zu diesem Gehalt zahlt man Beiträge ‘Up to this income, you pay
contributions’ is a short sentence, but Die Krankenkasse oder die Agentur für Ar-
beit zahlt die Beträge für sie. ‘The health insurance or the employment agency
pays the contributions for you’ is a long one. On average, this simple distinction
identifies complicated constructions: in our examples, a sentential modifier PP
and an NP-modifying PP in an NP coordination, respectively.

In LS, no explicit length restriction for phrase complexity is stated. However,
the LeiSA study qualifies as easy only those phrases with no more than three
elements; therefore, no new constructions are added to ELS.

Next, we summarize the investigations of Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) of
sentence complexity. They quantified the frequency of the canonical SVO word
order in main declarative clauses. They restricted the search to frontfields at the
onset of a sentence to abstract away from elided constituents. (Forward Conjunc-
tion Reduction and/or Gapping are the only ellipsis phenomena that can elide the
left periphery, and only in the second conjunct of a coordinated sentence; see Ross,
1967). Moreover, according to Temperley (2019), the most complex constructions
occur at the onset of a sentence because more mental capacity is available here.

In line with LS, the LeiSA study allows only SVO word order; even mild forms
of topicalization were judged to be very difficult for LS readers. Unexpectedly,
the frequency of the canonical word order is found to be very similar in all three
treebanks; constructions with the SVO word order comprise only half of all con-
structions in the LS corpus, i.e., the other half are very complicated for the target
readers. Clearly, the standard German writers of LS texts adhere to the standard
rules of German discourse structure. In mild cases, a one-word constituent occu-
pies the frontfield. However, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) also found complex
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frontfield fillers, such as conditional clauses, sentential subjects, and objects. For
example, in sentence (1), the fronted object is interpreted as the argument of the
finite verb form wollen until barriere-frei occurs (i.e., this is a garden-path sen-
tence). Given the difficulties arising from simple deviations from the canonical
word order, no deviations are included in ELS.

(1) DasACC

This
wollenFIN

want
wir
we

in
in

NRW
NRW

barriere-frei
barrier-free

machenINF .
make

‘These things we want to make barrier-free in NRW.’

For the canonical word ordering, the average length of the frontfield is longer
in LST and TüBa-D/Z, the two written varieties – as expected. The subjects in
VERBMOBIL are extremely short due to the use of personal pronouns in dia-
logue. (Note that VERBMOBIL often has discourse markers, self-repairs, etc. at
the onset of a sentence. Therefore, the total numbers for LST and VERBMOBIL
diverge more here than in other tables.)

For subordinate clauses, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) distinguish between
relative clauses and subordinate clauses starting with a subordinating conjunction
(KOUS). Both constructions are forbidden in LS. According to the LeiSA study,
subject-relative clauses are of low difficulty for LS readers, whereas any other type
of relative clause (i.e., a relativizer in the dative or accusative case due to its gram-
matical function or dominating preposition, respectively) is extremely difficult.
Surprisingly, both types occur with approximately equal frequency in LST and
TüBa-D/Z. As expected, the relative clauses in LST are considerably shorter than
those in TüBa-D/Z. Given their frequency and the LeiSA evaluation, Harbusch
and Steinmetz (2022) opt to include subject-relative clauses in ELS (although this
adds a verb final (VF) construction to the included word order patterns); however,
they suggest that such clauses are not discontinuous and that they should be short.

All types of subordinate clauses are forbidden in LS. In the LeiSA study, sub-
ordination with the temporal conjunctions ‘while/after’ is considered of low dif-
ficulty. Although ‘while’ does not occur in LST, nachdem ‘after’ is used five
times. The conditional conjunction wenn/falls ‘if’ is by far the most frequent.
Other conjunctions used in LST (with their respective frequencies) include: als
‘when’ (8); bevor ‘before’ (18); bis ‘until’ (37); damit ‘so that’ (5); indem ‘by’
(2); nachdem ‘after’ (5); ob/obwohl ‘whether’ (204); seit ‘since’ (1); solange ‘as
long as’ (3); and weil ‘because’ (180).

Rather than licensing specific subordinate clause types, Harbusch and Stein-
metz (2022) suggest adding all subordinating conjunctions to ELS. However,
the conjunction and the sentence should be presented in two separate consecu-
tive lines, and the trailing sentence should have main clause word order. The
same construction works with the synonymous subordinating conjunction weil.
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In VERBMOBIL, the subordinating conjunction weil ‘because’ occurs in half of
the cases with SVO order (Kempen and Harbusch, 2016). (This phenomenon is
widely studied as the weil-V2 phenomenon in spoken standard German; see Reis
(2013) for a broad overview.) This strategy also covers the highly difficult con-
struction of dependent that clauses, which occur in LST slightly less often than in
VERBMOBIL. This construction can straightforwardly be avoided by replacing
that by a colon. The content of the that clause is presented as a main clause in the
canonical SVO order. Thus, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) do not include this
construction in ELS.

Coordination and ellipsis. Coordination and ellipsis are of medium difficulty,
according to the LeiSA study. However, the tested examples are very simple. Co-
ordinations in LST consist of very long lists. Often, formal definitions are replaced
by long lists of examples, probably to avoid the use of overcomplicated technical
terms. Therefore, although Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) do not add any new
constructions, they recommend using only short lists of coordinated constituents.

The same holds for ellipsis. The use of ellipsis in spoken and written text (see
corpus studies into VERBMOBIL (Harbusch and Kempen, 2009) and the TIGER
treebank, another syntactically annotated German newspaper corpus (Harbusch
and Kempen, 2007)) goes beyond the scope of very limited Forward Conjunction
Reduction restricted to the subject, which prevails in LST, and which was the
only type of ellipsis evaluated in the LeiSA study. As this construction is judged
to be of medium difficulty, and it can be circumvented by explicitly repeating or
pronominalizing the subject, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) choose not to add it
to ELS.
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Table 2.3: Summary of constructions in Extended Leichte Sprache that extend Leichte
Sprache.

Phenomenon Usage
Negation Restricted to nicht as verb modifier and keininflected as de-

terminer or substituting pronoun
POS=APPRART Agglutination of the definite article following the preposi-

tion
POS=PRO noun phrase filled with a substituting pronoun
Preterite tense Restricted to auxiliaries and modals
Subjunctive
mood

Restricted to auxiliaries and modals

Passive voice Restricted to forms of werden
Complement-
taking verb

Restricted to verb lemmas in the vocabulary of LS that dom-
inate a nonfinite verb form with the word ordering S Vfinite

O Vnonfinite

Subordination dass ‘that’ is replaced by a colon; any other conjunction
obtains a separate line; the constituents of the subordinate
clause are presented with V2-word order in a new line

Relative clause Restricted to subject-relative clauses, however, not discon-
tinuous

As a result of their corpus study, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) defined Extended
Leichte Sprache. As LS shows more similarities to proximity language (spoken
German) than to conceptual written language (Maaß and Bredel, 2016, p.58), ELS
is a natural extension of LS. Constructions that show low error rates in the LeiSA
comprehensibility tests are included by ELS. Table 2.3 sums up all extensions
included in ELS that Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) propose.

Next, we present the state of the art in writing support tools for low-literate
users with IDD and/or CCN.





Chapter 3

Writing support systems for
low-literate users with intellectual or
developmental disability and/or
complex communication needs

In this chapter, we discuss state of the art of writing support systems for low-
literate users with IDD and/or CCN for the German language. Section 3.1 fo-
cuses on symbol-based writing systems from the area of Augmentative and Al-
ternative Communication to examine the linguistic scope and literacy support for
low-literate AAC users. In turn, Section 3.2 discusses text-based writing support.
Finally, Section 3.4 addresses systems for teaching text-production.

3.1 Symbol-based writing systems
Augmentative and Alternative Communication1 offers a wide range of support to
people with complex communication needs – an essential part of inclusion, i.e.,
self-determined participation and expression.

A common instrument in AAC is the use of graphic symbols (e.g., pictures,
drawings, pictograms) as visual representation of a word or idea. Different symbol
collections fit the diverse needs of AAC users. For example, people with visual
impairments may use high-contrast symbols. Two symbol sets widely used in Ger-
many are METACOM2 and the Picture Communication Symbols (PCS) 3(Johnson,

1For detailed information on AAC, see the International Society for Augmentative and Alter-
native Communication(www.isaac-online.org).

2METACOM website: www.metacom-symbole.de
3PCS website: goboardmaker.com/pages/picture-communication-symbols
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(a) A page of a symbol book.
(LIFEtool, 2022)

(b) A symbol board.
(ARASAAC, 2022)

Figure 3.1: Two examples of non-technical aids for symbol-based AAC: A communica-
tion book with PCS-symbols (a) and a communication board with ARASAAC-symbols
(b) composed of multiple symbol strings that can be reassembled into new contents.

1987). Both are commercially licensed. The ARASAAC symbol set (ARASAAC,
2022) is a free-to-use alternative distributed under the Creative Commons License
(BY-NC-SA).

There are various communication tools for symbol-based AAC. Non-technical
aids include symbol boards or communication books, as seen in Figure 3.1. Tech-
nical AAC solutions for symbol-based communication range from simple con-
catenation of symbols for needs-based, functional communication with small vo-
cabularies to complex (commercial) systems (see, e.g., Lancioni et al. (2019) for a
detailed survey). Currently, technical AAC solutions are evolving rapidly and are
increasingly available on mainstream devices like smartphones and tablets (Light
and McNaughton, 2012; Ascari et al., 2018; Farzana et al., 2021).

Here, we focus on AAC systems that go beyond functional communication
usable for users with low literacy skills supporting the expression of personal
thoughts in the context of social closeness and sharing information (cf. Light et al.
(2019) and Waller (2019)). Whenever possible, we review systems for our target
language German, where a rich morphology and relatively free word order com-
plicate the generation of useful and grammatically correct suggestions4.

All popular free AAC apps for German allow users to access a large customiz-
able vocabulary of symbols. However, they do not provide well-founded linguistic
support for sentence construction and/or text production (cf. LetMeTalk5 and Sym-
boTalk6, shown in Figure 3.2). It is important to mention that these systems aim

4For an up-to-date overview of communication aids for German see the database by Rehamedia
(rehamedia.de/kernprodukte/kommunikationshilfen/)
and the database by the German foundation barrierefrei kommunizieren!
(www.barrierefrei-kommunizieren.de/datenbank/)

5LetMeTalk: apps.apple.com/us/app/letmetalk/id919990138
6SymboTalk: www.symbotalk.com

rehamedia.de/kernprodukte/kommunikationshilfen/
www.barrierefrei-kommunizieren.de/datenbank/
apps.apple.com/us/app/letmetalk/id919990138
www.symbotalk.com
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(a) LetMeTalk on an iPhone
(LetMeTalk App Store page
(AppNotize UG, 2022), accessed
29.01.2022)

(b) SymboTalk on an iPad
(SymboTalk website
(Elram, 2017), accessed 29.01.2022)

Figure 3.2: Snapshots of two examples of popular free AAC apps for symbol-based
communication using ARASAAC symbols: (a) LetMeTalk (b) SymboTalk.

at direct (face-to-face) communication between conversation partners and are not
designed as writing systems.

In comparison, commercial systems for symbol-based AAC offer a signifi-
cantly larger scope of linguistic support. The commercial systems Gateway 7,
Mind Express 8, and TD Snap Core First 9 offer a representative sample of widely
provided features in complex, commercial symbol-based AAC systems that go
beyond functional, needs-based communication. Primarily these systems enable
users to actively take part in real-time conversations. In addition, they aim to help
users develop written language skills by enabling them to increase their diversity
of expression in terms of both the grammatical scope and the vocabulary. For
writing, they provide basic linguistic support such as adaptive word prediction
and automatic inflection for simple constituents. The more complex the linguistic
variety, the more grammatical knowledge is required to create correct sentences.
For instance, the user has to manually select word endings or correct errors caused
by incorrect predictions.

In the following, we consider the writing support of these systems in detail
before summarizing their commonalities in writing support and interface design
in Section 3.1.

7Gateway: www.gatewaytolanguageandlearning.com
8Mind Express: www.jabbla.com
9Snap Core First: www.tobiidynavox.com/pages/snap-core-first

www.gatewaytolanguageandlearning.com
www.jabbla.com
www.tobiidynavox.com/pages/snap-core-first
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Gateway

Figure 3.3: Foto of Gateway running on an iPad (Elram, 2022).

Gateway (Bruno, 2020) arranges the symbols in a grid layout, which is typical
for symbol-based AAC aids (see Figure 3.3). By grouping words by context and
category, the symbol pages in Gateway are designed to provide efficient access to
the vocabulary. Consistent application of the Fitzgerald Encoding 10 to the words,
word categories, folders (solid colored with a white border) and buttons (solid
colored with a colored border) helps the user navigate the grid layout and eases
the transition to symbol pages of a higher level of complexity. Additionally, the
grid layout can be customized to the user’s physical and visual needs. For exam-
ple, the size and arrangement of the grid elements can be customized. For users
with spelling skills, Gateway offers pagesets containing an alphabetical keyboard,
word endings, words and symbol predictions11. Gateway aims to enable users to
express themselves freely and develop their language skills. For example, it offers
its users successive levels of growing vocabulary and evolving syntactic variety
(Gateway to Language and Learning, 2022). Beginners communicate mainly in
1-2 word sentences of simply concatenated symbols. They use nouns, verbs and a
selection of adjectives and adverbs in their basic form. Then they learn to combine
the symbols into multi-word sentences. In this step, users can learn from to use
word endings, articles, and prepositions to form syntactically complex sentences.

10The Fitzgerald key format is a color-coding system for word categories commonly used in
the AAC context. For example, people are represented in yellow, things in orange and places in
purple. Verbs are colored green, descriptive words (adjectives, adverbs, and time words) blue and
little words (prepositions, articles, and conjunctions).

11For details on the alphabet pages and their configuration, see: de.tobiidynavox.
com/blogs/aufgezeichnete-webinare/compass-mit-gateway, last accessed
12.01.2022

de.tobiidynavox.com/blogs/aufgezeichnete-webinare/compass-mit-gateway
de.tobiidynavox.com/blogs/aufgezeichnete-webinare/compass-mit-gateway
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Here, automatic adjustments of the word forms associated with the symbols can
be made by Gateway or manually selected by the user. With increasing skill level,
the grammatical correctness of the sentences plays an increasing role. One fea-
ture available to form syntactically correct sentences is dynamic morphology12. It
includes for example:

• personal pronouns automatically inflecting subsequent verb forms,

• offering participles after the choice of an auxiliary verb
(e.g., ich bin gegangen ‘I have walked’),

• offering infinitive forms after modal verbs
(e.g., ich muss gehen ‘I must go’)

• automatic transformation of object pronouns
(e.g., ich gebe es ihm ‘I give it to him’),

• and displaying grid elements for manual selection of other grammar features
needed in the context of the sentence
(e.g., the choice of comparative and superlative forms or a more precise
choice of morphological endings).

A detailed video demonstration of the system13 shows that with increasing
complexity of syntactic and morphological variety, users have to make more man-
ual selections in order to express themselves in a grammatically correct way.

12For a demo video of Gateway’s dynamic morphology-feature see www.
gatewaytolanguageandlearning.com/resources/video-clips.html:
‘Learning Dynamic Morphology’, last accessed 12.01.2022

13Recording of webinar about gateway: de.tobiidynavox.com/blogs/
aufgezeichnete-webinare/compass-mit-gateway, accessed 17.02.2022.

www.gatewaytolanguageandlearning.com/resources/video-clips.html
www.gatewaytolanguageandlearning.com/resources/video-clips.html
de.tobiidynavox.com/blogs/aufgezeichnete-webinare/compass-mit-gateway
de.tobiidynavox.com/blogs/aufgezeichnete-webinare/compass-mit-gateway
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Mind Express

(a) A simple Mind Express grid layout. (b) A Mind Express alphabet page.

(c) A complex Mind Express grid layout.

Figure 3.4: Layouts of different styles and complexity for Mind Express: Snapshot (a)
shows a simple grid layout (Jabbla, 2022a), (b) an alphabet page offering letters and sym-
bols to access words (Jabbla, 2022b), and (c) a complex grid layouts with color coding
for different word types and categories (Jabbla, 2022c).

Mind Express (Jabbla, 2022a), like Gateway, offers several ways to design grid
layouts. For example, Figure 3.4a shows a simple grid layout and Figure 3.4c a
complex layout for advanced users. Users with basic spelling skills can to use a
mixture of letters and symbols to choose the words, (partially) hide the symbols
or use so called Alphabet pages (Jabbla, 2022b) on demand. Alphabet pages,
see Figure 3.4b, are operated with an alphabetical keyboard and show next word
predictions together with symbols.
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To enable users to write grammatically correct sentences, Mind Express dy-
namically displays grammar functions depending on the current part-of-speech.
These grammar functions include, for example:

• automactic inflection for simple subjects,

• tense buttons (cf. Jabbla (2022b)) to change the tense of a verb or sentence
to past or future tense,

• dynamic labels (cf. Jabbla (2022)) to automatically adjust word forms dis-
played in combination with symbols (alternatively the adjusted word form
is only shown in the sentence box),

• and grammar popup pages (cf. Jabbla (2022a)) allow to access additional
word endings and word forms when selecting a verb for advanced users
who write sentences of a complexity for which Mind Express no longer
automatically provides correct word forms.

TD Snap Core First
In addition to expanding the core and fringe vocabulary, TD Snap Core First (tobii
dynavox, 2018) wants to help users develop their literacy skills. For this purpose,
TD Snap Core First provides some similar grammar features as Mind Express and
Gateway. For example, it automatically adjusts verbs to match a previously se-
lected pronoun and offers participles after forms of sein ‘to be’ have been selected.
Entering the Wortwandler ‘word forms’ enables the user to access different forms
(tense, number, etc.) of the last word in the message window located at the top
of the choice grid. The user manually selects the desired word form to update the
word in the message window accordingly.

(a) A simple Snap Core First symbol grid. (b) The ABC area of Snap Core First.

Figure 3.5: Two layouts of TD Snap Core First (tobii dynavox, 2022): a simple symbol
grid (a) and an ABC area (b)
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Similar to Mind Express and Gateway, TD Snap Core First provides keyboard
pages operated using a mixture of symbols and letters. Additionally, TD Snap
Core First offers a so-called ABC vocabulary area (see Figure 3.5b). It sorts
words by their first and second letter and provides phonetic feedback when one or
more letters are selected14.

Users who can already read and write without symbol support or are in the
process of transitioning to written language, TD Snap Text15 offers a text-based
communication solution that builds on the design of TD Snap Core First .

Conclusion: Writing support in symbol-based AAC systems

The systems described above aim to enable users to communicate efficiently in
real time for active participation in conversations. Additionally, the systems aim
to help users develop their written language skills by enabling them to increase
the diversity of expression (grammatical scope and vocabulary).

For writing, the systems provide basic linguistic support such as adaptive word
prediction and automatic inflection for simple constituents. The more complex the
linguistic variety, the more grammatical knowledge is required on the side of the
user. For instance, the user has to manually select word endings or correct errors
caused by incorrect predictions.

As shown in Figures 3.3,3.4 and 3.5, the systems are organized in customiz-
able grid layouts of varying complexity, suitable for different access methods like
scanning16 (i.e., the system iterates sequentially through all options until the user
instructs the system to stop and make a selection), eye control or touch. Grid cells
can contain symbols, word and letters as well as function-buttons (i.e., ‘delete last
word form’, ‘enter settings menu’). Accordingly, activating a grid cell can select a
word or lead to another grid page containing more words of a certain category or
access grammatical functions. Users with basic spelling skills can use a mixture
of letters and symbols to choose the words, as seen in Figure 3.4 (b). Considering
the complexity of the grid layouts, it is important to mention, that these systems
presented are foremost used in the context of year-long learning and communica-
tion strategies. They need to be individually taught and practiced.

As representative layout examples the snapshots in Figures 3.4, 3.3, and 3.5
show that the current sentence is commonly located prominently at the top. Previ-

14A demonstration of the ABC vocabulary area of TD Snap Core First can
be found here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=YlGs8TJx2uE&ab_channel=
TobiiDynavoxDeutschland, accessed 17.02.2022.

15TD Snap Text homepage: de.tobiidynavox.com/pages/td-snap-text, accessed
19.01.2022

16For an introduction to different scanning techniques see praacticalaac.org/tag/
scanning/

www.youtube.com/watch?v=YlGs8TJx2uE&ab_channel=TobiiDynavoxDeutschland
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YlGs8TJx2uE&ab_channel=TobiiDynavoxDeutschland
de.tobiidynavox.com/pages/td-snap-text
praacticalaac.org/tag/scanning/
praacticalaac.org/tag/scanning/
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ous sentences or a textual context are only visible to advanced users (see the com-
plex Mind Express keyboard in Figure 3.4 (c), where two subsequent sentences are
displayed in the white sentence box). Of course, participating in (spoken) commu-
nication in real time has different requirements than writing texts. We suppose this
to be one reason why the writing support of all systems is by design focused on
the sentence level. Features for writing coherent texts that take audience design
into account are not available. Neither do the currently available AAC systems
exploit the full potential of linguistic processing by computer (Waller, 2019).

In the following, we consider the writing support that text-based writing sys-
tems for low-literate users with IDD offer on the sentence level and beyond.

3.2 Text-based writing support

Writing instruction with appropriate technology has a positive impact for people
with IDD (Smith et al., 2020). Modern text editors implement barrier-free access
by features like read-aloud functionality. The database of the German foundation
barrierefrei kommunizieren! lists systems for users with disabilities: standalone
systems like Kurzweil3000, Penfriend, and MULTiTEXT, and next-word predic-
tors like WoDy, EMU and FTB-TippFixx that can be integrated with MS Word and
other text editors to support the user.

Text-based writing support for our target group suits users with a certain a-
mount of computer skills who can write short sentences in a (simplified or cus-
tomized) text editor. A variety of visual highlighting and color encodings (e.g.,
color keys for different word types, parts of a sentence or punctuation symbols)
aid orientation in the text. Flexible read-aloud functions reproduce the written
text letter by letter, word by word or sentence by sentence (with or without punc-
tuation marks), respectively, providing memory support and spelling assistance.
On demand, all systems employ grammar checkers. Adaptive word predictions
(partially for customizable vocabulary) are usually offered in the form of lists that
can be controlled using hotkeys for quick selection. However, all systems present
the users with an empty page. The textual organization of the train of thoughts
and aspects of audience design are not supported in these tools.

There is an increasing demand for language support through linguistic pro-
cessing by computer. An increasing variety of writing-support systems based on
natural language generation attract attention. For a discussion of these approaches,
see, e.g., Dale and Viethen (2021) or Gatt and Krahmer (2018), who illustrate the
potential of NLG systems. In response to the increasing demand for easy-to-read
content, tools using different natural language processing techniques to support
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authors in creating LS texts have also been developed17. The LangugeTool18, for
instance, uses a rule-based approach to check texts for violations of LS rules. For
automatic text simplification in German, Suter et al. (2016) present a rule-based
approach, and Ebling et al. (2022) introduce a sentence-based neural machine
translation approach. SummAI19 uses artificial intelligence to assist authors in
translating existing texts into LS and creating new LS information. However, all
of these approaches aim at authors who are proficient in Standard German. They
are not designed to help our user group write in LS.

3.3 Deep learning-based writing support
Deep learning methods based on large language models for writing support have
recently attracted considerable attention (for survey, see, e.g., Otter et al. (2021)).
OpenAI’s20 GPT-3 (Generative Pre-trained Transformer 3) stands out in particular
(see, e.g., Dale (2021)). It can create, summarize, simplify or translate texts. The
model succeeds in generating content that is sometimes very difficult to distin-
guish from human-authored texts. In the following, we will discuss to what extent
this technique can be used (at this point in time) to support our target group in
writing.

GPT-3 is a deep learning model for neural networks that can be trained with
virtually any type of text. It uses an approach called sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq)
machine translation, where an input sequence (text) is used as a prompt to gener-
ate an output sequence (text). The model creates new text based on the training
data’s structure, style, and patterns. A detailed discussion of GPT-3 is out of scope
for this work, and we refer interested readers to Floridi and Chiriatti (2020)) in-
stead. Instead, we want to discuss specific aspects that present challenges for
using GPT-3 – representative of similar methods – for writing support for our tar-
get group. Therefore, we consider the aspects training data, input, and output in
the following.

Training data GPT-3 is already able to (re-)produce certain text styles, presum-
ably by mimicking similar patterns from the training data. It is an open question
how/whether one could get GPT-3 to consistently produce “LS-style” texts. Cer-
tain individual prompts may be able to achieve this, but the reaction of GPT-3 to
these prompts can vary, making the results inconsistent and not always sticking

17For approaches for the English language, see, e.g., paperswithcode.com/task/
text-simplification.

18LanguageTool for LS:languagetool.org/en/leichtesprache/
19SummAI website: www.summ-ai.com)
20OpenAI website: www.openai.com

paperswithcode.com/task/text-simplification
paperswithcode.com/task/text-simplification
languagetool.org/en/leichtesprache/
www.summ-ai.com
www.openai.com
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to the rules of LS. Alternatively, one could re-train or fine-tune GPT-3 on LS text
to make it stick only to LS text. However, the amount of computing needed for
this is immense, and as of now, there is no sufficiently large database of LS text
available. (It is estimated that there are currently about 1000 German text pairs of
standard texts and their equivalents in LS (Dejffal and Horst, 2021)). Using exist-
ing LS texts to create a database, additional aspects have to be considered: As de-
scribed in Sections 2.2, 2.4, text in LS is generally produced by authors proficient
in standard German (Maaß and Bredel, 2016, p.25) and then evaluated for ease
of comprehension by people with intellectual disabilities or learning difficulties
(BITV2.0, 2011; Netzwerk Leichte Sprache, 2013). Although the participation of
the target group to check texts for their comprehensibility is anchored in the LS
rules (Netzwerk Leichte Sprache, 2013) and is perceived as an integral aspect of
the work of plain language (Dejffal and Horst, 2021), this step is often omitted
in practice. Many LS texts are not checked by the target group. (For almost half
of the LS texts used to create the Leichte Sprache Treebank introduced in Section
2.4 it is unknown if the target group was involved in testing the texts for com-
prehensibility.) In addition, the rules for LS have been developed on the basis of
practical experience. It has not yet been fully researched which of the construc-
tions licensed by the LS rules are really easy to understand for the LS target group
(cf. Bock (2019)). Moreover, many texts do not follow the LS rules (cf. the LS
corpus study by Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) presented in Section 2.4).

Besides the linguistic realization of the texts, the content of the training data
also influences the language model. LS texts are often of an explanatory nature
due to the information function of LS (cf. Section 2.1). They contain an above-
average number of difficult words to be explained in the text. Accordingly, we’d
expect GPT-3 generated LS text to contain many technical terms. This could be
prevented by modifying the cost functions used during training of large language
models such that they disencourage the use of difficult words. However, avoid-
ing difficult words in general may not be a good idea either, since some difficult
words may in fact be known to the individual user and should therefore actively be
used by the system, as not doing so could limit the wealth of a user’s expression.
Therefore, it would in fact be desirable to customize the language model for the
individual user, which is something that these models do not support at this point
in time.

Presumably, due to the target group’s low literacy skills, a large text base that
provides information about how the target group would express themselves in
writing does not (yet) exist to the best of our knowledge. Because our target group
is very heterogeneous, many factors depend on the individual user’s personal use
of language. (The strengths of GPT-3 lie, in contrast, in generating texts in a
particular style for a specific domain, such as technical blog posts. Here the model
can infer a general style from the training data).
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Assuming that feeding the language model with LS-text would be the most
effective way to train the model to create LS-text, appropriate training data for
a large language model would first need to be created. Ideally, the training data
would be created in collaboration with the target group in pursuit of the guiding
principle of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities: “Noth-
ing About Us Without Us” (Charlton, 1998). Suggestions by the system that are
automatically extracted from given LS text might not be perceived as helpful –
some might even be perceived as irritating, let alone unintentionally patronizing.
This aspect should also be evaluated in collaboration with the LS target audience.
To circumvent the lack of suitable training data, for the time being, one could
advise the model only to use short, simple sentences and easy words for text re-
alization (e.g., at CEFR level A1) This approach is used by Reiter et al. (2009)
and Tintarev et al. (2016) in their English approaches for NLG storytelling for
language-impaired AAC users.

Input The system needs information in the form of a textual input sequence to
generate content. The more precisely the user defines the prompt for the system,
the more targeted the output. Parameters are, for example, text type (e.g., story
or report), domain, topic, target audience, type of content (e.g., information or
entertainment), tonality, and mood. Some of these parameters could be preset. At
the moment, however, the user still needs to instruct the system on what to write
about in a precise manner. This is a challenging, possibly overwhelming task for
users with low literacy skills and cognitive challenges. We would expect the text
input of our low-literate user group, who are ranging between Alpha-Levels 1 and
4 (cf. Section 2.2), to be too short and erroneous to create meaningful output in a
targeted manner.

In their approach using an NLG system to create a personal narrative for an-
swering the question “How was school today?”, Tintarev et al. (2016) try to cir-
cumvent this challenge by using a data-to-sequence approach. Their system au-
tomatically creates personal stories for low-literate AAC users from sensor data
and other media like voice recordings collected as the school day progresses (an
approach not feasible for our user group). To filter the data, the user selects the
events of the day they want to talk about (e.g., Math class). As a challenge Tintarev
et al. (2016) name enabling the user to adequately control the system in terms of
both content and expression, as they aim to “assist the user in communication, not
replace him or her with an NLG communicator”. This leads to our next point –
the generated output.

Output Even given precise instructions, there are certain limitations of the GPT-
3 technology. Ultimately, its statements are based on a fortuitous alignment of
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textual statistics drawn from the training data (Dale, 2021). The generated results
are arbitrary, not personal or specific. This is a problem when it comes to express-
ing a personal narrative or opinion, because the system does not know the user.
Even if the system was trained with additional personal data like in the approach
of Tintarev et al. (2016), the system cannot know what the user thinks about a
certain topic (e.g., a news article) or wants to express at the moment. The user
could either run a prompt until the system generates a pleasing result by chance or
adjust the generated text to fit what they wanted to express. To do this, however,
they have to read and understand the generated text, decide to discard or keep it,
and – in the latter case – decide which elements to change to achieve the desired
message. This cognitively demanding task is not suitable for our user group who
– due to low literacy – cannot carefully check whether or not the text expresses
the intended meaning nor edit it to their liking. Users with intellectual difficul-
ties, memory or cognitive flexibility limitations, and spontaneous decision-making
problems are additionally challenged.

In summary, there is no recent NLG-based writing aid tailored to the needs of
our target users to the best of our knowledge (cf. the pioneering approach by De-
masco and McCoy (1992) aiming to assist users with severe motor impairments).
In addition to the lack of suitable training data, deep learning approaches based
large language models like GPT-3 present challenges in the process of creating
input as well as reading and editing the output and are (not yet) suitable for our
user group. Existing textual writing support systems for the target group require a
certain amount of writing skills. Additionally, they confront the user with a blank
page. The textual organization of the train of thought is not supported. Next,
we look at current approaches to teaching text production for the target group
addressing the latter aspects.

3.4 Systems for teaching text-production
In the school context, the method of the Schreibwerkstatt/Schreibkonferenz ‘writ-
ing work-shop’ (see, e.g., Reichardt et al. (2014) for a broad survey) is widely
applied. The pupils learn to introduce all protagonists of a story in a way that
allows the reader to identify them as the story progresses. The appropriate use of
elements of text coherence, discourse structure, and audience design is taught. On
the sentence-formulation level, students are instructed to integrate sets of short,
choppy sentences into longer, more effective ones (cf. Nordquist (2018) for an on-
line introduction to sentence-combining techniques; Ney (1980), for the history,
and Saddler and Preschern (2007), for the context in school). Beside computer
systems for the above-mentioned topics, there is a wide range of NLG systems for
automatic text production, such as parameterized interactive storytelling by Lukin
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and Walker (2019), or interactive story modeling using recurrent neural networks
by Fortuin et al. (2018). However, none of these systems is available in German.
Moreover, there is no straight-forward way to equip any of these systems with an
interface suiting the target group.



Chapter 4

Developing EasyTalk using
human-centered design

This chapter is dedicated to the human-centered design process framing the de-
sign and development of our writing system. In Section 4.1, we first introduce the
HCD process in terms of EasyTalk. The following sections are dedicated to the in-
dividual phases of human-centered design: specifying the context of use (Section
4.2), specifying the requirements (Section 4.3), creating design solutions (Section
4.4), and evaluating design solutions (Section 4.5).

4.1 Introduction to human-centered design
EasyTalk aims to support our target audience in the complex process of text writ-
ing in a simple, easy-to-understand way. In developing the system for the spec-
trum of low-literate users with IDD and/or CCN, it is particularly important to
focus on the needs of this very heterogeneous target group. A well-established
method for tailoring a system for a specific user group is human-centered design
– for the current international definition see the norm ISO 9241-2101. (In the to
the context of software development it is often called user-centered design (UCD)
– introduced by Norman and Draper (1986)).

The key principle of HCD is to put the user at the center of a system’s de-
sign and development process in order to make the design easy to use and fit the
users’ needs. In addition to the users’ needs, the interests and perspectives of all
stakeholders are considered in the development process.

1ISO 9241-210:2019 – Ergonomics of human-system interaction – Part 210: Human-centred
design for interactive systems: www.iso.org/standard/77520.html
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Figure 4.1: The iterative process of human-centered design according to ISO 9241-210.
The dotted arrows indicate to iterate where appropriate.

HCD is generally described in four iterative phases:

1. Specifying the context of use

2. Specifying the user requirements

3. Creating design solutions

4. Evaluating designs

As depicted in Figure 4.1, the phases of HCD are interconnected and to be iterated
where appropriate until the system meets the user requirements.

In the following, we will detail on each phase of the HCD process in terms
of EasyTalk individually. As the HCD process frames the development of the
assistive writing system in response to our research questions, each phase relates
to particular sections of our research.

4.2 Specification of the context of use
In order to develop a system focusing on the needs of its users, it is essential to
understand who the users are, their objectives, and in which context they will use
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the system. For the specification of the context of use, according to ISO 9241-210,
the following four factors must be considered:

1. Who are the users? What other stakeholders are there?

2. What are the characteristics of the users/the user group?

3. In which social, cultural, and technical environment will the system be
used?

4. What are the goals and objectives of the users?

We address these factors in the following.
The target users of our system belong to the spectrum of people with IDD

and/or CCN with low literacy skills. Historically, they are the primary target
group of LS (cf. Section 2.1). In recent years, extensive research has focused
on this target group and their needs in terms of easy-to-understand language. The
description of our users according to the above mentioned HCD criteria is based
on these findings, which we detailed on in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.

Our user group is very heterogeneous in various factors. For example, the
target group contains users of different age groups (e.g., teenagers or adults), life
situations (e.g., school students or employees), and German skills (native speakers
or people with migration background). In addition, the personal abilities and lim-
itations of each user may be individually pronounced. To provide a more tangible
representation of the target audience, we created the personas in Table 4.1, which
represent five examples of prototypical users, each with individual prerequisites
and goals.

The environment of use may vary from user to user, as the personas in Table
4.1 illustrate. While some users already use technical aids – possibly adapted to
their personal conditions, such as motor or visual impairments – other users may
have limited computer skills or not use technical aids at all. Accordingly, the
individual conditions for using the system may vary from user to user.

All potential users of our writing system have a common goal: their writing
skills are low, but they want to express themselves in writing. We aim to support
them in telling their personal stories beyond needs-oriented communication and
the repetition of short, familiar phrases (e.g., “I am OK. And you?”). In order to
provide useful writing support to our users at their personal level of proficiency,
we need to accurately asses the literacy skills of our target group. According to
the state of research depicted in Section 2.2, people who can successfully read and
understand LS texts have acquired at least basal reading ability and at least basal
knowledge of German. For L2 learners of German this translates to at least CEFR
level A1.
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Table 4.1: Five personas representing examples of prototypical users of EasyTalk. Out
of consideration for the vulnerable target group, we refrain from using images, as these
may reinforce prejudices.

An LS reader in special education
Personal data Sandra, female, 24 years old, autism spectrum disorder.
Profession Sandra is training as a gardener and landscaper through a special school.
Writing context She learned to read an write in school but it has always been difficult for her. She has a

small laptop with the free writing software Open Office installed.
Pain points When she opens the writing software she is confronted the white page and finds it hard

to formulate sentences.
Motivation At the facility, there is LS newspaper which she likes to read. She would also like to

write an article or a reader’s letter for the newspaper.
A low-literate talker user with CCN

Personal data Seku, male, 19 years old, Non verbal.
Profession Seku lives and works at a facility for assisted living.
Writing context He uses a symbol-based talker to communicate. He already knows many communication

symbols and has basic spelling skills. He can write short sentences with his talker.
Pain points Writing with his talker is very slow. Additionally, Seku has a hard time choosing the

right word endings when writing. Often this is too tedious for him, so he uses most
words in their base form.

Motivation He wants to have a tool that helps him better with writing so he can write messages for
his friends and family.
An LS validator

Personal data Heinrich, male, 52 years old, intellectual disability.
Profession Heinrich is employed in a workshop for people with disabilities.
Writing context He can read a little but writes only one or two words sentences. So far, he is not familiar

with computers.
Pain points Writing by hand is very difficult for him because of his motoric handicaps.
Motivation In his spare time, Heinrich is a validator in an LS validation group. Most times, he likes

the texts but would express some things differently. Additionally, he would like to create
his own texts.
A low-literate worker on the regular labor market

Personal data Christian, male, 48 years old, learning disability.
Profession Christian is a production helper who assembles and packages orders.
Writing context He has never really learned to write. He can read a little bit – for example the safety

regulations at work written in LS. His two children have already moved out and email
him regularly. He reads their emails on the tablet computer that his children gave him.

Pain points Because he finds it difficult to write, he usually replies to his children’s mails very briefly
with “OK” or “All good. You?”. He feels like he cannot adequately express himself in
writing.

Motivation He would like to answer his children’s mails properly.
Pupil in special education

Personal data Ben, male, 15 years old, learning difficulties.
Profession Ben is a pupil.
Writing context He has little experience with computers and feels like regular writing software is too

complicated for him. He became familiar with some AAC symbols in school, although
he does rely on them to communicate.

Pain points Generally, he enjoys going to school. However, writing is very difficult for him. This
often frustrates him. Whenever he wants to write something, he needs help in formulat-
ing the sentences, which he does word by word with the assistance of his teachers and
parents.

Motivation Ben wants to write on his own without always having to ask for help.
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To characterize the writing skills of our target users, we use the so-called
Alpha-Levels, a method to categorize the writing skills of illiterate and low-literate
persons introduced by Grotlüschen and Riekmann (2011, 2012). For writing, the
Alpha-Levels are defined as follows:

• Persons at Alpha-Level 1 can write at letter level. They are able to associate
phonemes (sounds) with graphemes (letters). (This could be, for example,
users with CCN who communicate mainly with symbols but know the initial
letters of words.)

• At Alpha-Level 2, writers reach the word level and can spell short, familiar
words.

• At Alpha-Level 3, the sentence level, writers can form short sentences.

• At Alpha-Level 4, individuals reach the text level in writing. They can write
using familiar, everyday vocabulary so that the meaning of their texts can
roughly be understood. However, they still write very slowly and incorrectly
at the sentence and text level, making mistakes even in common words and
phrases.

• Persons at Alpha-Level 5 can write complex texts and have acquired mor-
phematic strategy, i.e., the ability to derive words from building blocks (e.g.,
die Bestellung ‘the order’ from bestellen ‘to order’).

• At Alpha-Level 6, persons can write complex text using cross-word strat-
egy, i.e., the ability to consider complex linguistic aspects when writing
sentences and texts, such as part of speech to determine capitalization and
punctuation.

Based on the assumption that, presupposing sufficient computer skills, people at
Alpha-Level 5 and 6 can already use conventional writing support, we locate the
majority of our potential users between Alpha-Level 1 and Alpha-Level 4.

In addition to the target users, there are two other main groups of stakeholders
involved in our assistive writing system: persons who help users with the system
and readers of the user texts.

The user’s helpers may, for example, be caregivers, teachers, or family mem-
bers. For this group, the system must be easy to access, set up, maintain, under-
stand, and explain. For users in need of assistance, the helpers are essential to
accessing and successfully using the system.

For the readership, text understandability is most important. Contributing fac-
tors include grammatical correctness of the texts, text coherence, and the addition
of important information – such as the place and time of the event described – that
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increase the comprehensibility of the text for the reader, who cannot ask questions
as in a real-time conversation.

The considerations described lead to the user requirements defined in the fol-
lowing.

4.3 Specification of the user requirements

Creating an assistive writing system for the target group, two main challenges
arise: First, the system must provide users with the adequate linguistic means
to express themselves. Second, the system must support the users in the writing
process – i.e., the system must take care of factors that are otherwise difficult for
the users, such as spelling, grammar, and sentence construction. At the same time,
the system must be simple and intuitive. Expressed from the user’s point of view:
“As a user, I want a system that makes writing easy so that I can write what I
want.”

Since LS was developed for our target audience, we expected the linguistic
scope of LS to be appropriate for the target audience. Therefore, we examined
the relevant LS rules for text generation in Section 2.3 and analyzed the linguistic
scope of LS. We realized, that the LS rules do not license common constructions
from spoken German - such as using the simple past for modal verbs instead of the
perfect (i.e., using Ich wollte Eis essen ‘I wanted to eat ice cream.’ instead of Ich
habe Eis essen gewollt. ‘I have wanted to eat ice cream’). Based on a corpus study
based on authentic LS texts, we set the linguistic scope of EasyTalk to ELS (cf.
Section 2.4), a slightly extended variant of LS, that includes linguistic constructs
beyond the core LS rules that our users are likely to be familiar with and want to
use when writing – like the common formulations mentioned above.

Considering the state of the art of writing systems for the target group in Chap-
ter 3, we identified factors that might prevent our target group from using these
systems. Being aware of these factors is important in order to design a suitable
system for the target group.

In summary, we identified the following reasons for our target group not to use
these systems:

• The systems are too complex. Their interfaces and functions overtax the
user.

• The systems require too high a level of computer skills for inexperienced
users.

• The effort to learn the systems is too high for the users.
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• The Alpha-Level required for successful use is too high. In writing-based
systems, for example, the user is usually confronted with a blank page and
does not receive step-by-step writing support at the sentence or text level.

In the case of symbol-based AAC systems supporting literacy, additional factors
contribute to the fact that users, who do not rely on AAC for direct communica-
tion, usually do not use AAC systems for writing – such as:

• The systems are inaccessible to individuals unfamiliar with AAC symbol
systems.

• AAC communication systems are optimized for the specifics of conversa-
tional communication in real-time. While they may support text writing,
they do not focus on it.

• Complex AAC (grid) systems require extensive training and have high learn-
ing demands.

• Advanced AAC systems are usually costly.

In order to develop the system in line with our research questions, each research
question stated in Section 1.3 is translated into a core requirement for the sys-
tem below. To specify the user requirements in more detail, we add to each core
requirement the insights from the context of use described in 4.2 and the consid-
erations above as a list of sub-requirements. (We also include insights from the
iterative design/evaluation cycles. These are a detailed on in the corresponding
sections in Chapter 6).

EasyTalk must offer linguistic constructions the user likes to use. (RQ1)

• EasyTalk must offer the linguistic scope of ELS.

• The user must be able to use personal terms.

EasyTalk must support the user to write correct, understandable, coherent
text at their personal level of proficiency. (RQ2)

• EasyTalk must take care of the grammatical correctness of a sentence.

• EasyTalk must offer support at the letter-level, word-level, sentence-level,
and text-level.

• EasyTalk must support the user in creating text coherence.

• EasyTalk must support the user in adding important information for the
reader.
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EasyTalk must transform concepts from text-production theory into intuitive
on-demand dialogues. (RQ3)

• EasyTalk must phrase linguistic concepts in an easy-to-understand way.

• EasyTalk must guide the user through the text-writing process.

• All text elements in the interface must be short, easy-to-read and easy-to-
understand.

EasyTalk’s interface must be accessible and its interaction patterns must be
supportive, intuitive and easy-to-use. (RQ4)

• The system must provide good usability.

• The EasyTalkinterface must be clearly structured.

• On demand, EasyTalk must read aloud text elements.

• EasyTalk system must provide personal AAC symbols.

• The selection of words must be easy.

• EasyTalk system must be usable for users with little computer knowledge.

• EasyTalk system must be usable without extensive instruction or training.

We are aware that developing a system for our target group presents additional
challenges. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the target users are very heterogeneous
in their individual abilities, limitations, and life situations (cf. the personas in
Table 4.1). For example, some users may have motor disabilities that require
the use of special input methods to control the writing system, such as adapted
keyboards or eye control. However, it is essential to first tackle the core use case
of EasyTalk enabling users with IDD and/or CCN with limited writing skills to
write correct, understandable text.

Considering requirements above, we created the design solution described in
the following.

4.4 Creation of the design solution
This section presents the basic design ideas of our system, EasyTalk, for fast,
correct, and reader-centered writing that we developed considering the context
of use (cf. Section 4.2) and the user requirements (cf. Section 4.3). Essentially,
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the design of EasyTalk is inspired by AAC methods (cf. Section 3.1), spoken
dialogues, and school teaching techniques (cf. Section 3.4).

To provide support at the letter and word-level and to support users with CCN,
we make use of communication symbols. By default, EasyTalk presents words and
sentences in combination with AAC symbols. This representation of sentences as
a string of word-symbol combinations is common in symbol-based AAC (see, for
example, the symbol book in Figure 3.1a), the symbol board in Figure 3.1b, or the
symbol based communication systems in Section 3.1).

In spoken dialogues, information and context emerge naturally through a back-
and-forth of questions and answers from the conversational partners. The follow-
ing conversation snippet between person A and person B shows this by example:

(1) A: “What do you want to do?”
B: “I want to shop.”
A: “What do you want to buy?”
B: “Clothes.”
A: “OK. Where?”
B: “In the mall.”
A: “When do you want to go?”
B: “Tomorrow.”

Similarly, in a widely-applied method from school teaching, the concept of sen-
tence components is taught by asking wh-questions to identify sentence compo-
nents and their functions (for example, asking ‘Who?’ identifies the subject of
a sentence). Inspired by this, the process of sentence writing in EasyTalk into is
broken down into writing sentence components. Each component is associated
with a wh-question indicating its grammatical function. Applying this concept to
the example above, the systems takes the role of person A who asks conversation
partner B for information. Component by component, system and user compose
a sentence in a dialog-like manner:

(2)

System: Who? Does? What? Where? When?
Writer: I want to shop clothes in the mall tomorrow

Resulting
Sentence: ‘I want to shop clothes in the mall tomorrow.’

This process enables the system to maintain the syntactic correctness of the con-
struction the user is typing in so-called scaffolded writing (Harbusch and Kempen,
2011). Using a natural-language paraphrase generator implementing the grammar
of ELS, EasyTalk can suggest correctly inflected word forms, pursue the overall
correctness and completeness of the sentence, and provide the correct German
word ordering. (For details on the technical process, see Section 5.2.) Addition-
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ally, the conversation-like writing process emphasizes audience-design concepts
(Bell, 1984), i.e., it reminds the user to add information that’s important for text
understandability by its target (i.e., the reader) who cannot seek clarification –
unlike the listener in face-to-face communication.

To create coherence over the entire text, the user is invited to clarify the dis-
course structure by adding connectors (inspired by Rhetorical-Structure Theory
(RST); see Hovy (1988) and Mann and Thompson (1988)), thus explicitly mark-
ing the relationship between the simple clauses. (SVO order is mandatory in
declarative main clauses of ELS). For example, the sentences in (3-a) express the
train of thought much better than the staccato phrases in (3-b), thanks to the use
of coherence cues (therefore/so, tomorrow, and the colon) and modifiers offering
additional context (for you):

(3) a. Du
You

hast
have

Corona.
COVID.

Darum:
Therefore:

Ich
I

will
want

Dir
you

helfen:
to_help:

Ich
I

gehe
go

morgen
tomorrow

für
for

dich
you

Lebensmittel
grocery

einkaufen.
shopping.

‘You have COVID. Therefore: I want to help you: I will go grocery
shopping for you tomorrow.’

b. Du
You

hast
have

Corona.
COVID.

Ich
I

helfe
help

Dir.
you.

Ich
I

kaufe
buy

Lebensmittel
groceries.

ein.

‘You have COVID. I will help you. I will buy groceries.’

This resembles elements of the widely applied method of the Schreibwerkstatt /
Schreibkonferenz / ‘writing workshop’ 2 used to teach German elementary school
children the concepts of written text production (see, e.g., Reichardt et al. (2014)
for a broad survey).

According to the iterative nature of the HCD process depicted in Figure 4.1,
the design of EasyTalk was matured in multiple design and evaluation cycles. De-
tails on the changes applied to the individual versions of the EasyTalk prototype
can be found in the respective evaluations sections in Chapter 6; Section 6.5 pro-
vides a summary. The concrete implementation of the described design ideas of
EasyTalk is presented with the system in chapter 5. For the sake of clarity, we
present only the latest version of EasyTalk in this thesis.

2This technique is comparable to sentence-combining exercises in the Anglo-Saxon language
area that teach students to integrate sets of short, disconnected sentences to form longer, more
effective ones (see Nordquist (2018) for an online introduction, Ney (1980) for the history, and
Saddler and Preschern (2007) for the school context).
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4.5 Evaluation of the design

Figure 4.2: Overview of the participants, methods and objectives of the four evaluation
cycles conducted during the development of the EasyTalk prototype.

In human-centered design, it is best practice to evaluate every design solution with
real users. This is particularly important for user-sensitive, inclusive design of ac-
cessible, disability-aware software (cf. Henry (2007); Newell et al. (2011); Nganji
and Nggada (2011)). Testing software with people with disability presents special
challenges and organizational overhead (see, e.g., Henry (2007) or Lazar et al.
(2017)). A particular challenge in testing with people with IDD and/or CCN is to
obtain good feedback on complex, possibly abstract, questions. In general, it is
best practice to identify and correct usability flaws in software before it is made
available to the user (see, e.g., Holzinger (2005)). For the target group, however,
the initial impression of a software system is particularly important – many AAC
solutions are abandoned due to avoidable interface flaws (see, e.g., Fager et al.
(2006); Schmidt (2006); Waller (2019)). For this reason, we made targeted use
of substitute user groups during the evaluation of EasyTalk to mature the sys-
tem before testing it with the target users in real writing sessions. Additionally,
consulting the substitute user groups enabled us to include the perspectives of all
stakeholders (i.e., users, their helpers, and potential readers of the texts) in the
development process.

Figure 4.2 presents an overview of the four evaluation cycles we conducted.
Pursuing to the HCD process sketched in Figure 4.1, we refined the user require-
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ments (cf. Section 4.3), evolved the design (cf. Section 4.4) and matured the sys-
tem (cf. Chapter 5) EasyTalk based on the results of each evaluation iteration.

After the first design iteration, we sought feedback from various perspectives
as to whether the concept of our system is suitable as a writing aid for the target
group. Therefore we evaluated an early-version prototype of EasyTalk by con-
ducting cognitive walkthroughs combined with interviews with domain experts in
CCN, AAC, LS, and the concerns of people with disabilities (cf. Section 6.1).

As the results showed that our prototype was heading in the right direction,
we exploratorily tested free text writing with L2 learners with low German skills
(also a target group of LS – see Section 2.2) with low computer skills (cf. Section
6.2). Here, we aimed to identify potential usability flaws in the overall system and
tested the suitability of the interface and interaction patterns for users with low
computer skills. Based on the results, we improved the design of our system.

Originally, we planned to conduct the third iteration with users of our target
group. However, tests with the target group had to be stalled due to the health
precautions and local safety restrictions due to COVID-19, which particularly af-
fected our target audience (cf. for example, Rödler (2020) and Portal et al. (2021)).
Instead, we conducted guided usability tests with a group of IT-expert L2 learners
of German (cf. Section 6.3). We aimed to further improve the usability of our sys-
tem by seeking expert-level feedback. Additionally, aimed to elicit clues where to
extend the linguistic support our target group might benefit from.

Finally, we tested the matured prototype of EasyTalk with in an exploratory
case study with users of our target group (Section 6.4). Aiming for a real world
application scenario, we visited a writing workshop for adult users with severe
or multiple disabilities. In this setting, target users performed free text writing
sessions using EasyTalk. As described by Nganji and Nggada (2011) and Henry
(2007), we encountered aspects that require special consideration in testing with
the target group, such as very heterogeneous user characteristics (e.g., CCN in
the form of being non verbal or problems with spontaneous decision making) and
the need for personalized interfaces (e.g., due to visual impairments) or assistive
components in form of specialized keyboards or mice (e.g., due to motor impair-
ments). Here, we focused on testing the core functionality against the basic system
requirements (see 4.3) of the high fidelity prototype of EasyTalkṪo perform the
tests as distraction-free as possible, we assisted the participants as needed in the
test sessions – for example, with spelling or controlling the system.

The results of final test iteration reflect the current state of the prototype as
presented in Chapter 5.



Chapter 5

EasyTalk

Our goal is to help the LS target audience become LS writers by providing them
with an assistive writing system. In this chapter, we describe EasyTalk – our
scaffolded-writing system for LS, designed to enable our target users from the
spectrum of low literate people with IDD and/or CCN to formulate correct and co-
herent ELS texts through linguistic processing by computer, interactive grammar
guidance and elements of AAC. EasyTalk helps users to practice text production at
the personal skill level by writing sentences of varying complexity and prompting
the user to add important information for the reader and create text coherence.

The chapter commences by introducing the natural language generation con-
cepts employed in EasyTalk. Next, we describe the theoretical background of the
system’s most important functionality focusing on the sentence-writing process
(Section 5.2). In turn, an introduction to the system follows (Section 5.3), pro-
viding an overview of its workflow and features. Then, Section 5.4 details on
the text-writing support of EasyTalk on different levels of the text-production pro-
cess. Next, Section 5.5 presents a concept for teaching text production in form of a
teacher mode within EasyTalk. Finally, Section 5.6 describes additional EasyTalk
features, like options for system customization and text functions.

5.1 Concepts of text-production based on Natural
Language Generation employed in EasyTalk

In this section, we introduce the natural language generation concepts we em-
ploy in EasyTalk. (This passage has previously been published in Harbusch and
Steinmetz (2022)). Therefore, we outline the steps from a speaker’s intention to
a context-sensitive utterance to allow us to highlight the NLG concepts used in
EasyTalk.

71
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Figure 5.1: Basic elements of a natural language generator (bold), illustrated with our
example (in text boxes).

Figure 5.1 shows the typical three-stage pipeline architecture of a declarative text
generation system (see, e.g., Reiter and Dale (2000)), illustrated in terms of our
example (3-a) from the introduction.

The overall input to the Text Planner/Conceptualizer (Figure 5.1 (1)) is en-
coded as the speaker’s goal:

INFORM(S, H , KNOW(H , shopping(agent_of_action_shopping: S, object:
groceries, time: tomorrow))).

S refers to the speaker, and H to the hearer. The goal is an INFORM-speech
act, i.e., S wants H to know something that S assumes H does not yet know.
(In a REQUEST-speech act, S wants to obtain new information that S assumes
H knows, often resulting in a question like “Can you please tell me how I can
help you tomorrow?”.) Roughly speaking, the goal highlights the discrepancy
between the knowledge bases of S and H , which should be removed through a se-
ries of speech acts, i.e., the not-yet-verbalized conceptual messages (propositions
dealt with in the Conceptualizer). Ideally, after delivery of the message by S, H
knows all communicated facts (and facts that can be inferred by H). This task re-
quires separate representations of the speaker’s and the hearer’s knowledge about
the current situation and about their presupposed world knowledge, respectively
(including the implications of/inferences from all the facts).

In the example, we assume that S notices that H is ill. S wants to indicate to H
that S is aware of this fact. By explicitly informing H that S knows that H is ill,
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the speaker enriches the utterance with a known fact to make the context/intention
of the utterance clear, thereby creating an overall discourse structure. Because
of the close personal relationship between S and H , S decides to help by buying
groceries for H the next day. This plan results from the world-knowledge fact that
relieving an ill person of a task helps that person to rest and recover.

The Conceptualizer decides which information should be communicated. In
our example, the facts A,B, and C are selected (the propositions are rendered
here in the form of sentences, abstracting away from the logic representation and
detailed argumentation; instead, each proposition is supplemented by the intended
interpretation of the hearer):

A: Du hast Corona ‘You have COVID’: the context of the utterance
B: Ich will dir helfen ‘I want to help you’: reason for a proposed action
C: Ich kaufe morgen Lebensmittel für dich ein ‘I will go grocery shopping for
you tomorrow’: communication of the planned action

Importantly, propositions do not stand in isolation, but in relationship, in order
to express the discourse structure/the speaker’s intention. A widely used technique
for this purpose is that of Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST; see Hovy (1988)
and Mann and Thompson (1988)). Two important examples of relations between
propositions are ELABORATION and CONSEQUENCE. The resulting hierar-
chical structure of interrelated propositions is called the text plan. Text plans are
handed over to the Sentence Planner/Aggregator module (Figure 5.1 (2)), which
has the task of linearizing the hierarchical structure. The linearization process in-
volves, among other things, the insertion of coordinating and subordinating con-
junctions and other lexical items that instantiate RST relations (although not all
RST relations need to surface explicitly in the final text). In terms of our example:

• A is realized as the main clause;

• CONSEQUENCE(B) is realized by the causative adverb therefore preced-
ing the main-clause realization of B, and

• ELABORATION(C) is realized by a colon preceding the main-clause real-
ization of C.

The Realizer/Formulator (Figure 5.1 (3)), provides the subsequently generated
text – one of the many realization options of the overall generation system.

In the NLG nomenclature, all writing support systems mentioned in Chapter
3 are restricted to formulator problems.

In the following Chapter, we illustrate the potential of using concepts from all
three generation steps in EasyTalk.
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5.2 Theoretical system description
In the previous section, we introduced the NLG concepts employed in EasyTalk
in the form of a three-step process using a Text Planner, a Sentence Planner and a
Formulator (cf. Figure 5.1). Here, we detail on the theoretical background of our
system’s NLG component used for sentence planning and sentence formulation in
the sentence-writing process.

First, in Section 5.2.1, we detail on the base concepts deployed in EasyTalk.
Then, we describe this aspect of our system roughly based on the 4+1 View Model
of architecture introduced by Kruchten (1995) in a top down manner. In Section
5.2.2, we depict the main scenarios in the form of use cases. We focus on the use
cases of sentence writing. We distinguish which ones are handled by the user and
which are handled by the system. Next, in Section 5.2.3, we consider the actions
of sentence writing from the process view by describing the activities in their
chronological order EasyTalk. Then, in Section 5.2.4, we describe the information
exchange between the system and the user in the course of these activities from
the development view. In Section 5.2.5, we highlight the NLG core component
from the logical view and take a detailed look at its structure. Finally, in Section
5.2.6, we explain the processes of its core functions in detail.

5.2.1 Base concepts
Rich inflection and free word order are two characteristics of the German language
that complicate the generation of correct suggestions in the context of linguistic
writing support by computer (cf. Figure 5.2). Since these two phenomena are
much less pronounced in other languages, such as English, we now briefly intro-
duce them to illustrate resulting challenges for our NLG component.

Due to rich inflection, word endings in German vary depending on the gram-
matical context. Figure 5.2a illustrates this with six examples of symbol-word
combinations common in AAC. In each example, the user has written two words.
The first word, the subject, varies in each example (cf. ich ‘I’, du ‘you’, wir ‘we’,
...) and is displayed with different symbols accordingly. While the lemma of the
second word, the verb geben ‘to give’, is consistent and thus always shows the
same symbol, its form is inflected according to the number of the subject to sat-
isfy the subject-verb agreement (cf. the 6 underlined word forms in the dashed
boxes).

With increasing sentence length, the challenge of always providing the user
with the correct word form grows – especially since word order is free in German.
This means that the sentence components can take different positions in the sen-
tence, and writing systems cannot rely on the user to always enter the sentence
components in the same order.
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(a) An example illustrating rich inflection in the German language in combination with
AAC symbols: The same symbol can produce different word forms in a sentence. The
form of geben ‘to give’, dashed frame, changes with the subject associated with the first
symbol.

(b) Five example sentences illustrating free word order in German. The subject of each
sentence is marked green, the direct object (Whom?) blue and the indirect object (To
whom?) orange. In Sentences 1-3 die Frau ‘the woman’ is the subject. In Sentences 4
and 5, der Mann ‘the man’ is the subject. This is recognizable by the articles associated
with the nouns, which vary with the grammatical function.

Figure 5.2: Two figures illustrating the phenomenons rich inflection (a) and free word
order (b) in the German language.
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Figure 5.2b demonstrates this with five examples and shows, that the order
of the symbols in a sentence cannot be used to infer its meaning: In Sentence
1-3, the subject (the woman ‘the woman’), the direct object (the book ‘the book’),
and the indirect object (the man ‘the man’) are the same, even though they are
located at different positions in the sentence. In Examples 4 and 5, the man (now
subject) and the woman (now indirect object) switch grammatical functions. This
is indicated by the changed articles before the nouns, which vary according to
case, grammatical gender, and number of a noun in German. The comparison
of Sentences 1-3 and Sentences 4 and 5 shows the impact of articles in German
for the meaning of a sentence. Different articles and word endings can easily be
overlooked by low-literate users and lead to unintended meanings.

Generative methods, such as the machine-learning based approaches we pre-
sented in Section 3.3, create complete sentences and texts. The user must read, un-
derstand, and edit these to detect and correct deviations from the intended mean-
ing. This task is beyond the capability of our target group of low-literate users
with IDD and/or CCN. The Augmentative and Alternative Communication sys-
tems and assistive text editors presented in Section 3.1 and 3.2 rely on users ei-
ther choosing word endings themselves or correcting false suggestions as needed.
Accordingly, the systems require a certain level of grammatical knowledge and
attention on the part of the user.

With respect to the goal of supporting users with very low writing skills while
taking into account the challenges of cognitive flexibility and memory limitations,
we aim for a guided step-by-step process that shifts responsibility for the gram-
matical correctness and completeness of the text to the system. At the same time,
the choice of words remains in the hand of the user. Therefore, we employ a
variant of an NLG formulator (cf. Section 5.1). Its goal is to build up a deriva-
tion tree based on the rules of a syntactic grammar (here, ELS constructions; if
desired, the declarative grammar can easily be restricted to pure LS rules – cf. Sec-
tion 5.6.2 for system customizations) so that syntactic correctness is automatically
maintained. Based on this representation, EasyTalk produces correctly inflected
word forms. In NLG, the formulator usually administers only the best sentence
representation; there is no user interface (UI) enabling the selection of another
option (paraphrase). We adopt a slightly more flexible formulator approach, de-
veloped for L2 learners of German. COMPASS (Harbusch et al., 2007, 2014) is a
natural-language paraphrase generator that constructs the sentence the user has in
mind in a step-by-step dialogue. The process is called scaffolded writing, in refer-
ence to the fact that the system is able to maintain the syntactic correctness of the
construction the user is typing after the user has specified its grammatical func-
tion (Harbusch and Kempen, 2011). COMPASS is based on the grammar rules
in Performance Grammar, a psycholinguistically motivated grammar formalism
(Harbusch and Kempen, 2002; Kempen and Harbusch, 2002).
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The separation into distinct dominance and word order rules in Performance
Grammar enables a flexible sentence-production process in COMPASS to suit the
user’s preferences. For example, the user can enter all arguments first to empty
the short-term memory and then fully concentrate on arranging the constituents
according to the intended discourse structure. Revisions made throughout the
sentence at any point in time are retained.

EasyTalk’s NLG component reuses parts of COMPASS. In the following, we
describe which concepts and data we have adopted in EasyTalk. In contrast to
COMPASS, EasyTalk implements a linear step-by-step writing process. Hence,
EasyTalk requires less flexibility in the sentence-production process than COM-
PASS. Once the users has entered an argument, it remains at its position in the
sentence. Therefore, we do not need to adopt the concept of late linearization and
the required implementation of a complex derivation tree. It is sufficient for us to
extract the rules for the word order and structure of the individual sentence com-
ponents from the grammar of COMPASS. The resulting set of declarative rules
is restricted to ELS constructions (cf. Table 2.3). For example, the range of verb
forms is restricted to the active voice, indicative mood, and present and present
perfect tenses. For auxiliaries and modals only, the preterite and the subjunc-
tive mood are also offered (e.g., Wir wollten uns heute in der Stadt treffen. ‘We
wanted to meet in the city today.’). The system favors non-inversion word order.
See Table 5.1 for the order in which the constituents are presented in main declar-
ative sentences. To provide an intuitive UI, it is crucial to avoid linguistic terms;
therefore, we use cues in the forms of interrogative pronouns1, as outlined in Col-
umn 1, to communicate with the user about grammatical functions and maintain
scaffolded writing. (As described in the the design stage in Section 4.4, we de-
cided on this technique as it is reminiscent of gathering information in a natural
dialog and resembles widely applied school exercises for identifying grammatical
function fillers in a sentence.) In return, the system is enabled to propose correctly
inflected forms.

In addition to the rule set, EasyTalk and COMPASS share the same lexicon.
In essence, the overall lexicon covers the German CELEX (Gulikers et al., 1995).
To obtain a reasonable suggestion list, this lexicon is restricted to L2-learner level
A1/A2 in EasyTalk. The lexicon can also be adapted to the user’s personal vocab-
ulary (e.g., to include proper names of protagonists or places; for details on the
process, see Section 5.6.2).

In the following, we detail on the sentence-writing process in EasyTalkto de-
scribe how the system employs the base concepts described above.

1For the direct object and the indirect object, we intentionally use the cues Wen and Wem,
which are reserved for animate fillers, to make case assignments easier.
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Table 5.1: List of constituents in a main declarative sentence (in the top panel, subject and
finite verb forms are obligatory; the second panel enumerates further arguments/valency-
frame fillers of the finite verb; and in the lower panel, adjuncts/modifiers are enumerated).
Column 1 provides the cue words to communicate the grammatical function of the com-
ponent to the EasyTalk users.

Cue Automatically inflected filler
Wer ‘whonom’ Elements of the SUBJect in nominative case
Tut ‘does’ FINite verb form in active voice, present tense,

coinciding in person and number with the subject
Wem ‘whomdat’ Elements of the Indirect Object in dative case
Wen ‘whomacc’ Elements of the Direct Object in accusative case
Pf was ‘Pf what’ Elements of the Prepositional Object in the case

Pf , the instantiated preposition requires
Was tun ‘what to do’ Past Participle in case the finite verb form is an

auxiliary or INFinitive in case the finite form is
a modal or Infinitive_with_ZU in case the finite
form is a complement-taking verb

Wann ‘when’ Elements of MODifier_time
Wo ‘whereloc’ Elements of MODifier_location
Woher/-hin ‘wheredir’ Elements of MODifier_direction from/to
Wie ‘with what’ Elements of MODifier_instrument

5.2.2 Use cases involved in sentence writing
This section describes the main use cases of sentence writing. We distinguish
which ones are handled by the user and which use cases are handled by the system.

Figure 5.3 depicts the main use cases of EasyTalk in the form of an UML
use case diagram. The diagram focuses on the process of writing a sentence in
EasyTalk by splitting it into further use cases. It associates the use cases with
their actors and illustrates the distribution between user interaction tasks and au-
tonomous system tasks – here restricted to the NLG component. The use cases
of the two stakeholders directly interacting with the system (i.e., user and helper
– cf. Section 4.3) are colored white. The use cases handled by the system are
colored gray.

To reduce the need for writing skills, the system is responsible for providing
the user with all the necessary information for writing a correct, complete sen-
tence. The system makes word order suggestions according to the sentence type
selected by the user (e.g., declaration or question). It provides correctly inflected
word forms for the current grammatical context. The user selects word forms from
these suggestions to add to the sentence.
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Figure 5.3: An UML Use Case Diagram showing the main use cases of EasyTalk in
association with the actors. The use cases of the stakeholders user and helper are colored
white, the ones of the system gray. The diagram focuses on process of writing a sentence
(bold), depicting the main actions involved.

To make corrections, the user can delete word forms. If the user wants to finish the
sentence, the system checks whether all mandatory components (e.g., subject and
verb) are filled and thus ensures the completeness of the sentence. If linguistic
ambiguities arise during writing, the system requests the necessary information
from the user in a simple manner. In summary, EasyTalk’s NLG component aims
at fast and correct writing by supporting the user by providing the correctly in-
flected word forms in any sentential context, mentioning all obligatory sentence
components, and maintaining the correct word ordering according to the sentence
type.

5.2.3 Sentence writing activities
The sentence-writing process of COMPASS and EasyTalk differ significantly.
While COMPASS allows the user to rearrange sentence components on the fly,
EasyTalk guides the user through the sentence in a linear manner.

In the following, we illustrate linear scaffolded writing with EasyTalk using
the UML activity diagram in Figure 5.4. Like Figure 5.3, it distinguishes between
user activities (on the left, white) and activities of the system’s NLG component
(on the right, gray). For simplicity, we omit the use case of deleting a word form
from the sentence, considering it the undo action of adding a word form.
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Figure 5.4: An UML activity diagram illustrating the sentence-writing process in
EasyTalk. The user actions are placed on the left side and colored white. The system
actions are placed on the right side and colored gray.
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The first user action is starting the sentence. By default, EasyTalk chooses the
sentence plan describing the canonical word order of a main declarative sentence
(cf. Table 5.1). As long as the sentence is empty, the user can change the type of
the sentence – for example to write a question. If the user changes the sentence
type, EasyTalk changes to the corresponding sentence plan. The system computes
the next possible components according to the active sentence plan. In the main
declarative clause presupposing SVO word order, for example, the user must fill
the subject first. Once the verb has been entered, the arguments according to
its valency frame and modifiers like time and place can be filled. According to
the usual German word order, EasyTalk suggests the user which component to fill
next – setting it the active component. For this component, it offers inflected word
form suggestions. If the user wants to deviate from this order (e.g., to emphasize
a component), they can activate another component and EasyTalk adapts the word
form suggestions accordingly. In two cases, the user cannot change the active
component: In the first case, a component must be completed first in order to
continue the sentence (e.g., the verb must be entered before its arguments). In the
second case, a component that has been started is incomplete (e.g., “the” would be
an incomplete argument and “the woman” would be a complete one). Agreeing
with the active component, the user adds word forms to it by selecting them from
the suggestions made by EasyTalk. After each word form, the system updates
the component. Here, it may need more linguistic information. If the user, for
example, has entered an auxiliary verb, EasyTalk needs to know if the user wants
to continue the sentence in present tense or present perfect tense. The system
presents the choice options to the user, who makes a selection. If the system has
all information, it checks, whether the user can still add to the component (e.g.,
dir und ‘you and’) or the component has reached its maximal size (e.g., dir und
mir ‘me and you’). In case the user can still add to the component, the word
adding process is repeated. A component can be finished in two ways: In the
first case, the user switches to another component. This is only possible, if the
current component is complete. In the second case, the component cannot be
further expanded. Once a component is finished either way, the system updates
the sentence plan. It removes the finished component from the list of components
to be filled, updates the list of next components and proposes the user with the next
component to fill. At the latest, when all components are filled, the sentence is
finished. Of course, the user can finish the sentence beforehand. This is possible,
as soon as all obligatory elements have been added to the sentence and the current
component is in a complete state.
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5.2.4 System components for sentence writing

Figure 5.5: An UML component diagram showing the system components involved in
the sentence writing process. The NLG components of EasyTalk are rendered gray, the
user interface components are filled white.

Now that we considered the user and system activities of the writing process in
detail, we take a look at the corresponding system components.

Figure 5.5 shows the system’s structure by using an UML component diagram.
It visualizes the interactions between the elements of the user interface (on the left,
white) and the NLG components (on the right, gray). During the sentence-writing
process, the user interacts with the system using three panels: the Sentence Panel,
the Next-Word Panel, and the Decision Panel. We detail on these panels in the
system introduction in Section 5.3 and its following sections. Here, we focus on
the data flow. As Figure 5.5 illustrates, the NLG component provides the interface
with all choice options. It passes the user’s choices back to the NLG component
where they are processed. We divide the NLG component into two main sub-
components: the Sentence Builder and the Dictionary. The Sentence Builder is
responsible for the correctness and completeness of the sentence. The Dictionary
holds the lexicon (in the form of an SQL database containing the COMPASS ver-
sion of CELEX). Accordingly, the Sentence Builder tells the Dictionary which
word forms to send to the interface in the current sentential context. This is com-
municated in the form of Component Filters. A Component Filter consists of the
inflections codes for the current Component Type (e.g., subject, verb, or direct
object) needed to extract the corresponding word forms from the lexicon.
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5.2.5 Natural language generation core components

Figure 5.6: An UML class diagram of EasyTalk’s NLG core component. A detailed
description is provided in the text.

The calculation of the Component Filters is the core task of our NLG compo-
nent and takes place in the Sentence Builder, which we present in detail below.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the structure of EasyTalk’s NLG core component in the
form of an UML class diagram. For the sake of clarity, it contains only the most
important classes, attributes and functions. In the upper left corner we see the
Decision Panel and the Dictionary, the two system components that communicate
with the Sentence Builder. Through these components, the Sentence Builder pro-
vides the choice options to the user. In turn, they communicate the user’s selection
to the Sentence Builder. We focus on the most complex task, the computation of
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the Component Filters, which are used to provide the user with correctly inflected
word forms for the current sentence context, taking into account the word order
of the current Sentence Type (e.g., declaration or question). The Sentence Builder
holds a Sentence. The Sentence uses a specific Sentence Plan according its Sen-
tence Type, which contains a set of slots to be filled with Components of a certain
Component Type (e.g., Subject, Verb, Direct Object, ...). The Components of the
Sentence Plan are ordered according to the word order of the Sentence Type and
additional factors, such as the Tense of the Sentence. Each Component can be
filled according to a set of Trees corresponding to its Component Type. To obtain
the Trees, we used the COMPASS linear order rule set reduced to the scope of
ELS2. Example Trees are:

• {pers.pro}
a personal pronoun
e.g., ich ‘I’,

• {poss.pro, adj, n}
a possessive pronoun followed by an adjective and a noun
e.g., mein kleiner Hund ‘my little dog’,

• {art, n}
an article followed by a noun
e.g., der Mann ‘the man’,

• {adj, n}
an adjective followed by a noun
e.g., kleine Hunde ‘small dogs’,

• {art, adj, n}
an article followed by an adjective and a noun
e.g., der kleine Hund ‘the small dog’,

• {art, crd, adj, n, prep, dem.pro, adj, n},
an article followed by a cardinal number, an adjective, a noun, a proposition,
a demonstrative pronoun, an adjective and a noun
e.g., der eine leckere Kuchen von meiner lieben Oma ‘the one tasty cake of
my beloved grandma’

2An exact definition of the component size is not given in LS. Using the LS rules ‘only one
thought per sentence’ and ‘keep sentences short’ as well as insights of the LS corpus study by
Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022), we define that a component Tree may consist of a maximum of
two subtrees linked by or/and, each of which may have a prepositional attribute associated with it
– as commonly used to express relationships in LS, such as die Katze von der Frau ‘the cat of the
woman’.
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As the examples show, each Tree provides a linear sequence of Lexical Frames
within a component in a grammatically correct order. Each Lexical Frame can
be filled with an inflected Word Form of a lemma (i.e., the base word) match-
ing the Word Type of the Lexical Frame. To be grammatically correct, this Word
Form must meet specific conditions within the Component and the context of the
Sentence. Within the Component, attributes such as grammatical gender, case,
and number of the preceding Word Forms determine which Word Forms can fol-
low. For example, a Component starting with kleine ‘small’ requires the following
Word Forms to be either nominative, plural (e.g., the subject kleine Hunde ‘small
dogs’) or accusative, plural (e.g., the direct object kleine Männer ‘small men’).
Depending on the Word Type, or Part of Speech, different attributes come into
play. For adjectives, for example, the declension type has to be considered. In
EasyTalk we call these attributes Features.

5.2.6 Computing word form suggestions
The concepts described before are used to compute the word form suggestions for
the current sentential context.

The rich morphology and word order rules of the German language make pro-
viding correct Word Forms a complex task. Two more examples for filling in the
last and most complex example Tree in the list above highlight the rich morphol-
ogy:

(1) die
the

drei
three

kleinen
little

Hunde
dogs

von
of

meinem
my

schönen
beautiful

Nachbar
neighbor

(2) der
the

eine
one

kleine
little

Hund
dog

von
of

meinen
my

schönen
beautiful

Nachbarn
neighbors

With the exception of the cardinal number, both examples use the same lemmas.
The different choice of Word Forms determines two varying meanings: In Exam-
ple (1), three dogs of unknown gender belong to one male neighbor. In Example
(2), one male dog belongs to an unknown number of multiple neighbors of un-
known gender.

In addition to the meaning, the Word Forms may influence subsequent Com-
ponents in the sentence context by invoking additional rules, such as word order
rules or the subject-verb agreement. If the user chooses example (1) to fill the sub-
ject, the NLG component must propose Verb Forms in third person plural (e.g.,
‘play’) to satisfy the subject-verb agreement. In the case of example (2), the Verb
Form must be third person singular (e.g., ‘plays’), accordingly.

In the following, we describe the most important algorithms that determine
the creation of the Component Filters using (high level) pseudo code.
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Algorithm 1: processWordForm
Data: wordForm, componentType

1 if needAdditionalInformation then
2 userDecision = requestUserDecision();
3 processUserDecision(userDecision);
4 end
5 activeComponent = Sentence.getActiveComponent();
6 if activeComponent.getComponentType() ! = componentType then
7 activeComponent = Sentence.addNewComponent(componentType);
8 end
9 activeComponent.addWordForm(wordForm);

10 activeComponent.updateValidTrees();
11 activeComponent.updateStates();
12 sentence.updateNextComponents();
13 computeComponentFilters();

Every time the user chooses a Word Form in the corresponding interface el-
ement, the Dictionary extracts all Word Form information from the lexicon and
passes it along with the active Component Type to the Sentence Builder. (For per-
formance reasons, the Dictionary keeps only the minimum necessary information
in memory.) In turn, the Sentence Builder executes the processWordForm-routine
described in Algorithm 1. First, the Sentence Builder evaluates if it needs addi-
tional contextual information to be able to correctly process the Word Form (Lines
1-4). If this is the case, the Sentence Builder provides the users with choice op-
tions and waits for the user’s response before it continues. In the next step (Lines
5-8), the Sentence Builder checks, if the Component Type chosen by the user
matches the Component Type of the currently active Sentence Component. If they
differ, the Sentence Builder finishes the current Component and adds a new Com-
ponent of the chosen Component Type to the Sentence. Then, the selected Word
Form is added to the active Component (Line 9) and its valid Trees are updated
(Line 10). A valid Tree matches the Lexical Frames of the Word Forms added to
the Component so far (e.g., {art, n} and {art, adj, n} are both valid Trees for a
Component starting with the article der ’the’). Next, the states of the active Com-
ponent are updated (Line 11; for details, see Algorithm 2). Depending on these
states, the next Components are computed (Line 12; for details, see Algorithm
3). Finally, the Sentence Build can compute the Component Filters (Line 13; for
details, see Algorithm 4) and pass them to the Dictionary so that it can provide the
user with the options for the next Word Form.
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Algorithm 2: updateStates
1 componentSize = activeComponent.getNumberOfWordForms();
2 for all validTrees do
3 treeSize = tree.getNumberOfLexicalFrames();
4 if componentSize = treeSize then
5 activeComponent.isComplete = true;
6 break;
7 end
8 end
9 for all validTrees do

10 if tree.hasEmptyLexicalFrame() then
11 activeComponent.isMaximal = false;
12 break;
13 end
14 end

Algorithm 2, updateStates, describes how the two states, being complete and be-
ing maximal of the active Component are determined.

To decide if a Component is complete, the number of Word Forms is matched
against the sizes of all valid trees. If one Tree is an exact match, the component
is complete. For example, the tree {pers.pron, conj., pers.pron} is valid for the
subject containing the Word Forms ich und ‘me and’. However, the Component
is not yet complete. Adding a second personal pronoun would complete the Tree
and the Component. After that, the user would not be able to add any more words
to the component since no other tree is valid for this sequence of lemmas. Hence,
the Component ich und du ‘me and you’ is complete and maximal. In other words,
a Component is being maximal as soon as only one valid complete Tree is left.

Depending on the states of the active Component, the Sentence decides which
Components can be filled next. This process is described in Algorithm 3, up-
dateNextComponents. As long as the current Component is incomplete, the user
must add to it. In this case, the Sentence Builder computes a Component Filter
only for this Component (Lines 1-3) and passes it to the Dictionary. If the Com-
ponent is complete, the user can opt to switch to another Component (Lines 4-9).
The options for this are computed using the Sentence Plan (Line 4). Only if the
active Component is not yet maximal, it is added to the set of next Components
itself (Line 7).
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Algorithm 3: updateNextComponents
1 if activeComponent.isComplete = false then
2 nextComponents.add(activeComponent);
3 else
4 components = SentencePlan.getNextComponents();
5 nextComponents.add(components);
6 if activeComponent.isMaximal = false then
7 nextComponents.add(activeComponent);
8 end
9 end

Algorithm 4: createComponentFilters
Data: nextComponents
Result: componentFilters

1 componentFilters;
2 for all nextComponents do
3 featureCollection;
4 componentsOfInfluence = component.getComponentsOfInfluence();
5 for all relevantComponents do
6 wordForms = componentsOfInfluence.getWordForms();
7 for all wordForms do
8 features = wordForm.getFeatures();
9 featureCollection.add(features);

10 end
11 unifiedFeatures = unify(featureCollection);
12 end
13 for all valid Trees do
14 nextLexicalFrame = getNextLexicalFrameInTree();
15 wordType = nextLexicalFrame.getWordType();
16 filters = mapToInflectionCodes(wordType,unifiedFeatures);
17 componentFilter = createComponentFilter(componentType,

filters);
18 componentFilters.add(componentFilter);
19 end
20 end
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Finally, the Sentence Builder computes the Component Filters for all next Com-
ponent options according to Algorithm 4. For each next Component option, it
considers the Components of influence (Line 4) according to the grammar rules.
Of the influencing Components, it collects the relevant Features of all Word Forms
(Lines 5-10). In turn, it unifies the Features and creates distinct Feature Sets (Line
11) valid for the current sentence context. The list below shows three examples:

1. Component: Subject
First Word Form added: kleine ‘small’
Valid (incomplete) example Tree: {adj, n}
Resulting Feature Set:
[{female, nominative, plural}, {male, nominative, plural},
{neuter, nominative, plural}]

2. Component: Direct Object
First Word Form added: kleine ‘small’
Valid (incomplete) example Tree: {adj, n}
Resulting Feature Set:
[{female, accusative, plural}, {male, accusative, plural},
{neuter, accusative, plural}]

3. Component: Subject
First Word Form added: Ich ‘I’
Valid (complete) example Tree: {pers.pron}
Resulting Feature Set: [{firstPerson, nominative, singular}].

Next, the routine iterates all valid Trees (Lines 13 - 19). For each Tree, it
determines the Word Type of the next empty Lexical Frame (Lines 14,15). Ac-
cording to the Word Type, it maps the Features to the corresponding Inflection
Codes, which are used to extract Word Forms from the dictionary. For exam-
ple, the Inflection Code used for Nouns in the singular nominative case is nS; the
Inflection Code for perfect participle Verb Forms (e.g., gegangen ‘gone’) is pA.
The Inflection Codes for all subsequent Lexical Frames of all valid Trees are then
added to the Component Filter currently being computed (Line 18). Finally, the
routine returns the Component Filters for all possible following Components.

In the next step, the Sentence Builder then passes the Component Filters to
the Dictionary, which, in turn, forwards the corresponding Word Forms of the
Lexicon to the User Interface. Now, the system awaits the next user action.

After this detailed description of the architecture and theoretical aspects of the
NLG component of EasyTalk, the following sections describe the system depicting
its user interface.
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5.3 System introduction

(a) Step 1-3. (b) Step 4 and 5.

Figure 5.7: Two consecutive snapshots outlining the basic writing process of EasyTalk in
five steps:
1) Choose the sentence type by selecting the corresponding punctuation mark in the empty
Sentence Panel. “./?/!” is provided (click button to change; declarative is the default);
2) Add words to the Sentence Panel by selecting word by word from the suggestion list in
the Next-Word Panel offering inflected forms;
3) Choose the checkmark button to finish the sentence (X deletes last word). In parallel,
the Sentence Panel flips to the Connector Panel (cfṡtep 4);
4) The completed sentence moves to the Text Panel (it can be read out loud and/or exported
for further use);
5) Select the connection of the next sentence in the Connector Panel. Consecutively, the
system flips back to the Sentence Panel for the next sentence (cf. step 1).

Before we detail on the individual features of EasyTalk, we introduce its in-
terface and outline the basics of the writing process in EasyTalk in five steps as
depicted in Figure 5.7.

EasyTalk’s user interface comprises three layers embedded in the Menu Panel
(labeled gray): The Text Panel (labeled green) is located at the top. In the middle,
the Sentence Panel (labeled yellow) and the Connector Panel (labeled blue) are
shown in alternation (see the two snapshots in Figure 5.7 depicting that either the
Sentence Panel (cf. Figure 5.7a) or the Connector Panel (cf. Figure 5.7b) is active).
The Next-Word Panel (labeled orange) is located at the bottom.

As seen in Figure 5.7, all words in EasyTalk can be supplemented with a
symbol from the users’ preferred AAC symbol set. All words and commands
in EasyTalk can be read aloud on demand.
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Starting a new sentence, the user chooses the sentence type by selecting the
corresponding punctuation mark in the empty Sentence Panel (step 1). EasyTalk
supports declarative, indicative and imperative sentences. Declarative sentences,
indicated by ‘.’, are the default. To change the sentence type, the user clicks the
button labeled with the punctuation marks ‘./?/!’. The chosen punctuation mark
automatically remains sentence-final at the end of the sentence during the process
of typing the sentence. In Figure 5.7a, the user has already written two sentences
(‘Peter is my best friend. We wanted to meet in the city today.’) and chosen a
sentence connector (‘But’). Currently, the user is adding words to the sentence,
‘He can come today’, depicted in the Sentence Panel (step 2) by selecting word by
word from the suggestion list in the Next-Word Panel that offers inflected forms
for the current sentence component. In our example, by selecting the modifier
cue Wie? / ‘how’ (displayed in green), the user decided to add nicht ‘not’ as a
modal specification that the reader should know. At the point shown, the user has
typed “ni” in the text-input field of the Next-Word Panel. Accordingly, a choice
list presenting only modal expressions is retrieved from the lexicon matching the
current input string. In the figure, one item qualifies as matches for “ni”. In
case of multiple matches, the user navigates the completion list by scrolling to the
intended form. Once the user selects the word form, it is automatically inserted at
the correct position in the sentence (i.e., before the verb kommen ‘to come’ at the
end of the sentence). To delete the last word, the user clicks the X-button at the
right-hand side of the Sentence Panel. Finishing the sentence currently in Figure
5.7a by clicking the checkmark-button (step 3) updates the Text Panel in Figure
5.7b): The completed sentence is attached to the previously written text displayed
in the Text Panel (step 4). (It can be read out loud and/or exported for further use
(cf. Section 5.6.1).) In parallel, the Sentence Panel flips to the Connector Panel
prompting the user so select the connection of the next sentence (step 5). Once
the user chose a connector, the Text Panel is updated and the system flips back to
the Sentence Panel in order to start the next sentence (cf. step 1).

Next, we detail on the individual writing features of EasyTalk.

5.4 Text-writing support

This section describes the text-writing support in EasyTalk. First, we detail on the
letter- and word-level support (cf. Section 5.4.1). Then, we describe the sentence-
level support (cf. Section 5.4.2) and finally, the text-level support (cf. Section
5.4.3).
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5.4.1 Letter- and word-level support

At the letter- and word-level, EasyTalk supports the user with customizable com-
munication symbols, read-aloud functionality and word form suggestions. We
describe these aspects in the following.

5.4.1.1 Symbol support

In Augmentative and Alternative Communication, it is an well-established tech-
nique to combine symbols with words (cf. Section 5.3). In EasyTalk all words
can be augmented with personal symbols. By default, EasyTalk uses ARASAAC
symbols3 – a free-to-use symbol collection offering more that 11.000 descriptive
and schematic symbols ARASAAC (2022). For AAC users who are on the way to
literacy, it is essential that their familiar symbols are available to them. Accord-
ingly, in EasyTalk the symbols can be easily customized (see Section 5.6.2 for
details on the process). In case the symbols feel distracting to (presumably non-
AAC) users, the symbols can be hidden. We assume, however, that even users
who are not familiar with AAC symbols may find the combination of symbols
and words helpful in recognizing words more easily – in particular, unknown or
longer words. In case of irregular word forms with a spelling that differs from
the base word (e.g., I read ‘I read’ vs. she reads ‘she reads’), the symbols can
facilitate the recognition of the base word for users with low spelling skills.

5.4.1.2 Read-aloud functionality

Read-aloud features are a common tool for software accessibility. Like the symbol-
based and text-based systems presented in Chapter 3, EasyTalk offers a read-aloud
function for all text elements using the text-to-speech module MaryTTS4 licensed
under the LGPL5. To give their users a personal voice, read-aloud functions for
Speech Generating Devices (SGDs) for people with CCN usually provide many
customization options, such as tone of voice or speech rate. Despite our aware-
ness of the its importance, this feature is is less pronounced than in professional
SGDs, as we focus on the core functionality of our EasyTalkprototype. Never-
theless, EasyTalk offers basic customization possibilities, which are described in
Section 5.6.2.

3ARASAAC homepage: www.arasaac.org
4MaryTTS website: mary.dfki.de
5Information on the LGPL: www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.de.html

www.arasaac.org
mary.dfki.de
www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.de.html
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5.4.1.3 Suggestion list

As described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, EasyTalk provides the user with correctly
inflected word forms for any sentential context. On the word level, the sugges-
tions prevent spelling errors and provide users with low spelling skills an sense
of ease and confidence in choosing word forms. On the sentence level, they guar-
antee a grammatically correctness. We detail on the sentence-level support in the
following section.

5.4.2 Sentence-level support
In this section, we elaborate on the inter-sentential linguistic support of EasyTalk
introduced in Section 5.2. A particular highlight of the following descriptions
comprises arguments for an adequate user interface UI that, in addition to sup-
porting low literacy skills, must compensate for factors such as working memory
deficits within our heterogeneous target user group. First, Section 5.4.2.1 de-
scribes the sentence-production process in interaction with the user. Then, Sec-
tion 5.4.2.2 details on verbs with separable verb prefix. Section 5.4.2.3 presents
the mechanism for writing complex verb constructions. Section 5.4.2.4 is dedi-
cated to writing questions and Section 5.4.2.5 to writing in the past tense. Finally,
Section 5.4.2.6 presents the free writing mode of EasyTalk.

5.4.2.1 Fast and correct ELS sentence production

In this section, we describe how the system supports the user in writing a sen-
tence in an easy and intuitive step-by-step manner. First, the system presents the
cues for the sentence-initial components according to the canonical word order of
the selected sentence type. In a declarative main clause presupposing SVO word
order, the subject (Who?) is entered first. (A question begins with either a verb
or an interrogative pronoun followed by a verb – cf. Section 5.4.2.4). Based on
the subject’s number and person features, the system provides only correctly in-
flected verb forms for any typed word prefix managed by the cue Tut ‘does’ in
the Sentence Panel. After the verb is entered, the system keeps track of the over-
all valency restrictions/arguments provided in the lexicalized grammar, and every
word form is supplemented with the appropriate syntactic structure. In the Next-
Word Panel, the system presents – from left to right – the cues for the (possibly
obligatory) arguments followed by adjunct/modifier cues. This default execution
strategy based on the common German word order offers guidance to the user.
The left-most cue is active and highlighted green. Accordingly, the suggestion list
in the Next-Word Panel displays word forms matching the component.
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(a) The Next-Word Panel offers the next
possible components.

(b) The Next-Word Panel shows only the
current, incomplete component.

Figure 5.8: Two snapshots from et illustrating how the system communicates the next
possible components to the user. In Snapshot (a), the user has started the direct object
(‘Whom?’) with ‘COVID-19’. As the direct object is complete, EasyTalk offers several
options to continue the sentence in the Next-Word Panel according to the Sentence Plan.
The direct object is active and highlighted green. In Snapshot (b), the user has added the
word ‘and’ to the direct object. Now, the component is in an incomplete state. Therefore,
the corresponding ‘Whom’-cue is the only one shown to the user in the Next-Word Panel.
To continue the sentence, the user must complete the component first. To achieve this,
they can either add to the direct object or delete the last word (‘and’) to return to the
previous complete state.

However, the user can enter the constituents freely in any desired order allow-
ing for variety, personal preference, and emphasis of components. To switch the
component, the user tabs through the list of cues or clicks a cue to activate it. In-
completely filled valency frames cannot be finished and moved to the Text-Panel;
i.e., only correct sentences can be typed in EasyTalk. (In case the user attempts
to finish an incomplete sentence, the system activates and highlights the cue for
the (first) missing obligatory argument.) Figure 5.8 continues the text written in
Figure 5.7 and shows this by example.

In Figure 5.8a, the user has entered three words in the Sentence Panel (er hat
Corona ‘he has COVID-19’). For the cues (‘Who?’, ‘Does?’, ‘Whomacc?’) the
system has collected the following information so far:

Wer? ‘whonom’ = Subject: ErPPER:3rdPers,Sing,Nom

Tut? ‘does’ = Verb: hatVVFIN:3rdPers,Sing,Pres,Ind,ActiveVoice

Wen? ‘whomacc’ = Direct object: Corona NN:Neut,SING,Acc

According to the system’s internal representation of the sentence (cf. Section
5.2.5), all obligatory grammatical functions (subject, verb and direct object) are
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Table 5.2: Examples for the two states of a component in EasyTalk: being complete
and/or being maximal.

Component English Translation State
Corona COVID-19 complete
Corona und COVID-19 and not complete
Corona und Fieber CODVID-19 and fever complete
Corona und hohes CODVID-19 and high not complete
Corona und hohes Fieber COVID-19 and high fever complete
Corona und hohes Fieber COVID-19 and high fever complete and maximal
von der Infektion from the infection

filled and the sentence is currently in a complete state). At this point, the user
can either finish the sentence or add to it. The system presents the user with all
options to continue the sentence by displaying the wh-cues for the next possible
sentence components at the top of the Next-Word Panel. To ensure that each com-
ponent is complete in itself and does not exceed its maximum size, the system
updates an internal tree structure after each word form added (cf. Section 5.2.6).
In Figure 5.8a, the user can still add to the direct object in the Sentence Panel. To
communicate this to the user, its cue, Wen? ‘Whomacc?’, is displayed first in the
list of next possible sentence components in the Next-Word Panel and highlighted
green to indicate that the suggestion list displays corresponding word forms. Al-
ternatively, the user could start a new component by selecting another wh-cue in
the Next-Word Panel. In this case, EasyTalk would update the list of word form
suggestions accordingly. In the second snapshot of the example shown in Figure
5.8b, the user has added the conjunction ‘and’ to the direct object (now: Corona
and ‘COVID-19 and’). At this point, the direct object is incomplete. The user
has to complete it before proceeding with a new component or ending the sen-
tence. I.e., they can either add to the direct object or delete the last word(s) to
return to a previous complete state. To signal this to the user, EasyTalk shows
only the ‘Whomacc’-cue in the Next-Word Panel. Once a component has reached
its maximum size, it cannot be expanded further and its cue disappears from the
Next-Word Panel. For a better understanding, Table 5.2 illustrates different op-
tions for expanding the direct object in Figure 5.8b along with their states.

Modifier/adjunct cues are facultative. Displaying them in the Next-Word Panel
should prompt the user to supplement the sentences properly with audience-design
information, such as the time and place of an event (cf. the example sentence of
Figure 5.7: Wir wollten uns heuteWhen? in der StadtWhere? treffen. ‘We wanted to
meet in the cityWhere? todayWhen?.’; for a strategy teaching users how to write for
an audience in EasyTalk, see Section 5.5.)
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The typing speeds of all users, not only target users with little computer skills,
are supported by prediction/completion lists (cf. typing on reduced keyboards on
cell phones). The structure of the Next-Word-Panel borrows this concept. For
any string prefix – even an empty one – EasyTalk displays a suggestion list ac-
cording to the active cue. In Figures 5.8a and 5.8b, the text input field is empty.
Accordingly, all word form suggestions are displayed in their alphabetical order.
In Figures 5.8a, the list shows word forms matching the context of a direct object
containing a noun (‘COVID-19’). The three word forms visible – ab ‘from’, an
‘at’, auf ‘on’ – can be used to add an prepositional attribute to the direct object.
In Figure 5.8b, the suggestion list displays all word forms available to continue
the direct object after the conjunction (‘and’) has been added. (For details on the
computation of the suggestions according to the grammatical context, see Algo-
rithms 1-4 in Section 5.2.) Words not visible in the suggestion list can be accessed
by scrolling through the list, or by starting to type a word’s prefix – given that the
user knows the spelling. To select a word form, the user navigates to the desired
list item and confirms the selection. Directly pressing ‘Enter’ quickly selects the
topmost list item. EasyTalk’s inflected suggestions speed up typing by unifying
the two-stage process of selection and manual morphological adaptation. Hence,
not only is syntactic correctness maintained, but spelling errors are also prevented
providing users with low spelling skills an additional sense of ease and confidence.

5.4.2.2 Verbs with separable verb prefix

In German, verbs with separable verb prefix (SVP) are common. In a declarative
main clause, the SVP is positioned at the end of the sentence.

Figure 5.9 shows how EasyTalk handles verbs with SVP in three consecu-
tive snapshots continuing the writing session from Figures 5.7 and 5.8: In the
first snapshot (5.9a), the user has written the subject Ich ‘I’ in the Sentence Panel
and has typed the prefix ‘ru’ in the text-input field. The Next-Word Panel shows
two inflected verb forms for the first person singular: rufe of the lemma rufen
‘to shout’and rufe an of the lemma anrufen ‘call’. As depicted by the example,
EasyTalk displays inflected verb forms together with their SVP in the suggestion
list in the Next-Word Panel. Adding the verb its SVP in one step reduces the
mental load on the side of the user, who does not have to remember to add the
SVP separately at the end of the sentence. In the second snapshot (5.9b), the user
has selected the verb form rufe an with SVP. EasyTalk has added two units to
the Sentence Plan – one for the inflected verb form (rufe ‘call’) and one for its
SVP (an ‘to’). The verb and its SVP are visually linked by displaying the same
symbol (cf. the cellphone in Figure 5.9). The SVP is automatically moved to its
sentence-final word order position every time the user adds more word forms to
the sentence. This is depicted in the third snapshot (5.9c): the user has added
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.9: Three consecutive snapshots showing how EasyTalk handles verbs with sep-
arable verb prefix. In (a) the user is about to choose the verb form rufe an ‘call (to)’. In
(b), the system added two units to the Sentence Panel: one for the verb form and one for
its SVP. The user is about to add the direct object ihn ‘him’. In (c), the direct object has
been inserted before the SVP in the Sentence Panel and the user is about to select the time
modifier nachher ‘später’, which will also be added before the SVP in the Sentence Panel.

the direct object ihn ‘him’, which was inserted between the verb and its SVP.
Now, they are about to add the time modifier nachher ‘later’, which will be added
between the direct object and the SVP. By automatically updating the SVP’s po-
sition, EasyTalk keeps the word order correct.

5.4.2.3 Complex verb constructions

A challenge with respect to the linear order of building a sentence is presented
by complex verb constructions such as verb clusters including auxiliary, modal
or complement taking verbs (such as, e.g., gehen ‘to go’). In order to satisfy the
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valency requirements of these verbs, our system asks the users if they want to
add a another verb and updates the list of arguments accordingly. Striving for a
correct and complete clause, we hereby knowingly urge the user to think in an
unusual word order: In German, the arguments of the full verb often precede the
verb, thus our system needs to know this verb in order to determine and support
the formulation of its extensions. The grammar rules permit recursion here, i.e.,
the user can produce a verb chain (e.g., Ich will einkaufen gehen. ‘I want to go
shopping.’). As soon as the verb chain ends, the user fills the arguments of the last
entered verb in the usual manner.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.10: Three snapshots showing how EasyTalk handles complex verb construc-
tions. In (a), the user has just entered a modal verb. The system needs to know if the user
wants to fill its arguments or add a second verb. It presents the user a decision dialog with
both options. In (b), the user chose to add a second verb in the infinitive form and is about
to fill its arguments. In (c), the user added the direct object and EasyTalk automatically
moved the second verb to its sentence-final position.
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In continuation of our ongoing writing session, Figure 5.10 illustrates the pro-
cess of writing a complex verb construction in EasyTalk by the example of the
modal verb wollen ‘to want’ in three snapshots. In the first snapshot, Figure
5.10a, the user just selected the inflected verb form will ‘want’ from the Next-
Word Panel, and the system added it to the Sentence Panel. The natural language
generation component of EasyTalk (cf. Section 5.2) computed two options for
continuing the sentence. To be able to offer correct suggestions, it requires the
user to make a decision: The user may either continue with the argument of the
verb (top option, cued Wen? ‘Whomacc?’) or choose to add another verb (bottom
option, cued Was tun? ‘Do what?’). The system presents both options to the user
in a decision dialogue which temporarily replaces the word list in the Next-Word
Panel. The currently active choice is highlighted in green. Analogous to the word
list of the Next-Word Panel, the user can scroll through the options and make a
selection by clicking or pressing enter. In Figure 5.10b, the user has chosen the
verb fragen ‘to ask’, ending the verb chain. The user is now about to fill the ar-
gument of the second verb’s valency frame in the form of the direct object. For
each next word form added to the sentence, EasyTalk automatically adjusts the
position of the sentence-final infinitive verb as depicted in Figure 5.10c. By high-
lighting the current constituent in the Next-Word Panel, the user is not distracted
by the verb(s) at the end of the sentence. For another example of this process, see
Steinmetz and Harbusch (2020).

5.4.2.4 Writing questions

Now, we detail on writing questions in EasyTalk. To write a question, the user
needs to change the sentence type to ‘question’ prior to adding word forms to
a new sentence. To do so, the user clicks the punctuation-mark element in the
emtpy Sentence Panel. When the question mark is displayed, EasyTalk presents
the user the word order of interrogative sentences. The user may start a question
with an interrogative pronoun (e.g., ‘who’, ‘when’, or ‘where’) or a verb – in
case the choice of an interrogative pronoun is omitted. In some cases, the chosen
interrogative pronoun replaces an argument or adjunct – e.g., ‘who’ replaces the
subject. After adding the verb, EasyTalk requires the user to enter the subject
(unless the user started the question with ‘who’). The choices in the Next-Word-
Panel are restricted to fulfill the subject-verb-agreement. After adding the subject,
the user enters all arguments and adjuncts in the usual manner.

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show two examples of the question writing process in
EasyTalk. In Figure 5.11, the user starts the question with an interrogative pro-
noun; in Figure 5.12, the question is started with a verb. In the following, we
consider both examples in detail.

In the first example, the user is writing the question Wie kann ich dir helfen?
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.11: Details on writing a question starting with an interrogative pronoun in
EasyTalk. In (a), the user has chosen the sentence type ‘question’. In (b), the user has
added an interrogative pronoun and is about to choose the predicate, which determines
the number of the subject in (c) to fulfill the subject-verb agreement. In (d), the user
continues the sentence in the usual manner.

‘How can I help you?’. Snapshot 5.12a shows the interface of EasyTalk after the
user has selected the question mode in the Sentence Panel. EasyTalk’s natural
language generation component updates the next possible components accord-
ingly (cf. Section 5.2): The Next-Word Panel offers the user to start the question
with an interrogative pronoun, cued ‘?’, or with a verb, cued Tut? ‘Does?’. (In
a declarative sentence, the user would have to fill obligatory subject first). In
Snapshot 5.12b, the user has added the question word wie ‘how’ to the Sentence
Panel. At this point, EasyTalk requires the user to choose the obligatory verb.
Unlike in declarative sentences, the subject-verb-agreement is not yet determined.
Consequently, the suggestion list offers verb forms with inflections for different
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: Details on writing a question starting with a verb in EasyTalk. In (a), the
user has selected the verb cue and is about to choose a predicate in the second person
singular. Next, in (b), the user must select the subject. In the example, only the personal
pronoun ‘you’ can fulfill the subject-verb-agreement. After adding subject, the sentence
is continued in the usual manner.

grammatical numbers and persons. In Snapshot 5.12b, the user has entered the
prefix “k” in the input filter in the Next-Word Panel. We see two inflected forms
of the verb können ‘to can’ at the top of the suggestion list: kann (first or third
person singular, indicative mode, present tense) and kannst (second person sin-
gular, indicative mode, present tense). Further down the list, all other forms of
the verb (e.g., können can for we, you and they or simple past forms, like kon-
nte, konnten, ...) are displayed according to the alphabetical order. After adding
the verb to the sentence, the user must fill the subject. To fulfill the subject-verb
agreement, the Next-Word Panel displays word forms to form a subject in first or
third person singular. Additionally, the internal tree structure (cf. Section 5.2) of
the subject is limited, i.e., the user cannot complement the subject with ‘and’ or
‘or’. In Snapshot 5.11c, the user is about to select the personal pronoun ich ‘I’.
After completing the subject, the sentence is continued analogously to declarative
sentences. First, the modal verb is handled with the mechanism for verb clusters
described in Section 5.4.2.3. Then, the user fills the sentence components in the
usual manner. In Snapshot 5.11d, the user has added the infinitive verb helfen ‘to
help’ to the sentence and is about add the personal pronun dir ‘you’. For each
word form added, EasyTalk keeps the correct word order in the Sentence Panel.

In the second example, the user starts the question Brauchst du etwas aus dem
Laden? ‘Do you need anything from the store?’ with the verb brauchen ‘to need’.
To do so, the user has activated the verb filter in the Next-Word Panel in Snapshot
5.12a. The suggestion list presents the user with different inflected verb forms
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Figure 5.13: Writing in the preterite past in EasyTalk: For modal verbs only, the sugges-
tion list contains verb forms in the preterite past.

for different grammatical persons and numbers matching the filter prefix “br”.
The user chooses the 2nd person singular, brauchst. In this case, the subject-
verb agreement is unambiguous. Accordingly, the personal pronoun du ‘you’ is
the only available choice for the subject in Snapshot 5.12b. After choosing the
subject, the user is presented with all components in the usual manner.

5.4.2.5 Writing in the past tense

Supporting the constructions of Extended Leichte Sprache, EasyTalk allows the
user to write in present tense, present perfect tense and, for modal verbs, preterite
past. In the following, we explore writing in preterite past and present perfect
tense in EasyTalk by example.

Preterite past In Extended Leichte Sprache, the preterite past is only licensed
for modal verbs – due to its frequent use in spoken language and LS texts (cf.
Section 2.4). Using preterite past in EasyTalk is straightforward: As Figure 5.13
shows, the inflected verb forms are included in the choice list of the Next-Word
Panel for the verb component. The mechanism for complex verb constructions
described in Section 5.4.2.3 applies to modal verbs in the present and simple past
tense.

Present perfect tense In German, the present perfect tense is formed by an aux-
iliary verb in the present tense in combination with a perfect participle. Therefore,
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.14: Three snapshots illustrating how to write sentences in the present perfect
tense in EasyTalk. In (a), the user has just added an auxiliary verb to the sentence.
EasyTalk presents a decision dialog with the options to continue in the present or present
perfect tense. In (b), the user has chosen the present perfect tense, and EasyTalk offers
suggestions for participle verb forms. In (c), the user fills the arguments of the finite verb
form. EasyTalk keeps the participle at its correct sentence-final position.

after choosing forms of haben ‘to have’ or sein ‘to be’, EasyTalk presents the user
with a decision dialog in order to sent the tense of the sentence. The proceeding,
shown in Figure 5.14, is analogous to the formation of complex verb constructions
(see Section 5.4.2.3): In the decision dialog, the user chooses between the alterna-
tives Jetzt? ‘Now?’ for present tense, or Früher? ‘Before?’, as shown in Snapshot
5.14a. If the user has chosen Früher?, as in Snapshot 5.14b, EasyTalk prompts
the user to choose a perfect participle in the Next-Word Panel. Afterward, the
user adds to the sentence in the usual manner. The system automatically keeps the
participle at its correct sentence-final position, as depicted in Snapshot 5.14c.
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5.4.2.6 Free writing mode

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.15: Four snapshots showing the free writing mode of EasyTalk. In (a), the
default mode is shown in contrast to the free writing mode in (b). In (c) and (d), the last
word added to the Sentence Panel can be assigned to different sentence components. The
system presents the user with the respective options in a decision dialog.

In our previous examples, EasyTalk was used in the guided default mode (cf.
Section 5.2). In this mode, the system presents the user with an active wh-cue
in the Next-Word Panel at all times. To change the active sentence component,
e.g., to deviate from the proposed default sentence order, the user has to actively
select another cue in the Next-Word Panel. The active sentence component is
communicated explicitly between the user and the system at all times. The word
form suggestions are limited to fit the context of the active component. As a
trade-off, the user needs to actively select the next cue to start the next sentence
component before the current one is complete and maximal (i.e, all nodes of a
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component tree are filled; cf. Table 5.2 for examples or Section 5.2 Algorithm 2
for the procedure). Figure 5.15 illustrates this using four examples. In the first
example, depicted in Figure 5.15a, EasyTalk’s default writing mode is active. The
user has started the sentence with ich ‘I’. After entering the personal pronoun,
EasyTalk’s internal ELS tree structure allows the user to add a conjunction to the
subject (e.g., Ich und mein Freund ‘I and my friend’). Alternatively, the user can
activate Tun? ‘Does?’ and continue with the verb. The latter is much more likely
in simple texts than adding a complement to the personal pronoun (cf. the corpus
study of LS texts by Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022)).

To speed up writing, EasyTalk offers the free writing mode that can be acti-
vated in the system settings (cf. Section 5.6.2). In the free writing mode, EasyTalk
also proposes all the next possible components at the top of the Next-Word Panel.
However, the system does not select a component by default. The suggestion list
contains all word forms that match one of the displayed next components. The
user can either activate a cue to restrict the list to a wh-cue or directly start typing
in the text-input field to search for a word form. This is illustrated in Snapshot
5.15b: In this snapshot, the free writing mode is active. Like in Snapshot 5.15a,
the user has started the sentence with ich ‘I’. However, no cue is highlighted green
in the Next-Word Panel – i.e., no cue is active in Snapshot 5.15b. The word list
contains both complements for the subject and inflected verb forms. The user is
able to directly look for a verb form by scrolling or typing a prefix in the text-input
field without having to activate the verb-cue first.

When the user adds a word form in free writing mode, EasyTalk automatically
assigns it to the corresponding sentence component. The assignment process uses
feature unification in the context of the sentence (cf. Section 5.2, Algorithms 1
and 3).). It computes, which of the next possible components matches the word
form. For certain word types, such as verbs, adverbs, or personal pronouns (ex-
cept for sie, which can be both third person singular (‘she’) and third person plural
(‘they’)), the result of the assignment process is generally unambiguous. For other
word types, however, grammatical ambiguities can occur. Two examples of this
are shown in Snapshots 5.15c and 5.15d: In Snapshot 5.15c, the user has so far
written the sentence Wir können uns bald treffen ‘We can meet soon’ and just
added the preposition in ‘in’. Previously, the system could uniquely identify the
component affiliation of all added word forms. However, the alternating prepo-
sition ‘in’ can be followed by either dative case (here, for a place modifier) or
accusative case (here, for a direction modifier) in German. To be able to create the
component the user had in mind, EasyTalk presents the user a decision dialog with
both available options communicated in the form of wh-cues. Snapshot 5.15d il-
lustrates another example for a decision dialog using the sentence Ich habe eine
Karte für ihn geschrieben. ‘I have written a card for him.’ written earlier in our
writing session (see Section 5.4.2.5). At the point shown, the user has just filled
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the direct object with eine Karte ‘a card’ and lastly selected the preposition für
‘for’. At this point of the sentence, the free writing mode would invoke a decision
dialog for the first time: EasyTalk requires the user to decide, whether to add to the
direct object (which was the case in our writing session), to add a how-component
(e.g., the purpose für eine gute Sache ‘for a good cause’), or a time-component
(e,g., the timeframe für eine Stunde ‘for an hour’)6

In summary, the free writing mode allows the user to write with (possibly)
fewer selections which speeds up the writing process. In free writing mode, the
user can choose suitable word forms for all currently available cues in the Next-
Word Panel. They can either select a cue on demand to restrict the list of sug-
gestions in the same way as the default guided writing mode, or select a word
form directly. The latter requires the user to know which word form fits the de-
sired component. If the user selects a word form without activating a cue, the
system automatically assigns the word form to its corresponding component. If a
word form cannot be assigned unambiguously, EasyTalk uses decision dialogues
prompting the user to identify the desired sentence component. The free writing
mode can be activated in the system settings depending on the user’s skill level
and personal preference.

5.4.3 Text-level support

Writing support in EasyTalk is not restricted to intra-sentential items. Text con-
sisting of a series of simple sentences with canonical Subject-Verb-Object order
lacks flow, and the writer’s thoughts are only partially communicated. As in the
conceptualizer of a natural language generation system (cf. Section 5.1), RST-like
cues relating the individual sentences should verbalize the user’s communicative
goal. As mentioned in Chapter 1, techniques for exemplifying RST relations are
learned in exercises for complex clause construction in school. However, complex
clauses with informative conjunctions are not available in either Leichte Sprache
or Extended Leichte Sprache. Yet, the standard German writers of LS texts often
resort to subordinate clauses. Studies into the LST corpus (Harbusch and Stein-
metz, 2022) comprising more than 29,000 sentences from a variety of LS text
from the internet describe another problem. In order to provide text coherence,
main declarative clauses deviate in 50 percent of the cases from the SVO order –
although any deviation from SVO word order is very hard to understand by our
target group (Bock, 2019).

We suggest a very easy (E)LS-conform method to provide coherence cues.

6We are aware, that the question words Wofür? ‘What for?’ and Wie lange? ‘For how long?’
would be more precise here. For reasons of simplicity for our target users, however, we decided
to add these modifiers to the Wie?- and Wann?-cue, respectively.
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Figure 5.16: Connecting sentences via the Connector Panel of EasyTalk; the currently
active connector is highlighted green (A). Activating Andere wählen ‘Choose other’ (B)
opens a choice list of more connector options in the Next-Word Panel. Chosen connectors
are added to the Text Panel in a separate line (C). Operating the arrow-button (D) omits
the choice of a connector.

The idea is inspired by the German weil-V2 phenomenon in spoken German (the
subordinating conjunction weil ‘because’ is followed by a clause with main-clause
V2-word order; cf. Reis (2013) for a thorough survey). Based on audio and
transliteration data from spoken German, Kempen and Harbusch (2016) argue that
speakers start a new sentence after having uttered the conjunction. We reason that
the concept of going on with a main clause after any conjunction or a sentential
adverb in the frontfield is a feasible generalization that circumvents subordinating
clauses and focused elements in the frontfield position in German without losing
the information carried by these items. Looking at this claim from a sentence-
planning perspective, any abstract relation known from the Rhetorical-Structure
Theory becomes available as a sentence connector between two main clauses. The
resulting text reflects the writer’s conceptual message. Thus, the overall discourse
structure is conveyed much better than by unconnected sequences of main clauses
(cf. the complete text of our writing session Table 5.3 with highlighted connectors
preserving the constraints of (E)LS).

Via the Connector Panel introduced in Figure 5.7b, all abstract RST-relations
to express the communicative goal of a sentence are made accessible by using an
intuitive wording from the target users’ vocabulary (e.g., REASON = because).
Figure 5.16 shows the selection process in detail. The menu provides seven con-
nectors (framed orange) – recommended by Netzwerk Leichte Sprache (2013)(cf.
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Table 5.3: The complete text of our ongoing EasyTalk example writing session. Left
column: German text. Right column: English translation. Red: Chosen connectors.

Peter ist mein bester Freund. ‘Peter is my best friend.’
Wir wollten uns heute in der Stadt tr-
effen.

‘We wanted to meet in the city to-
day’

Aber ‘But’
Er kann heute leider nicht kommen. ‘Unfortunately, he cannot come to-

day.’
Weil ‘Because’
Er hat Corona. ‘He has COVID.’
Darum ‘Therefore’
Ich mache mir viele Sorgen. ‘I am very worried.’
Darum ‘Therefore’
Ich rufe ihn nachher an. ‘I will call him later.’
Weil ‘Because’
Ich will ihn fragen: ‘I want to ask him:’
Wie kann ich dir helfen? ‘How can I help you?’
Brauchst du etwas aus dem Laden? ‘Do you need anything from the

store?’
Und ‘And’
Ich wollte ihn aufheitern ‘I wanted to cheer him up’
Darum ‘Therefore’
Ich habe eine Karte für ihn
geschrieben.

‘I have written a card for him.’

Ich hoffe: ‘I hope:’
Er fühlt sich bald besser. ‘He will feel better soon.’
Und ‘And’
Wir können uns bald wieder in der
Stadt treffen.

‘We can meet in the city again soon.’

Table 2.2, Rule 4.3) – for direct access.7 We group the elements in the menu ac-
cording to conjunction type. In the upper row, the coordinating conjunctions und
‘and’, oder ‘or’, and aber ‘but’, and the colon are provided. We realize that the
colon is highly ambiguous in LS texts; however, its use is widespread (Maaß and
Bredel, 2016, p. 254). We therefore offer this choice to prevent users from having
to search for this option. In the second row, the user is presented with the subordi-

7In accordance with suggestions made by AAC experts (cf. Section 6.1), we restrict the choice
to those forms widely used under LS rules Netzwerk Leichte Sprache (2013) to avoid overtaxing
the user.
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nating conjunctions weil ‘because’ and wenn ‘if’, the adverb darum ‘therefore’,
and a button Andere wählen ‘Choose other’. The currently active choice is high-
lighted green (Figure 5.16 (A)). Initially, we leave the Next-Word Panel empty to
avoid additional reading during the decision making for a connector. However,
in their corpus study into LST, Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022) observed further
variation for sentence connectors. Hence, more advanced users can operate An-
dere wählen ‘Choose other’ (Figure 5.16 (B)) to browse through all conjunctions.
For consistency and overall ease of use of the system, the Next-Word Panel then
provides a list of conjunction choices with the same selection options as for word
forms in sentence typing. In case the option selected – either by button or in the
Next-Word Panel – is a word, it is added as a separate line at the end of the Text
Panel (Figure 5.16 (C)). The colon is appended to the last sentence in the Text
Panel and replaces the previously written punctuation symbol (cf. the sentences in
Table 5.3). Activating the arrow button on the right of the Connector Panel skips
the selection of a connector (Figure 5.16 (D)).

5.5 Teaching text production in a writing workshop
So far, we have illustrated how users can use EasyTalk to write and connect
sentences in ELS. On the sentence level (cf. Section 5.4.2.1), EasyTalk takes
readership-design aspects into account by reminding the user to add information
like place/time of an event by presenting wh-question cues. On the discourse level
(cf. Section 5.4.3), it prompts the user to add coherence specifications to express
the communicative function of the sentences. In this section, we outline an ap-
proach on the teaching of text production concepts in EasyTalk by wrapping an
active control structure, called EasyText, around the key components for typing.
We previously published this concept in Steinmetz and Harbusch (2021b) and
Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022).

Prolific writers know that writing coherent, understandable text emphasizes
audience design concepts. A writer’s workshop aims at teaching students the pro-
cess of text writing through practical application (cf. Graves and Murray (1980)
for the history; Hicks (2009) for the digital application of the concept). When
EasyText is active, the system functions as a teacher taking over the initiative by
asking questions at different stages of the text production. For convenience, this
mode can be easily ended or reactivated at any point in time.

At the beginning of a text, the user has to answer questions from a checklist (cf.
Figure 5.17 for an excerpt; the questionnaire presented to the user can be adapted
to specific text genres). Depending on the user’s reading fluency, the questions can
be read aloud to them (e.g., by a caregiver) or the read-aloud function of EasyTalk
can be used to speed up the dialogue. Each checklist of EasyText starts with an
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Figure 5.17: An excerpt from the checklist that can be adapted to specific text genres
and situations presented in the beginning of a writing workshop session in EasyText. (For
details, see the text; to aid readability, the formatting in EasyTalk is omitted here.)

introductory text (cf. Lines 1–9 in Figure 5.17). Lines 10–15 collect background
information on the reader in an intuitive manner. As far as possible, the individual
questions of the checklist offer a range of alternatives to select from. Where this
is not possible, the user types the answer using EasyTalk. Based on the currently
active user profile (e.g., containing the name of the user (in our case David), and
names of the caregivers, friends, etc.) and the user’s previously written texts, the
system offers predictions. Lines 16–20 show part of the collection of background
information for the text the user would like to write. A sequence of questions is
asked to characterize all the protagonists in the list of actors (Line 20) so that the
reader can identify them clearly. Different options are tested. Does the reader
already know the name of the actor(s)? Can they be introduced by name? Can a
characterization of the person(s) be added to enable the reader to become familiar
with them (e.g., ‘Peter is my best friend’, ‘Frank is my caregiver’)? Such a ses-
sion avoids the need for relative clauses (not allowed in (E)LS) to establish new
protagonists in the story. Similarly, the background of every sentence is explored
through questions referring to the modifier cues in Table 5.1.

When EasyText is active, the system asks the user to note down all changes
or details unknown to the reader by asking explicit questions. Instead of simply
displaying the modifier cues in EasyTalk (cf.,e.g., Figure 5.7), EasyText stipulates
the filling of modifiers (e.g., when and where the story takes place). EasyText pro-
vides default fillers in the selection list of the Next-Word Panel (e.g., time=“now”,
place=“user’s home address”). For every new sentence, the system asks whether
the current fillers have to be changed. Only in the beginning of the overall story,
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and in case of a change, the fillers are added to the text.
This process has various benefits. Not only is the user trained in adding rele-

vant audience-design aspects, but, in addition, the system can actively support the
user during sentence production throughout the story. For instance, suggestions
of personal pronouns can be made by the system when referring to protagonists
during sentence production (e.g., sie ‘she’ for Mama). Assuming David is going
to write the story we sketched in our ongoing example writing session, the system
would stipulate the introduction of the actors (‘Peter is my best friend.’, ‘We’),
the time (‘today’) and place (‘in the city’) of the event (‘to meet’) are added to
the text – resulting in: “Peter ist mein bester Freund.//Wir wollten uns heute in
der Stadt treffen.”//. . . ‘Peter is my best friend. We wanted to meet in the city
today.//...’ This leads the user to provide the reader with necessary context. As
described, the temporal and spatial modifiers are prefilled with the initial/most re-
cent filler, ruling out wrong assumptions by the reader. In Figure our example, the
second sentence, refers to heute ‘today’. However, without active user interven-
tion, the sentence would display the When-cue filled with yesterday, as the user
wrote the verb in preterite past. This leads the user to notice the clash with their
intended content; in the example, the cue is revised to heute ‘today’. The question
of whether or not the system should actively provide tense suggestions remains
open. We hesitate to make our system overly adaptive. Many users – irrespective
of their specific user group – do not appreciate non-static user interfaces (Lee and
Yoon, 2004).

5.6 Additional features and system settings

This section presents the text functions (Section 5.6.1) and options for customiz-
ing EasyTalk (Section 5.6.2).

5.6.1 Text functions

The current prototype of EasyTalk offers basic text functions to the users. During a
session, the user can activate the read-aloud functionality by clicking on a sentence
in the Text Panel or a text element of the user interface. Finally, the users can
export their finished texts from EasyTalk with or without symbols via the option
‘save text’ from the meta-level Menu Panel (cf. the gray arrow in Figure 5.18). In
addition, the Menu Panel offers various settings providing further customization
options (for instance, extending the vocabulary or changing the symbols) which
we discuss in the following section.
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Figure 5.18: The text functions of EasyTalk. The written text can be exported from the
system with or without symbols via the Menu Panel.

5.6.2 Options for system customization
EasyTalk offers the user several options for system customization, accessed via
the Menu Panel (cf. Figure 5.18). In the following we detail on these options
which are summarized in the Table 5.4.

As described in Section 5.4.2.6, EasyTalk offers two writing modes. The user
can choose between the guided writing mode and the free writing mode. In the
settings menu, both options are presented in form of a radio button group. By
default, the guided mode is active.

To customize the vocabulary, EasyTalk offers two ways. As mentioned, CELEX
is the basis of the EasyTalk vocabulary. CELEX comprises over 51.000 base forms
(for verbs, this is the infinitive form, and for nouns, the nominative singular form)
and more than 365.000 inflected word forms. To meet the requirements of the
ELS, we have removed some word forms from the lexicon – such as substantive
forms that occur only in the genitive case and verb forms in the subjunctive (ex-
cept for the subjunctive forms for modal verbs and auxiliary verbs). In the system
settings, the user may choose between this ‘full’ version of the lexicon and one
that is restricted to CEFR L2-levels A2-B1. This option is also offered in the form
of a radio button group. To restrict the lexicon, we use a lemma list loading the
relevant lemmas by their database id at system startup. In the prototype, EasyTalk
does not offer a graphical user interface to browse the lexicon and modify this list,
i.e., to add or remove word forms. However, this feature is certainly needed in a
mature version of the system to provide non-specialists with a simple and fast tool
to create and customize personal vocabularies.
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Table 5.4: Options for system customization. Left column: category. Right colum:
customization options.

Category Customization Options
Writing modes - Guided writing mode (default)

- Free writing mode
Vocabulary - Select lemmas from CELEX

- Add proper names
Symbols - Exchange symbols

- Turn symbols off/on
- Show singular/plural markers for nouns

Read-aloud - Adjust voice
functionality - Read out all text elements on demand
Accessibility - Play alert sound if the suggestion list is empty
System platform - Windows OS

To add proper names to the lexicon, EasyTalk offers a simple three-step dialog,
shown in Figure 5.19. First, the user or their helper enters the proper name into a
text-input field. In the second step, the grammatical gender is selected in a radio
button group. Optionally, in the third step, a symbol associated with the proper
name can be loaded into the system via a standard open file dialog.

In general, all symbols in EasyTalk are easily exchangeable: the symbols are
located in the form of a ‘.png’ or ‘.jpg’ file in the ‘symbols’-folder included in the
EasyTalk system directory. Each file name corresponds to a lemma. For inflected
word forms, the EasyTalk displays the symbol associated with the base word.
This simple way of linking symbols and words makes it possible to exchange
the symbols individually or as a whole set easily. To turn the symbols off, the
user can either remove all symbols from the ‘symbols’-folder or deactivate the
use of symbols in the EasyTalk system settings via the checkbox labeled Symbole
anzeigen ‘show symbols’. In the German language, some noun forms can have
ambiguous numbers. To visually highlight the number of a noun form, the user
can display the number of nouns next to each symbol-noun combination in the
Next-Word Panel by activating indicators in the system settings. The indicator for
the singular is a ‘1’, and the one for the plural is a ‘+’. Both indicators, ‘1/+’, are
shown for noun forms matching both numbers.

EasyTalk offers a basic read-aloud functionality. It can be used for the Sen-
tence Panel only or be activated for all text elements. The read-aloud functionality
uses the text-to-speech module MaryTTS. The current prototype of EasyTalk of-
fers only the male default voice for German. However, different male and female
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Figure 5.19: The dialog for adding proper names to the vocabulary in EasyTalk.

German voices are freely available on the internet8.
To notify users with that the suggestion list is empty (e.g., as a result of typing

mistakes), the system can play an alert sound. This feature may be particularly
useful for users with low computer skills who focus on the keyboard while typing
and do not realize their typing mistakes until they look back up to the screen.
Playing this alert sound can be activated via a checkbox.

To this point, EasyTalk was compiled and run on the Microsoft Windows op-
erating system (version 7, 8, and 10). As the system is programmed in Java, it can
be compiled for other operating systems as well.

8See, e.g., a public repository offering a female voice with Bavarian dialect: github.com/
marytts/voice-bits1-hsmm

github.com/marytts/voice-bits1-hsmm
github.com/marytts/voice-bits1-hsmm


Chapter 6

System evaluation

This chapter is dedicated to the evaluation of EasyTalk. It reports the results of
four test iterations in their chronological order. Each iteration corresponds to one
version of the EasyTalk prototype (introduced in Section 4.5, Figure 4.2) and is
depicted in a dedicated section, which provides information about the test setup,
the test procedure, the participants, the insights gained, and the resulting modifica-
tions to the tested version of the EasyTalk prototype. First, Section 6.1 presents the
system evaluation via interviews conducted with domain experts of AAC, CCN
and LS. Section 6.2 presents the exploratory writing tests with beginner German
learners with low computer skills. Section 6.3 is dedicated to the guided usability
tests with IT-expert L2 learners of German. Section 6.4 presents the case study
with the target group exploring free text writing with EasyTalk. Finally, Section
6.5 summarizes all evaluation results and the resulting changes to the system to
illustrate the evolution of EasyTalk during the iterative HCD process – finally re-
sulting in the version of the system presented in this work.

6.1 System evaluation in interviews with experts on
accessible learning and barrier-free communi-
cation

In this section, we discuss the evaluation of the first version of the EasyTalk proto-
type. The group of LS readers is very heterogeneous (cf. Maaß and Bredel (2016,
p. 139), see Table 4.1 for personas of prototypical users). Therefore, we talked to
experts in the fields of CCN, AAC, and LS who are familiar with the diverse needs,
abilities and conditions of our target users. The tests focused on obtaining feed-
back from various perspectives on whether the system is a suitable writing aid for
the target group. At the same time, the experts represent possible EasyTalk stake-
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holders as potential helpers of our users and readers of their texts. Partially, these
test results have previously been published in Steinmetz and Harbusch (2020) and
Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022).

6.1.1 Test setup and participants
To evaluate the first prototype of EasyTalk, we consulted experts in the fields of
CCN, AAC, and LS who are familiar with the diverse needs, abilities and condi-
tions of our user group. The expert group, offering different perspectives, consists
of:

• A male LS reader with learning disabilities. He regularly reads LS texts,
for example the weekly LS-newspaper provided by the facility for assisted
living he lives and works at. As a member of an LS review group, he reg-
ularly reviews LS texts for their ease of comprehension, and does some
writing himself. Correspondingly, he can be qualified as an (advanced) real
user of our target group.

• A male LS writer leading an LS group for which he regularly writes LS
texts and tests them for comprehensibility with a group of people with in-
tellectual disabilities and learning difficulties. In addition, he hosts an inclu-
sive reading club for a foundation for people with disability and has many
years of professional experience as a social worker in the field of assisted
living for adults with intellectual or multiple disabilities.

• A female AAC expert. She now heads an AAC team in an institution for
people with multiple and/or severe cognitive or sensory disabilities after
several years of professional experience in the field of AACAC. She knows
a great number of AAC solutions suitable for clients with different needs
and application scenarios, including literacy training for AAC users.

• A male domain expert working with people having severe cognitive and
physical disabilities. He is a recently retired social worker offering us valu-
able expertise during a career of more than 35 years. He is familiar with a
broad variety of communication methods and witnessed the field evolve –
though it has never been part of his job to implement or select a communi-
cation method for a client.

For our expert group, we used the case study method1, conducting exploratory
think-aloud probes followed by semi-structured interviews. The tests were per-
formed under normal room lighting on a laptop with 15” display screen resolution

1See Lazar et al. (2017) for a good overview of the benefits and drawbacks of case studies.
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of 1920x1080. EasyTalk was set up using the ARASAAC symbols. The test
participants operated EasyTalk on the provided laptop keyboard with an external
mouse or the inbuilt touch pad of the laptop. The test sessions were conducted
within the time frame of one hour. During the test session of the LS writer, a
personal caretaker was present in addition to the interviewer.

6.1.2 Test procedure

At the beginning of each session, the participants received a short introduction to
the system in form of a demo sentence written by the interviewer. Then, as first
probe, each participant should write the following sentences of varying complex-
ity:

• Er ist alt. ‘He is old.’

• Ich gebe dir das Buch. ‘I give you the book.’

• Ich will ein Eis essen. ‘I want to eat an ice cream.’

• Die schöne Frau gibt dem netten Mann das Buch. ‘The beautiful woman
gives the nice man the book.’

• Die Katze von der Frau schläft. ‘The cat of the woman sleeps.’

As second probe, the participants should write sentences themselves. In both
probes, we tried to elicit the think-aloud method. Moreover, we protocolled the
answers to the following open-end questions:

• RQ1: What was easy and what was difficult during typing?

• RQ2: How do you evaluate the AAC-support features?

• RQ3: Do you think the system is useful? Please elaborate on your choice!

• RQ4: Would you like to use the system? Please elaborate on your choice!

The transcript of all sessions notes can be found in Appendix A.1.
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6.1.3 Test results

In the following, we present important insights from the evaluation sessions with
the expert group on accessible learning and barrier-free communication. All ex-
perts acknowledged that EasyTalk meets the requirements of those users who
know the alphabetic characters and have basic spelling skills, but have difficul-
ties writing whole words or complex sentences and coherent texts.

The user interface was generally considered easy to understand. All experts
gave positive feedback on the AAC symbols. However, they all asked whether
the symbols are customizable, so that the users are not dependent on a specific
symbol set but can use the symbols they are familiar with. The LS writer added,
that the symbols should be easy to hide for advanced users.

The AAC expert and the domain expert were particularly focused on the ac-
cessibility of EasyTalk: Both asked how the program can be maintained. They
appreciated that each user can use their own (possibly individually adapted) key-
board. They suggested to add the possibility for operating the system by scan-
ning2. Moreover, the expert group appreciated the read-aloud function for the
produced text in EasyTalk (activated by clicking on a sentence) and suggested
that all elements displayed in the panels should be supplemented with this func-
tion, thereby increasing barrier-free accessibility. To take the needs of users with
visual impairments into account, two experts noted that the font size should be
individually adjustable.

The experts emphasized the importance of being able to add one’s own vocab-
ulary – quoting the AAC expert: “People need to be able to describe their world
in their own words.” They requested that individual vocabularies should be easy
to prepare by the caregivers or teachers of the individual users.

The concept of breaking the process of sentence writing down into answering
a sequence of wh-questions was accepted by all experts. They related the concept
to parent-child dialogues (cf. Brandt et al. (2016)). Inspired by a practice used in
school, the LS reader contemplated color-coding of wordforms according to their
part-of-speech to provide additional support.

In terms of the word-selection strategy, the experts liked the filterable word
list. They appreciated that it reduces the need for typing and offers correctly
inflected wordforms. The experts forecast that the suggestion list provides the
users with a feeling of security and speeds up typing at the same time.

Regarding the mechanism for using complement-taking verbs, we received
positive feedback from our LS reader and the AAC expert. They described it as
a “reasonable way” to access these constructions. However, the experts recom-
mended thorough testing with varying groups LS users.

2Information on different scanning techniques: praacticalaac.org/tag/scanning/

praacticalaac.org/tag/scanning/
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The RST-related aspects of the system were recognized by the experts as a
good way to practice connecting sentences. The LS reader expressed a partic-
ularly positive opinion: “It is a good way to link sentences without having to
think too much”. However, the LS reader and the LS writer both stated, that the
ARASAAC symbols for conjunctions did not appear intuitive or understandable
for them. Again, they stressed the importance of setting the system up with sym-
bols that are familiar to the individual user to avoid confusion.

The AAC expert expressed thoughts on formulating questions in EasyTalk –
a function that had not yet been implemented at that time. She suggested that –
instead of adding the punctuation mark at the end of the sentence – the punctua-
tion mark could be chosen at the beginning of the sentence to communicate the
sentence type and the resulting word order more explicitly. (We use this pattern in
the EasyTalk version presented in this work.)

We were pleased with the largely positive feedback although, of course, we are
aware that the participants knew they were talking to the developer. Moreover, one
should not overgeneralize case study results. In general, the case studies revealed
substantial interest and enthusiasms in the participants while they were executing
the EasyTalk probes. We noted many hints to usage scenarios for a product version
of EasyTalk: Private use (for example to compose emails), collaborative writing of
LS text, collaborative writing of weekly logs of residents of facilities for assisted
living, teaching in schools and German classes.

6.1.4 Changes to EasyTalk based on the test results

Based on feedback from the expert group, we further developed the EasyTalk
prototype as follows: Expanding the linguistic scope of this early EasyTalk pro-
totype, we implemented the support for question writing according to the AAC
expert’s design suggestion. Based on the feedback of the expert group, we added
the option to expand the read-aloud function to all text elements in EasyTalkin
the system settings. Additionally, we added an easy-to-use dialog to add personal
terms to the dictionary of EasyTalk and added a checkbox to en- or disable the use
of AAC symbols in the system settings (cf. Section 5.6.2). We took note of the
need for personal user profiles to configure the system for individual users for a
product version of EasyTalk.
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6.2 Testing with L2 learners with low German and
low computer skills

In this section, we present the evaluation results obtained in tests with beginner
L2 learners with low computer skills. The focus of these tests was to evaluate
the process of free sentence writing in EasyTalk with users with low literacy and
computer skills. Partially, these test results have previously been published in
Steinmetz and Harbusch (2020) and Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022).

6.2.1 Test setup and participants

Table 6.1: Data on the L2 learners with low computer skills participating in the test
session.

Participant Age Gender Mother tongue L2-German level Computer skills

P1 28 male Amharic A1-A2 Low
P2 37 male Cotocoli / French A1 Low
P3 24 male Tigrinya A2 Rudimentary

Testing with L2 learners with low computer and low literacy skills in German,
we chose the case study method as an appropriate way to gain insights on the
usability of the system in free text-writing scenarios. We tested the system with
three male L2 learners (cf. Table 6.1) with predominantly oral German language
skills at CEFR-L2-learner level A1-A2. They are literate in their native languages
(Amharic, Tigrinya, and French/Cotocoli). Their computer skills are rudimentary.
They write German only in very short messages, e.g., to make appointments via
messenger apps.

Each test session was conducted within the time frame of 30-40 minutes. The
tests were performed under normal room lighting on a desktop computer with a
17" monitor and screen resolution of 1920x1080. EasyTalk was setup displaying
the ARASAAC symbols. All participants used the provided keyboard and com-
puter mouse.

6.2.2 Test procedure
At the beginning of each test session, the participant was given a short introduction
to the system. The interviewer wrote one demo sentence with EasyTalk. Then, the
participants were asked to write their own sentences. Aware that this was a test
with novice German learners, the interviewer offered assistance with word finding
or sentence wording. We aimed to create a casual situation in our experimental
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Figure 6.1: The texts written in the free writing sessions of the low-literate L2 learners –
P1, P2 and P3 – with low computer skills. The participants were asked to write whatever
comes to their mind, without being asked to connect their sentences.

set-up to avoid participants feeling that their German language skills are put to the
test.

We conducted semi-structured interviews covering the following aspects:

1. How intuitive do Wh-cues guide the sentence construction process to people
with little (written) German skills? Do users feel supported in increasing
their grammatical skills in German?

2. Does the interface support people with low computer skills, especially those
that are unfamiliar with common control patterns?

As the implementer conducted the interviews, we were able to use situational
follow-up questions to evaluate possible workarounds when deficiencies were dis-
covered. The full sessions notes are provided in Appendix A.2.

6.2.3 Test results
Here we summarize interesting findings of testing with novice German writers
with little computer skills that have led to revisions in the interface.

Figure 6.1 shows the sentences written by the participants during their test ses-
sions. Without over-generalizing, we observe that beginner-level users do neither
recognize nor use the full extent of linguistic scope and support of EasyTalk. (This
led to the design of an active teaching strategy in the writing workshop presented
in Chapter 5.5.) At the same time, it showed that users can write according to their
personal preferences and skill levels. All participants wrote at least five sentences.
Except for one sentence by P2, all sentences were started with personal pronouns.
The most complex sentence components consisted of a two-word combination of
a noun and its corresponding article. Participants P1 and P3 used adverbs of time
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as When-modifiers in their sentences (abends ‘at night’, gestern ‘yesterday’). P2
chose three connectors in the Connector Panel. (We note that we just asked the
participants to try writing sentences using EasyTalk. We did not ask the partic-
ipants to write connected texts.) We asked P2 for his opinion on the Connector
Panel. He answered that he felt prompted by the menu to connect his sentences.

P1 wrote a complex verb construction (Ich will das Buch lesen ‘I want to
read the book.’), operating the decision dialog without asking for help. To get
additional feedback on the mechanism for writing complex verb constructions
from the other participants, the interviewer demonstrated this feature to P2 and P3
after finishing their free writing session using the same sentence written by P1.
The support while entering sentences with complement-taking verbs was highly
appreciated. (EasyTalk automatically moves the infinitive to clause-final position
in German – a different position than in our participants’ mother tongues).

In the prototype version tested, EasyTalk automatically adjusts the tense of a
sentence according to the chosen When-modifier. For instance, it puts the sen-
tence into the present perfect, the past tense used in LS, when the user selects an
adverb of time describing past tense as When-modifier, e.g., gestern ‘yesterday’.
P1 and P2 used this feature without commenting on it, whereupon the interviewer
asked for their feedback on this feature. Both participants stated that they had not
noticed their sentences’ automatic tense transformation but appreciated the sys-
tem’s automatic correction in hindsight. We are, however, aware that unnoticed
automatic corrections by the system may lead to unintended meanings in the re-
sulting text. Therefore, the writing process should be changed to become more
explicit.

All test subjects liked the support for correctly conjugating the verbs and
choosing the correctly inflected wordforms and determiners.

During all tests, the same barriers to selecting word forms from the comple-
tion list hindered fast typing: Spelling errors (e.g., spelling Zeit ‘time’ as the
similar-sounding ‘Seit’) or mistakes in selecting the gender of an article (der/die/-
dasinflected ‘the) result in an unexpected – possibly empty – completion list. Pre-
sumably, due to their low computer skills, our users tended to either focus on the
screen or the keyboard. As a result, they continued to type even though they had
already made a mistake that resulted in an empty word list. They first noticed the
mistake when they looked at the monitor again, which had two effects: First, it
slowed down the typing process because the participants had to correct their input
before being able to select a word form. Second, the participants could not use
the suggestions in the word list to help them spell or find words in the anticipated
manner.

Sentence S4 by P1, Ich mache die Wäschen ‘I do the laundries.’, shows a
weakness of EasyTalk for L2 learners: Although the sentence is grammatically
correct, the phrasing is uncommon because the word Wäsche ‘laundry’ is usually
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used in its singular form in German in this context. For word forms of the gram-
matically female gender, the article die is identical for direct objects in singular or
plural. Subtleties like this may easily go unnoticed by language learners.

Finally, we received positive feedback regarding the combination of words
and visual symbols. Participants emphasized that it helped them recognize and
remember words more easily. The users actively resorted to the read-aloud func-
tion without being asked as part of the probes. All participants perceived the
system as easy to use. This feedback is reflected by the fact that the participants
operated ET autonomously after 1-2 demo sentences by the interviewer.

6.2.4 Changes to EasyTalk based on the test results

To create a more conscious and uniform writing process, we applied the mecha-
nism for complex verb clusters also for combinations consisting of an auxiliary
verb and a participle (e.g., Ich habe gegessen ‘I have eaten’; for details, see Sec-
tion 5.4.2.3).

In the free-writing sessions, the L2 learners made significantly more use of
the delete button than the participants of the expert group in the guided writing
sessions with pre-given sentences presented in Section 6.1. In this context, we
noticed the need to change the behavior of the delete button: Instead of deleting
an entire sentence component, we changed its behavior only to delete the last word
added to the Sentence Panel.

Due to our observation that typing mistakes causing the completion list to be
empty may go unnoticed by users focusing on the keyboard, we added an acoustic
signal to direct the user’s attention back to the text input field. The signal can be
easily activated and deactivated in the system settings.

To support L2 learners in recognizing word forms with ambiguous numerus,
the current version of EasyTalk offers displaying indicators for singular and plural
noun forms: In the word list, a ‘1’ for singular and a ‘+’ for plural is displayed
next to each noun. For ambiguous forms, ‘1/+’ is displayed. This indicator can be
selected and deselected in the system settings.

During the test sessions, we identified the need to improve the focus function
of the interactive elements in EasyTalk. The focused element should always be
the one the user (probably) will use next – for example, when starting a new
sentence, the text input window for choosing a word form needs to be in focus.
The improved element focus saves clicks and enhances user guidance throughout
the writing process.
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6.3 Testing with IT-expert L2 learners
In this section, we present the evaluation results obtained in tests with L2 learners
with expert computer skills. In these tests, we had IT-experts evaluate the usability
of EasyTalk and focused in particular on the Connector Panel. Parts of these test
results have previously been published in Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022).

6.3.1 Test setup and participants

Table 6.2: Data on the IT-expert L2 learners participating in the test session.

Participant Age Gender Mother Tongue L2-German level Profession

P1 31-35 male Romanian B1 Software Developer
P2 25-30 male Arabic B1 Software Developer
P3 36-40 female Spanish A2 IT Solution Consultant
P4 41-45 male Swedish A2-B1 IT Business Consultant
P5 41-45 male Swedish A1-A2 IT Solution Architect
P6 46-50 male Swedish A2 Software Developer
P7 31-35 male Swedish A2-B1 IT Project Manager
P8 46-50 male Swedish A2 IT Solution Architect
P9 26-30 female Mandarin B2 CPQ Product Modeler
P10 31-35 male Swedish A1 IT Business Consultant

We conducted the tests with 10 IT experts of different native languages (Ara-
bic, Romanian, Swedish, Mandarin, and Spanish) and German skills ranging from
A1-B2 – see Table 6.2 for details. In these tests with expert-user L2 learners, we
aimed to elicit clues about where to extend the linguistic support our target group
might benefit from and to get detailed feedback on the usability of EasyTalk from
expert computer users.

Due to ongoing COVID-19 restrictions and health precautions, all test sessions
with the IT-expert L2 learners were conducted remotely: EasyTalk was running
on the interviewer’s laptop with a screen resolution of 1920x1080 and operated by
the participants via remote desktop control. As all participants are familiar with
this technique from their working environment, this setup was not perceived as
distracting. We recorded a screen video and session audio with the participants’
permission. All tests were conducted within the time frame of 25-30 minutes. The
transcripts of all sessions are provided in Appendix A.3.

6.3.2 Test procedure
In the tests with IT-expert L2 learners, we apply discount testing (Nielsen, 1989).
For obtaining comparable results, we presented each test participant with a picture
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(a) The image to describe.

(b) The options to connect the sentences. (c) The sentences provided to describe
the image.

Figure 6.2: The test setup presented to the IT-expert L2 learners: The participants were
asked to describe the image in (a) using the options of the EasyTalk Connector Panel
shown in (b) to connect the sentences depicted in (c) providing the test subjects with
German vocabulary augmented with AAC symbols.

supplemented with five sentences providing the German vocabulary (see Figure
6.2)3, allowing the test subjects to focus on typing rather than finding a German
word. We asked the participants to perform thinking out loud while typing the
story in EasyTalk – supposedly to email it to a child who only speaks German.
At the end of each session, we conducted a short, semi-structured interview and
asked the participants to fill out a user experience questionnaire, the UEQ4 (Laug-
witz et al., 2006, 2008), in English for their convenience. We concluded each
session by asking if the participant would recommend or use EasyTalk for learn-
ing German.

6.3.3 Test results

Testing with IT-expert L2 learners, we focused on the following questions: Which
support do L2 learners with expert computer skills with little (written) German
skills expect from an advanced writing system? How do expert users rate the
usability of EasyTalk? In particular, we focused on identifying flaws in the Con-
nector Panel.

The within-sentence support results were mainly positive; all participants felt
supported by the system. Moreover, they reported that the system is easy to under-
stand and intuitive to operate. This feedback is reflected in the fact that all learners

3The short story was written in EasyTalk and exported from the system with symbols.
4UEQ website: www.ueq-online.org

www.ueq-online.org
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managed to use the system autonomously after a demo where the interviewer pro-
duced one example sentence with EasyTalk(i.e., the first sentence of the pre-given
text displayed in Figure 6.2 (c) – Peter schaut aus dem Fenster: ‘Peter is looking
out the window:’). Same as the previous L2 learner group (see Section 6.2), the IT
people appreciated the support by the combination of symbols and words, the au-
tomatic inflection of words, and the word-ordering support. The support for verbs
with separable verb prefix received particularly positive comments. Participants
appreciated that the SVP is automatically placed in the correct position and that
its association with the associated verb is visually highlighted by using the same
symbol (see, e.g., sentence 4 in Figure 6.2 (c) - He puts his jacket on ‘He puts his
jacket on.’). The decision dialog for complex verb clusters (Triggered in sentence
5, He wants to go skiing ‘He wants to go skiing.’) was operated by the participants
without difficulties, although they were not demonstrated the mechanism before-
hand. Four participants voiced that the system made them aware of the German
word order.

In terms of challenges for L2 learners, we encountered similar issues to those
found in the earlier testing sessions with non-native speakers: Several participants
asked for active support in spelling or finding a German word. We need to keep
this aspect in mind when testing EasyTalk with the target group. Our target group
has spelling problems, too. In addition, not all users may be native German speak-
ers. Moreover, some errors typically made by L2 learners may not be recognized
by the system as EasyTalk does not check the semantics of the written texts. A
question from participant P5 highlighted this: When writing the last sentence, S5 -
He wants to go skiing ‘He wants to go skiing’, P5 asked if he could add a location
or time instead of the object (ski). To try, he wrote the sentence again. This time,
instead of ‘ski’, he applied the wh-filter for directional modifiers to the suggestion
list and added the direction nach Zoo ‘to zoo’. While the preposition nach ‘to’
is correct for cities or countries (e.g., nach München ‘to Munich’), in the chosen
context, it should be in den Zoo ‘into the zoo’. A similar typical L2 learner er-
ror went unnoticed by the system in the previous tests with low-literate German
learners (see Section 6.2).

The suggestions for further linguistic support by the L2 learner expert users
at the sentence level concerned, in particular, the presentation and selection of
vocabulary: Three test participants proposed to add vocabulary suggestions based
not only on the literal spelling but as well on the phonetic spelling (i.e., adding
suggestions of similar sounding words like Zeit ‘time’ and seit ‘since’). They
also suggested enabling entering words via the microphone. Other participants
suggested a mode with lemmas on disposition from a pre-selected topic or domain
similar to common AAC grid layouts (cf. the AAC systems presented in Section
3.1). We note that for some AAC users using a familiar grid display (see, e.g.,
Figures 3.3 or 3.4) may be an advantageous – possibly even necessary – option.
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Table 6.3: The choices C1-C4 made by the participants in the Connector Panel to connect
the sentences S1-S5 into a short story. In the case of “-” a participant opted to skip the
choice of a connector. The first connector, C1, was selected by the interviewer as part
of the system introduction. P7 and P10 opted to write individual texts. Their results are
excluded from this table.

Participant
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P8 P9

S1 Peter schaut aus dem Fenster.
C1 : : : : : : : :
S2 Es schneit.
C2 Und Und Darum Und Und Und Und Und
S3 Er freut sich.
C3 Darum - - Und - - - Und
S4 Er zieht seine Jacke an.
C4 Weil Weil Und Weil Weil : Und -
S5 Er will Ski fahren.

The sentence combining support in the form of the Connector Panel was ba-
sically judged intuitive and meaningful by all test subjects. Table 6.3 shows the
choices made by the participants in the Connector Panel to connect the sentence
into a short story. The results of this more free-form task show that each partici-
pant interpreted the sentence contexts slightly differently; no participants chose an
identical set of connectors. However, all participants expected the system to pro-
vide feedback on the quality of their choice. This request probably originates from
the fact that most test subjects indicated that they have experience with fill-the-gap
German-language learning-software5. Of course, they appreciated the freedom
that EasyTalk offers compared to these exercises. Nevertheless, help similar to
the system’s word order expertise would be welcome here. This problem is diffi-
cult for EasyTalk as we have no overall content representation to check what is a
reasonable/necessary relation to add.

In filling out the UEQ questionnaires, the participants rated EasyTalk on 26
items using opposing pairs of adjectives on a scale from negative (-3.0) to positive
(+3.0) within a time frame of∼5 minutes. In doing so, they were invited to express
their thoughts aloud. Table 6.4 depicts the accumulated results of the UEQ user
experience questionnaires created with the UEQ Data Analysis Tool6 sorted by
the categories attractiveness, dependability, efficiency, novelty, perspicuity and

5Several participants compared EasyTalk to the language learning app DuoLingo
(www.duolingo.com).

6The UEQ Data Analysis Tool is available at www.ueq-online.org.

www.duolingo.com
www.ueq-online.org
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Table 6.4: The results of the UEQ user experience questionnaires, grouped by category.
The first column shows the negative end of the scale, and the second one the positive
end. -3 is the lowest, +3 the highest rating. The table shows the values Mean, Variance,
Standard Deviation (Std. Dev.) and the number of participants, No., who rated an item.

Negative Positive Mean Variance Std. Dev. No.

Attractiveness
annoying enjoyable 1.7 1.8 1.3 10
bad good 2.1 0.8 0.9 10
unlikable pleasing 1.9 0.5 0.7 10
unpleasant pleasant 1.9 0.8 0.9 10
unattractive attractive 1.2 1.5 1.2 10
unfriendly friendly 2.1 0.8 0.9 10

Dependability
unpredictable predictable 0.6 2.8 1.7 9
obstructive supportive 1.8 1.7 1.3 10
not secure secure 0.9 1.6 1.2 8
does not meet expec-
tations

meets expectations 1.4 1.4 1.2 10

Efficiency
slow fast x x x 0
inefficient efficient 1.6 0.6 0.7 8
impractical practical 1.9 0.8 0.9 10
cluttered organized 1.6 0.9 1.0 10

Novelty
dull creative 1.4 2.5 1.6 10
conventional inventive 1.7 1.0 1.0 9
usual leading edge 0.8 1.7 1.3 10
conservative innovative 1.4 0.9 1.0 10

Perspicuity
not understandable understandable 1.6 1.4 1,2 10
difficult to learn easy to learn 2.2 0.4 0,6 10
complicated easy 1.6 0.7 0,8 10
confusing clear 1.5 1.6 1,3 10

Stimulation
inferior valuable 1.8 0.8 0,9 10
boring exciting 1.4 2 1,4 10
not interesting interesting 2.2 0.6 0,8 10
demotivating motivating 2 0.4 0,7 10
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Figure 6.3: The UEQ distribution of answers to the single items in the order presented
to the 10 participants. The scale shows the percentage of negative (from red to orange),
neutral (gray) and positive (from light green to dark green) judgments. Overall the results
are mainly positive with very few polarizing items.

stimulation. Figure 6.3 shows the distribution of answers to the single items in the
order in which they were presented to participants. In the following analysis of
the results, we focus on points that show a polarization in the answers.7

In the category attractiveness, the test group perceived EasyTalk as very good,
very friendly, very pleasing, very pleasant, and very enjoyable. The item attrac-
tiveness, however, received the lowest rating with a mean value of 1.2/3.0 points.
Participants expressed that they did not find the graphical user interface design
particularly appealing. Foremost, the IT experts criticized its ‘outdated’ look and
feel. Nevertheless, the distribution of answers in Figure 6.3 shows, that only one
participant rated the system to be unattractive.

Within the category dependability, EasyTalk received mixed ratings. 8 of 10
testers found EasyTalk supportive. 7 participants confirmed that the system met

7We are aware that the expressiveness of the UEQ increases with a larger test group. In com-
bination with the feedback from the usability tests, however, the questionnaire offers valuable
insights even with 10 participants. Based on the UEQ Data Analysis Tool we assume an precision
of 0.5 and an error probability of 0.05 for our number of participants.
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their expectations; 3 participants voiced that they had no prior expectations and
therefore chose a neutral rating (see Figure 6.3). The item predictability is the
most polarizing one. It received the highest variance (2.8 points) and the low-
est mean value (0.6 points). Figure 6.3 depicts that half of the test group rated
EasyTalk to be predictable, while the other half perceived the system as rather un-
predictable. As mentioned earlier, many participants appreciated that the system
allows for creativity through free writing – which, of course, is not predictable.
Therefore, the low predictability value is not necessarily negative. On the scale
from not secure to secure, EasyTalk received a relatively low mean value (0.9
points). Figure 6.3 shows, that 60% of the ratings were neutral and 40% positive.
Two participants omitted rating this item with the comment that looking at the
system from an IT security perspective was not relevant. This allows for various
interpretations. It is possible that other IT experts also viewed this item from an
IT security perspective and/or were unable to place the relevance of the item in
relation to EasyTalk. However, it could also reflect the feedback from participants
that they would have liked more feedback on their choice of connectors. As we
can only speculate, we make a note to ask specifically whether EasyTalk gives
users a sense of security when writing in further tests.

In the category efficiency, EasyTalk was rated to be efficient, organized and
very practical. The evaluation of the writing speed (slow/fast) was omitted due to
the network delays caused by the remote setup.

In terms of novelty, the test group rated the system creative, innovative, and
very inventive. On a scale from usual to leading edge, EasyTalk received a mean
value of 0.8 points. Again, the ordinary UI design was mentioned. At the same
time, participants commented that the system uses familiar operating patterns. We
assume that this is one of the reasons for the high perspicuity of EasyTalk.

In the category perspicuity, EasyTalk was perceived as very easy to learn
(mean: 2.2 points), easy (mean: 1.6 points), understandable (mean: 1.6 points)
and clear (mean: 1.5 points). Some participants voiced, that the mechanism for
writing complex word clusters, which had not been demonstrated beforehand, had
made them halt and think for a moment. At the same time, the participants said
that, in their opinion, the decision dialog is easy to use with a little practice.

EasyTalk also received consistently high scores in the category stimulation:
the participants perceived the system as valuable (mean: 1.8), exciting (mean:
1.4), very interesting (mean: 2.2) and very motivating (mean: 2.0).

The positive feedback and the overall positive ratings in all categories of the
UEQ questionnaire are reflected in the participants’ positive responses to the fi-
nal question: 8 of 10 testers would recommend or use the system for language
learning. Six of them would prefer to run EasyTalk as a smartphone rather than a
desktop app.
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6.3.4 Changes to EasyTalk based on the test results
All IT-expert L2 learners perceived EasyTalk as a good system that is easy to
learn, very motivating, practical, friendly, pleasing and very interesting. Due to
the positive overall verdict, we made no significant changes to the system after
testing with the IT-expert group. However, we have collected some suggestions
for later versions of EasyTalk, such as:

• Developing a smartphone/tablet version of EasyTalk.

• Adding content representation to the system in order to be able to provide
more profound feedback on the semantics of the written texts (e.g., to enable
the system to identify unusual wording or to provide feedback on the choice
of connectors).

• Providing different vocabulary representations to the Next-Word Panel, such
as AAC symbol grids or word clusters based on a specific topic or domain.

• Making the suggestion list in the next word panel more robust against spelling
errors, for example by displaying words that are literally or phonetically
spelled similarly to the user input in the Next-Word Panel.

• Offering the possibility enter words via the microphone.

6.4 Testing with the target group
In this section, we present the test results of our final evaluation conducted with
the target group. These results have partially been published in Steinmetz and
Harbusch (2022).

6.4.1 Test setup and participants
Testing with people with disabilities presents unique challenges and increased or-
ganizational effort (cf. Lazar et al. (2017): Chapter 16, for an overview) – for
example, during the test sessions, special precautions needed to be taken in direct
contact with the target group which is particularly vulnerable to COVID-19 (cf.
Rödler (2020); Portal et al. (2021)). Therefore, we conducted a qualitative case
study aiming to uncover the biggest usability challenges for our target group in our
software with only a handful of participants (cf. discount testing; Nielsen (1989)).
For this purpose, we visited the Schreibwerkstatt ‘writing workshop’ of the Habila
Tannenhof Ulm8, an institution for adults with intellectual or multiple disabilities

8Website of the Habila Tannenhof Ulm: www.habila.de/wohnen-assistenz/ulm/
tannenhof-ulm

www.habila.de/wohnen-assistenz/ulm/tannenhof-ulm
www.habila.de/wohnen-assistenz/ulm/tannenhof-ulm
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Table 6.5: Data on the participants (Genders: M = Male, F= Female; Conditions: ASD
= Autism Spectrum Disorder, VI = Visual impairments, HoH = Hard of Hearing, CCN =
Complex Communication Needs, MI = Motor impairments, IDD = intellectual or devel-
opmental disability). P8 opted out of the test on her own wish.

Participant P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8

Age 20-25 20-25 18-20 20-25 20-25 20-25 20-25 18-20
Gender M M F F M M F F
Condition(s) ASD ASD, VI HoH, CCN IDD IDD, VI IDD IDD, MI IDD, VI
Uses spelling checker N Y N Y Y Y N N
Uses a mouse N Y N N N N Y N
Regular computer use N N N N N Y N Y
Eye tracking recorded Y Y Y Y Y N N Y

in southern Germany. Eight German-speaking participants, aged 18-25, with dif-
ferent conditions, writing and computer skills exploratively tested the system in
free-writing sessions from 25 to 40 minutes. The heterogeneity of the group of
testers is evident in Table 6.5. The tests were performed under normal room light-
ing on a laptop with 15” display screen resolution of 1920x1080. EasyTalk had
to be operated in the same setup (e.g., displaying the ARASAAC symbols) by all
participants using the inbuilt laptop keyboard and an external mouse.

6.4.2 Test procedure

Predefined tasks – like in a usability study – might exert pressure and frustration
on the side of the target group – not directly related to flaws of the communica-
tion features to be evaluated. Thus, we aimed to create a casual situation in our
experimental set-up to avoid participants feeling that their personal skills were
being scrutinized. To provide a feeling of security, the individual caregiver (or
the writing workshop leader) and only one person from the evaluation team (the
interviewer) were present in each session. They started with a brief warm-up to
break the ice.

In previous evaluations (cf. Sections 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3), we used standard eval-
uation techniques like cognitive walkthroughs, thinking aloud or user experience
questionnaires. However, these techniques would overtax the target group. Be-
sides logging the users’ actions, we used eye tracking as far as the participants
gave their permission and conditions allowed for recording eye movements with
a Tobii Pro Nano9 portable eye tracker to obtain objective information (cf. Bojko
(2005)) and gather insights on viewing/interaction patterns, potential blind spots
and stumbling points. If the participant agreed to the eye tracking, the interviewer

9www.tobiipro.com/product-listing/nano/

www.tobiipro.com/product-listing/nano/
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briefly explained and performed the calibration process once 10 with Tobii Pro
Lab11.

To explain how the system works, the interviewer wrote one sample sen-
tence in EasyTalk: Die Sonne scheint heute. ‘The sun shines today.’ The par-
ticipants could opt for rehearsing the example interactively with the interviewer.
Afterwards, all participants were invited to freely explore the system. (Before
the experiment, the leader of the Schreibwerkstatt had advised participants with
spontaneous decision-making problems to think up in advance the sentences they
wanted to write during the experiment.) If needed, the participant received help
with spelling or interacting with the computer either from the interviewer or the
caretaker. At the end of the typing session, the interviewer exported the text from
EasyTalk with or without symbols according to the participants preference to hand
it to them as receipt for participating in the experiment. One final yes/no-question
was asked: Would you like to use EasyTalk in the writing workshop in the future?

The individual session notes including the written texts and the eye-tracking
data can be found in Appendix A.4.

6.4.3 Results

In the following, we discuss the results of our case study with target users. In
general, the evaluation corroborates the easy and intuitive interface design of
EasyTalk. Only participants P6 and P8 are regular computer users; two partici-
pants stated that it was their first time using a laptop for text writing. Neverthe-
less, all participants successfully typed a series of at least three sentences with an
average of four words with EasyTalk (see Figure 6.4 for the text typed in two ses-
sions) – a remarkable result according to the leader of the writing workshop. Four
participants spontaneously skipped the interactive example rehearsal and typed
their own sentences without problems. Participant P8, who can write texts be-
yond the scope of LS in MS Word12, stated that EasyTalk did not benefit her and
opted out of the test after writing a four-word sentence. We exclude P8 from the
following evaluation. Spontaneously, P5 judged: “The headers help with concen-
tration” and “The connectors between sentences are important. Sometimes there
are longer sentences. You can do them piece by piece in this manner.”. P2 stated:

10Several participants moved their heads or looked away from the monitor during the session.
Nevertheless, we deliberately refrained from re-calibrating to avoid distractions and confusion.
Compared to comparative eye tracking studies used, for example, for market analysis, the loss of
data accuracy was acceptable because the analysis of viewing patterns from individual free writing
sessions of the case study did not require exact metrics.

11Information on the Tobii Pro Lab calibration process: connect.tobii.com/s/
article/how-to-calibrate-and-validate-in-tobii-pro-lab

12Microsoft Word: www.microsoft.com/en/microsoft-365/word

connect.tobii.com/s/article/how-to-calibrate-and-validate-in-tobii-pro-lab
connect.tobii.com/s/article/how-to-calibrate-and-validate-in-tobii-pro-lab
www.microsoft.com/en/microsoft-365/word
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(a) P1 chose to type the interviewer’s example
himself as first sentence. P1 skipped the choice
of connectors for the entire text.

(b) P5 typed four sentences without rehearsing
the interviewer’s example and used an explicit
connector once (und ‘and’).

Figure 6.4: Two samples sessions of participants P1 and P5.

“It works great but I have to concentrate a bit here.”. We attribute the overall pos-
itive result to improvements of the overall interface based on our previous three
test sessions with different groups of substitute users described in Sections 6.1,
6.2 and 6.3. The tests in free-writing sessions with the target group confirm that
the communication with the system is easy to learn due to intuitive dialogues all
over the system.

The eye-tracking data supports this claim. We defined areas of interest (AOIs)
(see Figure A.25 in the appendix for details) in the interface to be able to track
task-accomplishment paths. In addition, we extracted times of interest (TOI) in
form of the sentence-writing intervals and the sentence-connecting intervals from
the session recordings for a more precise analysis. Gaze plots13 offer insights on
viewing patterns by showing location, order, and time spent looking at locations
on the stimulus. In combination with event logs of keystrokes and mouse clicks
they reveal interaction strategies. Heat maps14 visualize dwell time and indicate
the participants’ visual attention and focus. All users focused on the dialogue ele-

13We use gaze plots exported from Tobii Pro Lab, v. 1.171. Each circle of a gaze plot marks the
location of a fixation. The numbers show the order of fixations. The lines between the circles visu-
alize the gaze trail. The circle sizes indicate the duration of the fixation – a large circle represents
a long fixation, a small circle a short one.

14We use heat maps based on the absolute duration of fixations within a TOI exported from
Tobii Pro Labv, v. 1.171. We use the standard color range from green to red – the warmer the
color, the longer the fixation duration. Areas without fixations are rendered transparent.
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(a) A gaze plot of a sentence-writing interval showing participant P3
looking at the sentences in the Text Panel.

(b) A heat map of a sentence-connecting interval showing participant
P1 looking at the previous sentences.

Figure 6.5: Two samples of eye-tracking data showing participants looking at EasyTalk’s
Text Panel during a text-writing interval (a) and a text-connecting interval (b). The eye-
tracking data are layed over an empty screenshots of EasyTalk for visual orientation.

ments in the intended manner. With respect to effectiveness, we did not find traces
of searching around for functionality. P2 and P5 who have visual impairments in-
dicated, however, that a larger and/or highlighted cursor would be beneficial to
them. (This is reflected in their eye-tracking data, which show signs that both
participants were looking for the cursor.)

During the writing sessions, the read-aloud feature was positively mentioned
and repeatedly used by our participants. The eye-tracking data documents the
inspection of the Text Panel additionally. Figure 6.5 shows two examples: The
gaze plot in Figure 6.5a reveals that P3 looked repeatedly at the finished sentences
in the Text Panel while writing a new sentence. The heat map in Figure 6.5b
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visualizes P1 looking at the text during a sentence-connection interval with a focus
on the most recent sentence. The data support the claim that – for text-writing – it
is beneficial to display more than the current sentence to users to provide context
and memory support (cf. the AAC tools in Section 3.1 that commonly only show
the current sentence).

According to the eye-tracking data, the participants focused mainly the Next-
Word Panel while writing the current sentence. The Text Panel and the Sentence
Panel were used to back up the flow of thoughts. Figure 6.6 shows three represen-
tative heat maps of sentence-writing intervals of different users.

All participants supplemented their sentences with modifiers (e.g., the cues
When or How were spontaneously selected in the Next-Word Panel). As men-
tioned, P5 said that the wh-cues helped him concentrate. The eye-tracking data
confirm that participants focused the wh-cues while writing. In detail, they ex-
hibited different interaction strategies: The wh-cues were used to filter the word
list for a certain component, to gain ideas on what more to add to a sentence,
and to provide orientation and thought support in the current sentence. Figure
6.7 shows four example scenarios that indicate these different underlying uses: In
(a), the participant presumably scanned the cues to overview the available sen-
tence components before activating the How-cue to filter the word list. In (b), the
participant viewed the already activated cue just before selecting the next word.
In Figures (c) and (d) the cues were focused in free writing mode (i.e., selecting
words from the suggestion list without filtering for a specific sentence component
– cf. Section 5.4.2.6 before the next word was chosen. In both cases, the next word
corresponded to the sentence component indicated by the focused cue (e.g., the
cue Wem ‘Whomdobj’ was focused before the participant selected the word Zug
‘train’).

P3 and P7 spontaneously wrote a question. Both changed the sentence mode
by clicking on the punctuation mark in the Sentence Panel without further instruc-
tions. Figure 6.8 shows how P3 started to write a question in three successive gaze
plots.

The participants successfully performed the actions demonstrated in the sys-
tem introduction – like clicking the green checkmark-button in the Sentence Panel
to complete a sentence. Additionally, our observations reflect that EasyTalk is easy
and intuitive to use for the target group beyond explicitly demonstrated features:
Six participants completed the decision dialogue for complex verb constructions
(cf. Section 5.4.2.3). Although we had not demonstrated this decision dialogue
in the introduction, four participants typed sentences in present perfect tense, and
two users selected a modal as finite verb followed by an infinitive (cf. the third
example sentence in Figure 6.4a). Two participants spontaneously erased words
in the Sentence Panel using the X-button – also not shown in the introduction.

With respect to efficiency, P4 systematically selected the words as soon as they
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(a) P3’s 4th sentence-writing interval: P3 focused more on the text elements than on the symbols.
P3 looked at the previous sentences in the Text Panel. The Next-Word Panel was the main focus.

(b) P1’s 4th sentence-writing interval: In the Text-Panel, P4 viewed the most recent sentence the
longest. P4 focused text and symbol elements. The Next-Word Panel was the main focus.

(c) P4’s first sentence-writing interval: The empty Text-Panel shows no focus. In the Text Panel,
wh-headers, symbols and text were looked at. The focus on the x-button confirms that P4 looked
at the element to delete words. The main focus was on the Next-Word Panel.

Figure 6.6: Three heat maps of representative sentence-writing intervals of three different
users. For orientation, the blue lines mark the EasyTalk interface elements.
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(a) P1 read through the wh-cues from left to
right before activating the cue Wie ‘how’ to fil-
ter the word list before he chose the modifier
gut ‘good’

(b) P1 looked from the keyboard to the already
active cue Wann ‘When’ to the time modifier
heute ‘today’ in the suggestion list before se-
lecting it.

(c) P5 focused the cue Wen ‘Whomdobj’ before
adding the direct object Zug ‘train’ to his sen-
tence. He did not activate the cue.

(d) P4 looked at the cue Tut ‘does’ before se-
lecting the verb, although she did not use it to
filter the suggestion list.

Figure 6.7: Four snapshots from the eye tracking recordings that show the gaze paths of
different users focusing the wh-cues of the Text Panel in different contexts of use.

appeared in the completion list in favor of writing the words to the end. In contrast,
P6 initially typed every word from start to finish. Later on, P6 selected the words
from the completion list as soon as possible. P2 commented: “Writing to the end
is better.” and judged the completion list as helpful to prevent spelling mistakes –
a verdict we previously received in the tests with L2 learners. Nevertheless, we
observed problems due to spelling or typing errors (e.g., accidentally entering a
character several times, or misspelling a word). In return, the suggestion list re-
mains unexpectedly empty. We already encountered this problem in the tests with
beginner German-learners with low computer skills: If users look at the keyboard
while typing, they first notice typing errors when they look look at the screen. At
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Figure 6.8: Three successive gaze plots showing how P3 started to write a question. First,
P3 changed the sentence mode by clicking the punctuation mark. Then P3 selected the
?-cue to filter for wh-question words. Finally, P3 looked at the suggestion list and focused
on the input-field before starting to type.

this point, however, the word list is already empty and does not indicate at what
point the user has misspelled. Therefore, we plan to improve the word entering
strategy in the next version of EasyTalkand provide improved spelling assistance.

The wh-cues displayed as headers at the top of the Sentence Panel indicate
which sentence components have already been written and which words belong to
which component. These headers, however, were not mentioned by any tester and
were only looked at by one user according to our eye-tracking data. We suspect
that this is due to their unobtrusive gray font. Changing their design would make
the elements more visible.

To connect a sentence, all participants looked at the previous text in the Text
Panel and read through the Connector Panel (see Figure 6.9 for an example gaze
plot). Unfortunately, nobody felt inclined to add a connector systematically after
reading through all/some options. The writing workshop leader pointed out that
she was unsure whether the participants were proficient in sentence combining
techniques – such as the use of connectors to create text coherence. Consequently,
we intend to set up an active training mode in EasyTalk that teaches when and
how to use text connectors (Reid et al., 2013). However, the eye-tracking data
also unveiled shortcomings of the Connector Panel’s layout. Often, the second
row of connector options was considerably less likely inspected. Moreover, the
eye-tracking metrics of the AOIs revealed that the colon and the ‘choose other’-
button were barely focused. In total, the colon received 5% and the ‘choose
other’-button 3% of the participants’ dwell time when connecting sentences (see
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Figure 6.9: P1’s gaze plot while connecting sentences 2 and 3 using the Connector Panel.
P1 looked at the previous text in the Text Panel and read through all connector options
before operating the arrow button to skip the connector.

Appendix A.4.9 for the detailed numbers). Accordingly, we plan to offer the use
of a shortened list of explicitly mentioned options in the system settings.

A potential stumbling point in the sentence-connecting interval is the display
of the inactive Next-Wort Panel and its label (Wort wählen ‘Choose word’, see,
e.g., Figure 6.9). All eye-tracking recordings show that participants focused on
the label of this – at this point in time – functionless element (see, e.g., Figure
fig:gazePlotP1Connecting). We plan to hide the element until it is activated by
clicking the Andere wählen/Choose other-button. In any case, this particular ele-
ment needs further investigation as it has not been used by any participant in our
tests so far.

The participants preferred to use EasyTalk with the AAC symbols, although
neither of them regularly communicates with AAC symbols – nor were they fa-
miliar with the ARASAAC symbol set. Based on the ratings from previous tests
(cf. Sections 6.2 and 6.3), we suspect that the symbols give the system a friendly
appeal. As previously expected by AAC experts (see Section 6.1), the ability to
customize the symbols turned out to be important: Several participants expressed
the wish to use the names of their loved ones associated with custom symbols (in
this case, photos). Some AAC experts anticipated that the abstract symbols in the
Connector Panel might distract or confuse users. Testing with target users, we
could not confirm this concern. We plan to consider the effect of the connector
symbols in a future in depth eye-tracking analysis of the Connector Panel.

For users with visual impairments, we found that EasyTalk needs to provide
more interface customization options like a high contrast interface and a scalable
mouse pointer. For users with motor impairments, EasyTalk is flexible enough as
any adaptive input devices can be connected and EasyTalk can be used on touch
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devices with on-screen keyboards.
While the vocabulary used in the tests was generally adequate, the participants

expected to express themselves using familiar terms. If a particular word was not
available, the writing process stalled, and the interviewer had to assist in finding
a synonym (a rather complex process). The option to expand the dictionary on
the fly would be beneficial – for example, to quickly add names of loved ones or
special terms to the system without having to enter the system settings.

Finally, we address our observations on the scope of linguistic constructions.
In the tests, the participants used EasyTalk with the linguistic scope of LS. How-
ever, we found that ELS (Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022), see Section 2.4) would
be a better variant. ELS, for example, allows the use of simple past with modal
verbs - a common construction, which test participants in this session also wanted
to use. Two participants wanted to start their sentences with adverbs. (A com-
mon construction in German, for instance: Jetzt frühstücke ich. ‘Now, I will eat
breakfast.’) For advanced users, the system could provide the flexibility to start
the sentence with a different component than the subject. EasyTalk could offer
this and similar features in the form of language options in the system settings to
better suit the diverse language abilities and preferences of its target group.

Closing the session, all seven remaining participants expressed interest in us-
ing EasyTalk in their writing workshop in the future, positively indicating that
EasyTalk is suitable for the target group and implies the joy of use. Because of the
participants’ overall positive response, the leader of the writing workshop asked
for a copy of EasyTalk for using it in future.

6.4.4 Changes to EasyTalk based on the test results
The positive results of the case study with our target group confirmed that the
system supports our target users in writing and that EasyTalk’s interface and user
guidance are simple and intuitive for users with low computer skills. When writ-
ing sentences, several users tried to use constructs beyond the scope of LS, such
as using simple past for modal verbs. Therefore, we have expanded the linguistic
scope of the system to ELS in the current version of EasyTalk, which supports
these linguistic features. In addition, we discovered some points to further op-
timize the system for our target users in the future which we summarize in the
following.

To provide more wealth of expression for advanced users, we plan to add
more language constructs to be activated in the options menu, such as for exam-
ple a more flexible sentence order that allows users to start a sentence with an
adverb. In terms of accessibility, we want to provide options to increase the size
of the font size and highlight the mouse pointer for users with visual impairments
and plan to offer a high contrast mode. Since the wh-headers in the Sentence
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Panel appeared to be a potential blind spot in the eye-tracking data, we plan to
improve their design to make them more visually prominent to highlight more
clearly which components of the sentence plan have already been filled. More-
over, we plan to add options to customize the word entering strategy in the next
version of EasyTalkto provide more flexibility in terms of interaction patterns of
different users (e.g., ignore trailing spaces, support selecting words using double
click) and provide more profound spelling support. Moreover, we want to investi-
gate whether the suggestions of the IT expert testers, such as displaying similarly
spelled or similarly pronounced words as the user input in the suggestion list, are
suitable for the target group or are more likely to confuse our users. Furthermore,
we want to follow the suggestions of several IT-expert test participants who pro-
posed to add vocabulary suggestions based not only on the spelling but entered via
the microphone. We plan a sub-series of tests with users with functional speech
that explore a speech recognition device (VUI). Finally, in line with suggestions
by some IT-experts test subjects, we want to implement a mode with lemmas on
disposition from a pre-selected topic or domain – similar to common AAC grid
layouts (cf. the AAC systems presented in Section 3.1). When connecting the sen-
tences, the participants chose the option to omit the selection of a connector. Only
one user chose to add the connector und ‘and’ once. The leader of the writing
workshop suspected that the users did not (yet) know how to systematically con-
nect the sentences into a coherent text. Therefore, we plan to develop an active
training mode in EasyTalk that teaches when and how to use text connectors (Reid
et al., 2013). Additionally, the eye-tracking data revealed potential to improve the
design of the Connector Panel. As the participants often did not pay attention to
all connector options, we plan to provide a customizable design of the Connector
Panel in the form of a flexible grid (e.g., displaying 4, 6 or 8 connectors), which
can be assigned individual connector options. Finally, during sentence-connecting
intervals, the Next-Word Panel should only be displayed after the user operated
the button Andere wählen ‘Choose other’.

6.5 Summary of the evaluation results
In this section, we summarize the results of the individual test iterations and the
resulting changes to EasyTalk during the HCD process to illustrate the iterative
development process of the system and the progressive refinement of the user
requirements (cf. Section 4.3). Overall, the system received positive feedback
from all test groups. Nevertheless, each evaluation iteration provided important
insights on how to further improve the system.

Figure 6.10 provides an overview of identified needs for improvement and the
resulting changes to the system of each version.
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Figure 6.10: Overview of the system’s evolution over the course of the four test iter-
ations conducted. From left to right: the tested version, the identified needs for system
improvement to this version, the resulting changes to the system, and the resulting version
of EasyTalk.

In the first evaluation iteration, the expert group agreed that the concept of
EasyTalk was suitable for the target group. The system was generally perceived as
easy to use and easy to understand. All experts appreciated the use of wh-question
cues to communicate grammatical functions and decisions. Encouraged by the
positive feedback, we continued with the original design concepts of EasyTalk.
We implemented the linguistic scope of the system to the scope of LS – for exam-
ple, by adding prepositional attributions and the possibility to formulate interrog-
ative sentences. Based on the experts’ feedback on accessibility improvements,
we added the option to expand the read-aloud function to all text elements in
EasyTalk to the system settings. Additionally, we improved the understandability
of the user interface by using easy-to-read labels for all interface elements. As the
experts stressed the importance of being able to use personal terms, we added an
easy-to-use dialog for adding personal terms to the dictionary of EasyTalk. In ad-
dition to being able to exchange the AAC symbols via the system’s file directory,
we added the option to hide the AAC symbols to the system settings.

The second test iteration with beginner L2 learners with rudimentary com-
puter skills confirmed that the system is suitable and easy to use for users with
low computer skills. It successfully supported the low-literate users to write cor-
rect sentences by themselves. In the free-writing sessions, the L2 learners made
significantly more use of the delete button than the participants of the expert group
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in the cognitive walkthroughs conducted with pre-given sentences. In this context,
we observed the need to improve the undo function of the system for correcting
the current sentence. As a result, we changed the behavior of the delete button.
(Before, the delete button removed the last entire sentence component. In the cur-
rent EasyTalk version, it deletes the last word entered from the Sentence Panel.)
Before testing with the low-literate L2 learners, we had expanded the scope of
linguistic constructions to include the present perfect tense. In the tested version,
EasyTalk automatically adapted the tense of a sentence to past tense, whenever the
modifier ‘yesterday’ was used. However, we noticed that automatic changes of
the system went unnoticed by the users. To create a more conscious and uniform
writing process, we decided against the use of any automatic adaptions. Instead,
we apply the mechanism established for modal verbs to all complex verb clusters
– including combinations consisting of an auxiliary verb and a participle (e.g.,
Ich habe gegessen ‘I have eaten’). In the tests with the users with low-computer
skills, we observed that typing mistakes might go unnoticed by users focusing on
the keyboard, causing the completion list to render empty. To notify the user in
time, we added the option to use an acoustic signal to direct the user’s attention
back to the text input field once the list runs out of suggestions. To additionally
support users in choosing the correct word forms in the case of nouns, we added
the option to display an indicator for singular and plural next to noun forms in the
suggestion list. Finally, we corrected some usability flaws we observed during the
free-writing sessions, such as inconsistent focus functions of interactive interface
elements. The improved element focus saves clicks and enhances user guidance
throughout the writing process.

The third version of EasyTalk was tested by IT-expert L2 learners, who per-
ceived EasyTalk as a good system that is easy to learn, very motivating, practical,
friendly, pleasing, and very interesting. Due to the overall positive verdict, we
made no significant changes to the system after testing with the IT expert group.
Regardless, we have noted the suggestions made by the IT experts to further ex-
pand the system’s writing support in the future (cf. Section 8 for desirable future
work).

The final evaluation iteration with members of the target group showed that
EasyTalk also supports our target users well in writing. After only a short intro-
duction, all participants were could write several sentences themselves with the
system. Even features that were not explicitly demonstrated – such as decision
dialogues for complex verb clusters – were used without any problems. Eye-
tracking data showed that users viewed the interface elements in an anticipated
manner. With one exception, all participants voiced interest in using the system
– indicating the system’s usefulness and joy of use. Of course, we still saw room
for further development of our prototype system. When writing sentences, sev-
eral users tried to use linguistic constructs beyond the scope of LS, such as the
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use of simple past for modal verbs. Therefore, we expanded the linguistic scope
of the system to comprise the full scope of ELS, which supports these linguistic
features. Future work still pending includes, for example, improving the design
of the Connector Panel, improving the word-entering strategy in the Next-Word
Panel by exploring possibilities to compensate for spelling problems on the side
of the users, and adding more options for system customizations in terms of ac-
cessibility (e.g., to accommodate visual or motor impairments).





Chapter 7

Results and discussion

This chapter considers all aspects of our system in relation to our research ques-
tions. We link the user requirements to the concepts we have developed and imple-
mented in EasyTalk and relate them to the results of system evaluations obtained
with different user groups.

First, we discuss the linguistic scope of EasyTalk and its appropriateness for
the target audience (RQ1). Then, we consider how EasyTalk supports the user
in writing at the personal skill level (RQ2) and whether this support is sufficient.
Next, we address whether the profound use of wh-cues in EasyTalk successfully
transforms concepts from text production theory into intuitive on-demand dia-
logues (RQ3). Finally, we address whether we succeeded in creating an accessible
interface and supportive interaction patterns that do not overtax the user (RQ4).

7.1 The linguistic scope of the system
A successful writing aid must offer a linguistic scope adequate for the target group
and support the use of personal terms (cf. RQ1, considering the user requirements
refined in Section 4.3). In the following, we discuss EasyTalk’s base vocabulary,
the use of personal terms, and the system’s scope of linguistic constructions.

Base vocabulary EasyTalk uses the extensive CELEX lexicon, which covers
over 51.000 base forms and contains many – in terms of LS – “difficult” words
and technical terms. To provide a reasonable suggestion list, we restricted the test
lexicon to the vocabulary of CEFR L2-level A1-A2, which is generally consid-
ered comparable to the vocabulary of LS texts (cf. Section 2.3). This choice was
generally found to be appropriate for the users of the target audience participating
in the free writing sessions (cf. Section 6.4). However, two participants wanted
to use words not included in the restricted test lexicon used in the case study. In
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these cases, the caretaker had to help to find a synonym or a different wording
– a rather cognitively demanding and challenging process for the users, which
interrupted the flow of writing. As previously emphasized by the expert group
(cf. Section 6.1), this highlights the importance of being able to prepare custom
vocabularies for the users. The AAC systems presented in Section 3.1 are often
laboriously adapted to the user’s personal vocabulary. Text editors (cf. 3.2) are
flexible here. In principle, the user can write anything. As a tradeoff, the correct-
ness of the formulations is not guaranteed. We recommend offering both options
for EasyTalk in the future: For one, the system should provide an easy-to-use way
for to customize the base vocabulary for individual users. To use additional terms
in an ongoing writing session, EasyTalk should offer just-in-time vocabulary –
for example, by enabling access to the full scope of CELEX on demand or the
possibility of adding free text elements within a sentence component.

Personal terms For the use of personal terms, EasyTalk offers a dialog for ex-
panding the vocabulary. This dialog was used repeatedly in the case study with
target users to add names of people they wanted to mention in their texts. The
users appreciated the possibility of associating personal terms with custom sym-
bols (e.g., a person with a photo). For AAC users, using familiar symbols is inex-
tricably linked to their ability to express themselves. Therefore, EasyTalk allows
users to adapt or exchange a set of symbols easily. In summary, the system pro-
vides good support for using personal terms, which can be extended in the manner
described above.

Scope of linguistic constructions To appropriately define the linguistic scope
of our writing system, we considered the rules of LS in terms of text generation
(cf. Section 2.3) and recent research on the comprehensibility of the linguistic
constructs licensed in LS for the target audience (cf. Section 2.4, in particular, see
Bock (2019)). Based on a corpus study of authentic LS texts, written and spoken
German by Harbusch and Steinmetz (2022), the grammatical scope of EasyTalk
was set to ELS (cf. Section 2.4). The tests with the target group confirmed that
the participants wanted to use ELS constructions beyond the core rules of LS, like
negations with nicht ‘not’ or simple past tense for modal verbs. One participant in
the case study wanted to start sentences with adverbs, e.g., ‘today’ or ‘hopefully’ –
a typical pattern in spoken German not included in ELS. Following a reminder of
the obligatory SVO structure of declarative sentences in EasyTalk, the participant
started his sentences with the subject. However, further studies with the target
audience should explore the extent to which the grammatical scope of EasyTalk
(and ELS) could be further extended to allow more linguistic variety.

E(LS) does not license complex sentence clauses with commas. To link sen-
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tences into a coherent text, EasyTalk promotes adding explicit discourse relations
in the form of connectors in a separate line. We will detail on this in the upcoming
Section addressing writing support at the text level.

Summary on the linguistic scope of the system In summary, we positively
answered the question of an appropriate linguistic scope of a writing system for
the user group by choosing ELS as the scope of grammatical constructions, a
base vocabulary at CEFR L2-level A1-A2 expandable with personal words, and
personal AAC symbols. Previous research has focused on the readability and
comprehensibility of LS texts (cfṠection 2.3). In contrast, we have focused on
constructions that the target audience likes to use to express themselves in (E)LS.
Based on a corpus study (cf. Section 2.4), we theoretically assumed ELS to be
an appropriate linguistic scope for our writing system. Our system evaluation
showed that the target audience wants to use ELS constructions. Of course, we
cannot generalize the results of our case study. The practical application of ELS
in EasyTalk can, however, contribute to a better understanding of how the target
audience wants to express themselves in writing by enabling observations and
feedback on which linguistic constructions users tend to use, omit, or miss in
writing. Therefore, we recommend an extensive study with a large number of
target users using EasyTalk to create an authentic text base written by the target
audience and gather profound feedback on the linguistic scope of the system.

7.2 Writing support at the personal proficiency level

In this Section, we discuss EasyTalk’s writing support at the user’s personal skill
level (cf. RQ2 and the respective user requirements defined in Section 4.3).

The analysis of the target group in Section 2.2 and the considerations regarding
the context of use in Section 4.2 highlight the heterogeneity of our target group.
Our user group cannot be assigned to a specific level of writing ability. Therefore,
EasyTalk offers support at different levels of writing, based on Alpha Levels 1-4
for low-literate people (cf. Section 4.3; Grotlüschen and Riekmann (2011, 2012)).
In more tangible terms, this means that EasyTalk must provide flexible support
at the letter level, the word level, the sentence level, and the text level. At the
same time, the system must compensate for a lack of writing skills on the side
of the user, i.e., it is responsible to maintain the grammatical correctness of the
content produced. To facilitate text understandability, EasyTalk must support the
creation of text coherence and remind the user to add audience-design elements.
In the following, we discuss our design concepts for these aspects (cf. Section
4.4) in their practical implementation in EasyTalk (cf. Section 5.4) in relation to
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the results of their evaluation in free writing sessions low-literate L2 learners of
German (cf. Section 7.3) and target users (cf. Section 6.4).

Letter- and word-level support On the letter and word level (cf. Section 5.4.1),
EasyTalk supports the user with AAC symbols that facilitate word recognition,
read-aloud functionality to remedy reading deficits, and spelling support in the
form of word suggestions. All these elements were rated positively in the test
sessions.

During the free writing sessions, the beginner German learners (cf. Section
6.2) and the target users (cf. Section 6.4) made repeated use of the read-aloud
functionality and expressed positive opinions about it.

The AAC symbols were also positively received. The L2 learners stated that
the symbols helped them to recognize words. The target users all preferred to
use EasyTalk with symbols and export their written texts with symbols. It is an
open question how users who communicate with AAC systems would judge the
use of symbols in EasyTalk. To investigate this, tests with this specific user group
would be needed. Such tests could also evaluate if AAC users accustomed to grid
systems can successfully write texts with EasyTalk.

Providing correct word-form suggestions for the current sentential context was
appreciated by all participants of our four test iterations. The L2 learner groups
appreciated the automatic correct inflection. The expert group anticipated that
the list could provide the users with a feeling of security and confidence. This
assumption was confirmed by target users, who used the word-form suggestions
as a spelling aid: One participant said, “Writing to the end is better.” He judged
the completion list as helpful in preventing spelling mistakes. Like him, several
participants used the word form suggestions to help them type words from begin-
ning to end. However, we observed that the usability of the suggestion list could
be improved for users with low computer skills and spelling problems, which we
discuss in detail in Section 7.4.

Sentence-level support Scaffolded writing (Harbusch and Kempen, 2011) us-
ing a natural language paraphrase generator (Harbusch et al., 2007, 2014) enables
EasyTalk to provide profound linguistic support on the sentence level minimizing
the need for grammatical knowledge on the side of the user (cf. Section 5.4.2): In
addition to suggesting correctly inflected word forms for any sentential context,
the system ensures correct word order and the completeness of a sentence by en-
suring that all sentence components are complete and all obligatory arguments are
mentioned according to the verb-valency frame. Moreover, the system visualizes
the sentence plan using wh-question cues. This reminds the user which sentence
components have already been written and which ones can still be added – e.g., to
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facilitate text understandability, which we address below in Section 7.2.
The evaluation with members of the target audience implies that EasyTalk suc-

cessfully supports low-literate users with IDD and/or CCN to write at the sentence
level: All target users successfully wrote a series of at least three sentences with an
average of four words in their free writing sessions – according to the leader of the
writing workshop, a very good result. The texts included modifiers, complex verb
constructions, and questions. As mentioned above, the word form suggestions
were positively perceived by all test participants. The word order support was
particularly appreciated by L2 learners, whose native languages require a differ-
ent word order – a relevant aspect for such target users who are not native German
speakers. For non-native users, another phenomenon that occurred with some L2
learners could be relevant: The users can formulate statements in EasyTalk that are
grammatically correct per se but are not used that way in German (e.g., nach Zoo
fahren ‘to drive to zoo’ – cf. Sections 6.2 or 6.3). It would be necessary to check
EasyTalk’s suggestions for their meaning in the context of the sentence to notify
the user in such cases. For this purpose, the system would have to be extended by
a content representation.

Text-level support On the text level, EasyTalk offers explicit discourse relations
in the form of connectors to express the grammatical function of a sentence to
create text coherence. This concept was rated positively in the expert interviews
(cf. Section 6.1) and test sessions with L2 learners (cf. Sections 6.2 and 6.3).
Some IT-expert L2 learners expressed the wish to additionally employ content
representation providing feedback on the quality of their choice of connectors. In
the case study with the target group (cf. Section 6.4), one participant expressed
a positive opinion on the sentence-connecting feature: “The connectors between
sentences are important. Sometimes there are longer sentences. This way, you
can do them piece by piece.” However, he was the only participant in the case
study who used this option. Since we did not ask why the users did not connect
the sentences, we can only speculate. Possibly, the feature exceeded the skill level
of the participants, who may have had yet to reach a writing level that included
writing coherent texts. Another reason may be that we did not explicitly ask the
case study participants to connect their sentences. (We intentionally chose not to
influence the participants’ text writing to obtain an authentic impression of how
they would use the system.) Finally, we identified options to improve the usability
of the respective interface dialog, which we discuss in Section 7.4, which focuses
on the system’s usability. We recommend performing additional tests with target
users dedicated to the sentence-connecting process to obtain more insights on this
aspect.
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Facilitating text understandability To facilitate text understandability for the
readership, EasyTalk reminds the user to add audience design elements to their
sentences – e.g., time and place of an event. The system uses wh-cues to commu-
nicate which sentence modifiers can (still) be added to the sentence (cf. Section
5.4.2). In the case study with target users (cf. Section 6.4), all participants spon-
taneously supplemented their sentences with modifiers providing the reader with
important information. The eye-tracking data reveal that users looked at the visu-
alization of the sentence plan prior to adding this information (cf. Figure 6.7). The
test results indicate that displaying possible extensions to the sentence encourages
the user to add information. Additionally, participants voiced positive opinions on
the design of the respective interface elements, which we discuss in Section 7.3
dedicated to transforming linguistic decisions into intuitive dialogues. While test-
ing has shown that our target users use the features offered to add audience design
elements, it would be interesting to know if users would have added this informa-
tion to the same extent without the support offered. We recommend further testing
to explore this aspect.

Summary on the writing support at the personal skill level Using EasyTalk
for the first time, our target users wrote a series of complex sentences and ex-
pressed interest in using the system in the future. Testing showed that our target
users utilized the support provided at different levels of the sentence-writing pro-
cess and added audience design elements. Due to the characteristics of the target
group (i.e., CCN, IDD, low literacy, and low computer skills), we did not receive
detailed verbal feedback on the individual writing support features. Hence, we
base our insights on our observations and the recorded eye-tracking data. Overall,
we rate the system’s support at the user’s writing level as positive. However, the
text-level support to combine sentences using connectors needs further consider-
ation. Although it was rated positively in tests with domain experts and substitute
users, the target group hardly used it. The reason for this needs to be explored
in more detail. One aspect could be necessary improvements in its design, which
the eye-tracking data suggests – or the need to teach the concept of connecting
sentences into a coherent text.

We are pleased with the positive test results. However, we cannot generalize
the results of a case study. Furthermore, we cannot say whether EasyTalk enabled
users to write beyond their skill level, as our case study with the target users
did not include an assessment of the writing skills of the individual participants.
Gaining more precise insights into this aspect would require more extensive tests
with a larger number of participants preceded by a classification of the writing
abilities of the individual participants.
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7.3 Transforming text-production theory-concepts
into intuitive on-demand dialogues

To provide profound NLG support, EasyTalk uses a natural language paraphrase
generator that guarantees the completeness of the sentence components and the
sentence as a whole, ensures correct word order, and generates correct word forms
for any sentential context (cf. Section 5.2). Therefore, EasyTalk builds up a deriva-
tion tree in scaffolded writing in a dialog with the user, which requires commu-
nicating linguistic decisions. For the target group, it is essential to avoid using
linguistic terminology in this process. This section discusses how EasyTalk trans-
lates concepts from text-production theory into intuitive on-demand dialogues that
guide the users through the writing process (RQ3, refined by the user requirements
in Section 4.3).

The system relies on intuitive, easy-to-read, and easy-to-understand wording
to accommodate the low literacy skills of the target users. The process of writ-
ing a text is divided into separate, easy-to-label steps to reduce its complexity,
namely: adding the next word (1) to a new sentence (2) and connecting the sen-
tences (3) into a written text (4) (cf. Section 5.3). Starting a new sentence, the user
intuitively defines the sentence type (e.g., declaration or question) by selecting the
appropriate punctuation mark. Each word the user adds to the sentence is assigned
to a component in the internal sentence plan of its NLG component. The system
uses the sentence plan in the user interface to visualize the current component,
finished components, and components that can still be filled, providing the user
with orientation in the sentence-writing process. A wh-question communicates
the grammatical function of each sentence component to the user. The concept
of wh-cues (cf. Section 4.4 is used in school to teach sentence components (e.g.,
‘Who?’ asks for the subject of a sentence) and common in spoken dialogues to
ask for information (e.g., ‘When?’ asks for the time of an event). To further assist
the user in the writing process, the wh-labels in EasyTalk are interactive: When
the user selects a wh-label, it is highlighted, and the system provides word sug-
gestions according to its grammatical function, presenting the user with suitable,
correctly inflected word forms for the respective sentence context. EasyTalk of-
fers two writing modes (cf. Section 5.4.2.6): In the default mode, one wh-cue is
always active. The user can deliberately change this cue to switch to another sen-
tence component. In the free-writing mode, the system does not require an active
wh-cue. The user can either first activate a cue or directly select a word form from
the suggestion list. In the latter case, EasyTalk uses feature unification to assign
the word form to a sentence component. If the unification result is ambiguous
(e.g., if a word form can belong to a direct or indirect object), the system presents
a decision dialog to the user, which communicates all possible options in the form
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of the corresponding wh-cues. The mechanism of the decision dialog is also used
for all other necessary linguistic decisions on the sentence level to create a uni-
form writing process. For example, after choosing an auxiliary verb, the system
asks whether the user wants to continue the sentence writing in the present or
present perfect tense.

In all four test iterations, the dialogues and the wh-cues were rated as sim-
ple, intuitive, easy to understand, and easy to use. Most importantly, our target
users operated the dialogues without problems after only one example sentence
introducing the system, which implies the intuitive comprehensibility of the dia-
logues for the target group. The eye-tracking data and session recordings show
that the target users performed the individual writing steps as expected. Users
who wanted to ask a question successfully switched sentence types by changing
the punctuation mark. We rate the interactive wh-cues as particularly success-
ful: One participant expressed that the wh-questions helped him concentrate. Our
observations and the eye-tracking data indicate several use cases (cf. Figure 6.7):

• Selecting a cue to filter the suggestion list communicates a conscious choice
of the next sentence component to be written.

• Looking back and forth between the suggestion list and the active cue indi-
cates that participants used the cues as a reminder of the current component.

• Reading through the cues (with or without selecting one) before starting a
new component indicates that the cues provide the user with an overview
of the open components and can offer inspiration on how to continue the
sentence.

Although we had not demonstrated the decision dialogues in the system in-
troduction, participants successfully used them – for example, to write present
perfect tense and in the context of modal verbs.

In conclusion, our design concepts and their application in EasyTalk success-
fully transform linguistic decisions into intuitive on-demand dialogues. Compared
to the symbol- and text-based writing systems for the target group presented in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the EasyTalk dialogues minimize the necessary grammatical
knowledge on the part of the user. Even to write complex sentences consisting of
several components, the user does not have to worry about spelling or choosing
the correct word forms manually. Due to EasyTalk’s interactive user guidance, the
user is guided through the writing process instead of being confronted with a blank
page. As always, we cannot generalize the results of our case study. However, we
are confident that the concepts would generally test positive with the target group.
We base this conclusion on the positive results of all test iterations denoting that
the chosen concepts are suitable for users with low reading, writing, computer,
and German skills.
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7.4 Usability of the system for the target group
In this section, we review the usability of EasyTalk for the target group to discuss
whether we succeeded in creating an accessible interface with supportive interac-
tion patterns that do not overtax the user (RQ4).

We obtained positive evaluation results in all test iterations on the usability
of EasyTalk’s interface and interaction patterns. In the third test session, we per-
formed guided usability tests with IT-expert L2 learners to evaluate the system’s
usability from an expert’s point of view. In the UEQ questionnaire, EasyTalk
scored good to very good ratings in all categories (cf. Table 6.4 and Figure 6.3)
– a strong indicator ruling out any significant deficiencies in usability. However,
we cannot draw any direct conclusions about the system’s usability for the tar-
get group based on the ratings of IT expert users. Therefore, we were pleased
that the subsequent case study with target users confirmed the positive results:
Despite their low literacy and computer skills (two participants stated that they
were writing on a PC for the first time), all participants could write sentences with
EasyTalk after a short introduction in the form of one demo sentence performed
by the interviewer. We attribute these positive results to the overall HCD process
used to develop the system (cf. Section 4), which allowed us to consider various
viewpoints of different stakeholders and diverse user groups.

In the following, we evaluate the usability of EasyTalk based on the test re-
sults of the case study with the target group in relation to the seven interaction
principles of the usability-norm ISO 9241-1101: suitability for the user’s tasks,
self-descriptiveness, conformity with user expectations, learnability, controllabil-
ity, error robustness, and user engagement.

1. Suitability for the user’s tasks The evaluation confirmed that EasyTalk pro-
vides target users with appropriate functionality and writing support. All test par-
ticipants successfully wrote a series of sentences. To minimize the actions needed
to write a sentence, users can select word suggestions from a filterable list, which
reduces the need for typing. Optionally, EasyTalk offers a free writing mode which
uses feature unification to assign words to their respective sentence components
automatically. Only in case of ambiguities the user needs to make an active choice
in a decision dialog. Activating a wh-cue becomes an optional action in this case
– reducing the required user actions to a minimum.

2. Self-descriptiveness In EasyTalk the division of the text-writing process into
four panels (the Next-Word-Panel, the Sentence Panel, the Connector Panel, and

1ISO 9241-110:2020 – Ergonomics of human-system interaction - Part 110: Interaction prin-
ciples www.iso.org/standard/75258.html

www.iso.org/standard/75258.html
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the Text Panel – see Section 5.3 for their introduction) establishes a clear struc-
ture and straightforwardly communicates the system’s functionality. All test par-
ticipants used the system without asking for help. Our observations and the eye-
tracking data do not show any signs of confusion or searching around for function-
ality. The eye-tracking data show that participants used the panels according to
their intended purpose (cf. Figure 6.6): When selecting words, the users focused
on the Next-Word Panel. The Sentence Panel was used to read through the current
sentence. The Text Panel was used to back up to flow of thoughts after completing
a sentence (see, e.g., Figure 6.5a) or before starting a new one (see, e.g., Figure
6.5b). Although the users read through the connectors (see, e.g., Figure 6.9), all
but one participant chose to skip the choice of a connector throughout their entire
writing session. As we did not ask the users for feedback on the dialog, we can
only speculate why this was the case. The eye-tracking data indicates that the in-
terface and interaction design of the Connector Panel could be improved: For one,
the interactivity of the Connector Panel could be emphasized. Additionally, not
all connectors were viewed equally – for example, the second row of connectors
was looked at considerably less. One option to improve the dialog could be to
reduce the number of connectors on display for beginner users. We recommend
further design and evaluation iterations specifically for this Panel.

3. Conformity with user expectations EasyTalk provides consistent support
throughout the text-writing process. As mentioned, the evaluation results showed
that EasyTalk successfully guided the users through the writing process. We did
not observe confusion or searching four functionality on the users’ side. Never-
theless, we identified a minor detail for improvement: Some users tried to select
word forms in the Next-Word Panel using a double instead of a single click. This
behavior caused the system to add two words in a row, and the users had to delete
the last involuntary chosen word form from the sentence. Therefore, we propose
to add the choice option between using single or double click to select words in
the system settings.

4. Learnability The case study showed that the system is easy and quick to
learn for the target users. The system’s functionality was explained in the test
sessions using a single example sentence. This sentence was either written by the
interviewer or directly by the user under the guidance of the interviewer. After
this brief introduction, all users were able to write in EasyTalk themselves. The
participants successfully used elements that the interviewer had not presented in
the demo, such as operating decision dialogues.

5. Controllability All participants were able to control the system successfully.
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Two users with visual impairments expressed their wish to highlight or en-
large the mouse cursor for better visibility. In addition, we helped participants
with motor impairments to control the standard laptop mouse. These users could
operate EasyTalk with input devices adapted to their personal conditions. De-
pending on the needs and abilities of the individual users, EasyTalk would need
to offer additional options for customization to be accessible for a large spectrum
of target users and employ more control options, such as eye control or scanning.
An in-depth consideration of these aspects was not the focus of our research and
would have exceeded our scope. However, we recommend offering more options
to control the system in later versions.

Focusing on the writing support of the system, we identified potential for im-
proving the word selection strategy in the Next-Word Panel for users with low
spelling and keyboard typing skills: In the free writing sessions, we observed that
the flow of the writing process is interrupted when the suggestion list remains
empty due to spelling or typing errors. We observed this repeatedly for users who
focus heavily on the keyboard due to a lack of keyboard typing skills. They first
notice their mistakes once they look back up at the screen. At this point, the sug-
gestion is already empty. The users have to consider where they made a mistake
and correct their input. EasyTalk offers an optional acoustic signal to direct the
user’s attention back to the screen once the suggestion list becomes empty. In
addition, making the Next-Word Panel more tolerant towards spelling or typing
mistakes by offering similarly written or pronounced word forms could improve
the usability of the dialog. However, this could also irritate our target users, as
their input might not be a direct match for the word form suggestions on display.
Therefore, we recommend this as an optional feature.

6. Error robustness In EasyTalk provides easy, straightforward ways to correct
errors: Finished sentences can be deleted from the Text Panel by clicking the
X-button displayed at the right edge of each sentence row. Writing mistakes in
the current sentence can be undone by operating the X-button in the Sentence
Panel, which deletes the last word added to the current sentence. Typing mistakes
in the Next-Word Panel can be corrected by the use of the back-button on the
keyboard. Our target users corrected their mistakes during the free text-writing
sessions without problems.

7. User engagement Participants showed interest in using EasyTalk in all test
sessions, indicating that the system is inviting, motivating, and enjoyable to use.
The expert group expressed various ideas to use the system with the target group,
such as collaborative writing of LS text and weekly logs of residents of facilities
for assisted living or teaching writing skills in a school context (cf. Section 6.1).
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The L2 learners (cf. Sections 6.2 and 6.3) were interested in using the EasyTalk
to practice German. They particularly appreciated that EasyTalk offered them
freedom of expression, in contrast to German learning systems based on fill-the-
gap exercises. Most importantly, all but one of the participants in the target group
(cf. Section 6.4) stated after their writing sessions that they would like to continue
using the system and would like to employ it in their writing workshop soon.
Based on their positive opinions, the head of the writing workshop asked for a
version of the system.

7.5 Summary
We have presented EasyTalk as a viable answer to our research questions: Of-
fering the linguistic scope of ELS and a personally expandable base vocabulary
augmented with AAC symbols, EasyTalk provides our target group with appro-
priate linguistic means to express themselves in writing (RQ1, cf. Section 7.1).
EasyTalk supports users at different levels of writing in creating correct and co-
herent texts (RQ2, cf. Section 7.2). The system reminds users to add important
audience design elements to their texts to facilitate text comprehensibility for the
readers. The system guides the user through the writing process in a success-
ful way, using intuitive dialogues that communicate linguistic information in an
easy-to-understand way (RQ3, cf. Section 7.3). Overall, the interface and the in-
teraction patterns demonstrated suitability for target users (RQ4, cf. Section 7.4).
Still, we took note of points for usability improvements in the form of optional
customizations – for example, increasing the error tolerance in the word selection
strategy or redesigning the Connector Panel to motivate users to utilize it more to
link their sentences.

Throughout the iterative system development process (cf. Section 4.5), differ-
ent versions of our system were evaluated by different user groups with positive
results (cf. Section 6.5). Testing the matured system in a case study with target
users showed that EasyTalk successfully supported the participants in their writing
who expressed interest in continuing to use the system as a writing aid. Gener-
alizing the results of our case study requires further testing with a large number
of users representing a wide range of needs and abilities of this particularly het-
erogeneous target group. To gain insight into whether EasyTalk helps users write
beyond their current skill level, we recommend classifying the participants’ writ-
ing abilities in future evaluations. The following Section presents ideas for further
options to develop the system and future research based on EasyTalk for the ben-
efit of the target group.



Chapter 8

Future Research

The EasyTalk prototype proved to be a suitable writing aid for our target users.
This section presents possible further developments of the system and desirable
future research.

The results presented and discussed in Chapter 7 mentioned two main aspects
limiting a generalization of our evaluation results. One aspect is the small number
of target users participating in our case study. While discount testing with eight
users confirmed that EasyTalk can provide users with fruitful writing support, test-
ing with a large number of participants representing the spectrum of needs and
abilities of our very heterogeneous target group would add insights on how to
make the system accessible for a wide range of users. To further examine the
writing support at the individual stages of text-writing, we recommend classify-
ing the participants’ writing abilities in future tests with the system. This would
also allow insights on the following interesting research questions:

• Can EasyTalk help users to write beyond their current skill level?

• Which linguistic constructs do users of EasyTalk prefer to use in their texts?

• Is there a need to expand the scope of ELS?

In the scope of this work, EasyTalk has matured into an advanced prototype.
In order to make the system fit for real-world everyday usage, further extensions
beyond the scope of our research are be needed, such as:

• additional options for system customization in terms of accessibility and
barrier-free control options (e.g., eye control, scanning, or AAC grid lay-
outs),

• providing quick and easy ways to personalize the vocabulary,
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• explore the option to use on-the-fly vocabulary to enable users to use terms
without having to add them to the vocabulary first,

• text sharing functions (e.g., via email or messenger).

In addition to preparing EasyTalk for practical use, we would like to imple-
ment the concept of EasyText presented in Section 3.4 to explore the system’s
capability to teach text production to its users in the form of a digital writing
workshop. Moreover, we would like to add an active teaching unit for connecting
sentences to the system.

Finally, we recommend developing an app version of the system for smart-
phones and tablets to offer more flexibility of use in line with recent advance-
ments in (assistive) technology and – most importantly – to introduce the system
to a larger audience to assist them in writing and participating in written discourse.



Chapter 9

Conclusion

Leichte Sprache is a simplified variety of German developed as an instrument for
inclusion aiming to overcome language barriers. It is used to provide barrier-free
texts for a broad spectrum of people, including low-literate individuals with learn-
ing difficulties, intellectual or developmental disabilities and/or complex com-
munication needs. So far, LS is mainly provided for its target group by authors
proficient in standard German. It is, however, rarely written by its target readers.
One reason may be the need for more technical support in the form of an assistive
writing system. Modern author support tools for LS include, for example, au-
tomatic text simplification or rule-based validation of syntactical text simplicity.
However, these systems target literate writers proficient in standard German. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no recent assistive writing aid using profound
linguistic processing by computer designed to support low literate users with IDD
and/or CCN in writing.

This work set out to enable this user group to participate in written discourse
themselves by creating a writing system based on natural language processing
whose linguistic support and ergonomic software design meet their specific needs.
Pursuing this goal raised several research questions: What linguistic constructions
might LS readers like to use in a writing tool? How can natural language process-
ing support our target users to write correct, understandable, coherent text at their
personal level of proficiency? Can we transform concepts from text-production
theory into intuitive on-demand dialogues? What does it mean to design an acces-
sible interface and supportive interaction patterns that do not overtax the user?

In response to these research questions, we developed EasyTalk, an assistive
writing system that considers the target group’s specific requirements. Based on
observations from a corpus study into authentic LS text, spoken and written Ger-
man (Harbusch and Steinmetz, 2022) and insights from the LeiSA study (Bock,
2019), which analyzed the ease of comprehensibility of linguistic constructions
with members of the LS audience, EasyTalk supports the scope of ELS, an ex-
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tended variant of LS. The system strives for correct and understandable text both
during sentence production and sentence combination. To minimize the writ-
ing skills needed, EasyTalk uses natural language processing to a large extent
and provides interactive user guidance that breaks down writing into an intuitive
step-by-step process. The system communicates linguistic decisions using easy-
to-understand wh-question cues (Who, When,. . . ). As the system targets a very
heterogeneous user group, it supports users in writing at their individual level
of proficiency by offering support at the letter, word, sentence, and text level.
On the letter and word level, EasyTalk offers a personalized vocabulary supple-
mented with customizable communication symbols. All words and commands in
EasyTalk can be read aloud on demand. Within a sentence, the system maintains
syntactic correctness by building up a derivation tree in so-called scaffolded writ-
ing in an easy-to-use dialog with the user based on wh-question cues to provide
a context-sensitively filtered list of word forms by using a natural language para-
phrase generator. In addition, the wh-cues remind users to add text elements that
enhance text comprehensibility in terms of audience design (e.g., time and place
of an event). Between the sentences, EasyTalk prompts the user to add explicit
coherence specifications inspired by Rhetorical Relation Theory to connect sen-
tences – thus, expressing the intended communicative goal of the sentence and
creating text coherence. EasyTalk’s clearly structured user interface and consis-
tent user interactions throughout the writing process suit users with low literacy
skills and low computer skills and take into account conditions such as intellectual
difficulties, memory, or cognitive flexibility limitations.

The development of EasyTalk followed the principles of human-centered de-
sign to tailor the system to the target group’s needs. We incorporated the per-
spectives of all stakeholders (i.e., users, their helpers, and potential readers of the
texts) into the development process. We matured the system in iterative develop-
ment cycles, combined with targeted evaluations of specific aspects conducted in
case studies with expert groups from the fields of IDD, CCN, LS, and IT, as well
as second language learners of German. In all test sessions, we received positive
feedback. In a final case study, members of the target audience tested the system
in free writing sessions. The system guided the users through the writing process
in a successful way. Despite their low literacy and computer skills, all participants
successfully typed a series of sentences. The evaluation generally corroborates
the easy and intuitive design of EasyTalk. Half of the participants spontaneously
skipped the interactive example rehearsal and directly typed their own sentences
without problems. Even features that were not explicitly demonstrated – such
as decision dialogues for writing complex verb clusters – were used without any
problems. In addition to our observations, we used eye tracking to obtain objec-
tive insights into the target users’ interaction with the system. The eye-tracking
data showed that users viewed the interface elements in an anticipated manner.
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The wh-question cues provide supportive orientation and help to focus and were
used to add audience design elements to the user texts. However, eye-tracking
data hints that the offer of connectors in the sentence-combining interface element
should be improved. In addition, we took note of points to improve accessibility
for specific user needs in the form of personal system customizations, such as
optimizing the system’s interface for users with visual impairments. With one
exception, all participants voiced interest in using the system – indicating the sys-
tem’s usefulness and joy of use. The study confirmed that adults with IDD and/or
CCN who have low reading, writing, and computer skills could instantaneously
type complete and correct sentences in ELS using EasyTalk. Nevertheless, the
generalisability of case study results is – of course – limited. s This work showed
that it is possible to support low literate users with IDD and/or CCN in writing by
combining NLG techniques with simple and intuitive user guidance. In addition
to offering our target audience a writing support system, our insights contribute
to understanding how NLP techniques can be employed to benefit the target audi-
ence. We hope to inspire future research in this area, as the development of NLP
writing aids can make an important contribution to inclusion by promoting active
participation in written discourse by the target group.

Desirable future work includes longitudinal studies with a larger group of test
participants. For these studies, we recommend assessing the individual users’
writing skills. This will lead to new insights on whether our writing support sys-
tem can not only assist users in writing but additionally help them write beyond
their skill level and improve their writing skills. More broadly, research is also
needed to determine in collaboration with the target group whether the linguistic
scope of ELS for LS writing systems is sufficient or whether users demand more
freedom in expression, such as using a more flexible word order than subject-verb-
object-adjunct order. Additionally, we plan to implement the usability improve-
ments of the system mentioned above – i.e., making over the sentence-combining
functionality and enhancing it with an active teaching unit that helps users pur-
posefully choose connectors to create text coherence. Moreover, we want to offer
more options for system customization to meet the accessibility needs of individ-
ual users. Finally, a natural progression of this work is developing an app version
of EasyTalk to make the system available to a broader group of users, thus encour-
aging the production of LS text by the community itself.





Appendix A

Original Test Data

This appendix includes the session notes of all test sessions conducted during the
iterative system evaluations (cf. Chapter 4, Section 4.5 and Chapter 6). Section
A.1 contains the test data of the interviews with domain experts, Section A.2 the
notes of the sessions with L2 German learners with low literacy and computer
skills, Section A.3 the notes of the IT-expert L2 learners, and Section A.4 the
notes of the case study conducted with members of the target group.

A.1 Interviews with domain experts
In this Section, we provide the detailed session notes for the interview sand think-
aloud probes conducted during the first evaluation cycle. Note that the original
notes were taken in German and then translated into English for their presentation
in this work. For the evaluation of the expert interviews, see Section 6.1.

A.1.1 LS reader
RQ1: What was easy and what was difficult during typing?

• The introduction was too short. It would be good to have a more detailed
introduction to the program. Showing something only once was too little.
For example, a video tutorial would be very good.

• If you have basic computer skills, the system is easy to use.

• The grammar support is very good. It is very good because you can practice
with it and make fewer mistakes when writing.

• It is very important that the symbols match the words. Otherwise, it is
confusing.
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• It [ the system ] is very easy to use. You don not have to think much about
it.

• The system needs more words. When words are missing, it is confusing,
and you have to think a lot to find another word to use.

RQ2: How do you evaluate the AAC-support features?

• Images are very important in LS. The symbols in the system also help.

• The symbols are very good. But everyone should be able to choose their
own symbols.

• The symbols for the conjunctions [in the Connector Panel] are not under-
standable.

• If symbols are not understandable, they are confusing and should be ex-
changed or left out.

RQ3: Do you think the system is useful? Please elaborate on your choice!

• The system is very useful, and I like that an LS writing system is being
made.

• I normally use MS Word to write. But only because I do not have a better
choice. If I had a better writing tool, I would use that.

• Other people can benefit even more from the system. For example, pupils
in the third or fourth grade who are still practicing writing.

• I like that the system makes writing in LS and, in general, easier.

• The system is great for writing and practicing building sentences.

RQ4: Would you like to use the system? Please elaborate on your choice!

• When the system is ready, I want to use it.

Notes from the think-aloud probes:

• On viewing the user interface the participant says: The word Satzhistorie
‘sentence history’ is too difficult. It needs to be replaced.

• The participant notes that it would be good if the symbols could be easily
turned off and on.
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• The participant says that the dictionary should be more clearly separated
from the Sentence Panel.

• The participant voice that he would appreciate color codes for the different
word types. Preferably similar to the system that he knows from school
classes. There, the verbs were colored in red, the nouns in black, and the
adjectives in blue. After a moment, the participant adds that it would be
even better if each user could choose their own color coding system.

• The participant criticizes that the system does not support writing questions.

A.1.2 LS writer
RQ1: What was easy and what was difficult during typing?

• The symbols associated with the conjunctions are not common. They need
to be exchangeable.

• The UI should be reworked to be more intuitive.

• The font size should be bigger.

• The placement of the buttons for ‘OK’, ‘Continue’, and ‘Delete’ is not un-
derstandable.

RQ2: How do you evaluate the AAC-support features?

• The symbols associated with the conjunctions are not common. They need
to be exchangeable.

• It’s OK to show the conjunctions between the sentences in a separate way.
This way, each sentence has SVO order.

• The use of symbols is not adequate for all users. Users should be able to
choose if they want to use the system with or without symbols.

RQ3: Do you think the system is useful? Please elaborate on your choice!

• The system is too complicated for people with severe [cognitive] disabilities.
People with learning difficulties are a suitable target group.

RQ4: Would you like to use the system? Please elaborate on your choice!

• The system could be used to write LS texts together with clients.

Notes from the think-aloud probes:
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• The symbols associated with the conjunctions are confusing.

• The offered sentence structure should be adaptable for different target groups.

• The system should support adding special and personal terms.

• The system should offer different, predefined vocabularies of varying sizes
for different users.

• The system should offer different settings like difficulty levels: easy, medium,
and high. This would require less configuration by the caretaker to cus-
tomize the system for the user.

A.1.3 AAC expert
RQ1: What was easy and what was difficult during typing?

• It is good that the system enforces the sentence structure of LS.

RQ2: How do you evaluate the AAC-support features?

• The combination of symbols and words is very good.

• The read-aloud function is very good.

• Not only sentences but all words need to be able to be read aloud.

RQ3: Do you think the system is useful? Please elaborate on your choice!

• The dictionary of the system can help clients with writing, who know single
letters but cannot form words themselves.

RQ4: Would you like to use the system? Please elaborate on your choice!

• Yes. For example, to create texts for pamphlets or weekly logs of residents
of facilities for assisted living.

• To use the system, it needs a customizable, extendable dictionary that sup-
ports adding personal words.

• The symbols need to be exchangeable.

Notes from the think-aloud probes:

• The combination of words and images reminds of Lesestränge ‘reading
chains’ from literacy training. These are, for example, used in children’s
books with symbols for language acquisition.
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• The system must support writing sentences like Ina und Jana essen Eis. ‘Ina
and Jana eat ice cream.’ or Ina isst mit Jana Eis. ‘Ina eats ice cream with
Jana.’

• In sign language, tenses and punctuation marks are always chosen at the
beginning of a sentence.

• The colon should be offered in the Connector Panel.

A.1.4 Domain expert
RQ1: What was easy and what was difficult during typing?

• The label Satzhistorie ‘sentence history’ is a difficult word and should be
exchanged.

• It is difficult to understand that a sentence is written component by com-
ponent. What is a sentence component? When does a sentence component
end? Which components are there?

• Having to skip unused sentence components may confuse the user.

RQ2: How do you evaluate the AAC-support features?

• The reading function is good, but it should be able to read aloud all text
elements.

RQ3: Do you think the system is useful? Please elaborate on your choice!

• It is useful.

RQ4: Would you like to use the system? Please elaborate on your choice!

• There is no context for me to use it. But for other people it is useful.

Notes from the think-aloud probes:

• It should be possible to delete single sentence components one by one in-
stead of deleting the whole sentence at once.

• It should be possible to delete by pressing the ‘delete’ key on the keyboard
and using the’ delete’ button offered by the system.

• Using adverbs may confuse some users. The possibility of using them
should be optional.
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• The dictionary is too small.

• The Sentence Panel is too big.

• Visually, the dictionary needs to be more clearly separated from the Sen-
tence Panel.

• The first word in the dictionary should be highlighted more clearly as se-
lected.

• The system should offer to enter ‘free text’ elements and personal terms
spontaneously.

A.2 L2 learners with low computer skills
Here, we present the notes from the test sessions with the L2 learners of German
with low computer skills and low literacy skills in the German language – P1, P2,
and P3 – evaluated in Section 6.2. The original notes were taken in German and
were translated into English for their presentation in this work.

A.2.1 Participant P1
Profile: P1 is a 28-year-old male. His mother tongue is Amharic. His German
skills are at CEFR level A1-A2. His computer skills are low.
Q1: Was the system easy or hard to use for you?

• It is easy, but it needs a better introduction, like a video.

Q2: Was the sentence construction process easy or hard to understand for you?

• It is OK.

Q3: Do you feel supported in increasing your grammatical skills in German by
using the system?

• Yes, as a beginner.

• It is good to learn articles, conjugation, and word order.

Q4: What do you think about the symbols?

• They are for kids, right?

• At the top, with the sentences, there should be no images. Only for the
sentences and in the word list.
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Additional observations from the test session in chronological order:

• O1: P1 tries to start the first sentence with a verb.

• O2: Several times, P1 presses enter twice in a row causing EasyTalk to
immediately choose two words in a row without P1 being able to read both
words.

• O3: P1 writes: Ich mache die Wäschen. ‘I do the laundries.’
Note: while the sentence is grammatically correct, it is semantically falsy.
The article die is valid for singular and plural forms. We assume that P1 did
not notice that the singular word form was required here or did not know
the correct word form.

• O4: After selecting a word from the Next-Word-Panel, the system does not
automatically refocus the text-input field.

• O5: P1 wants to start a declaration with a verb. He asks why he cannot
write Kaufen Buch. ‘Buy book.’. The interviewer responds that the sentence
needs to start with a subject, like a person or another actor. P1 nods. Then,
P1 writes: Ich kaufe ‘I buy’. Then, P1 pauses for a moment before asking
for the correct article for Buch ‘book’. P1 says it is good that one cannot
write wrong grammar. But he says it is not easy to find the correct article
immediately. The interviewer asks what he thinks about that. P1 responds
that he thinks that it is OK. This way, he has to think to find the correct
article.

• O7: P1 praises the system’s automatic verb conjugation. During the session,
he repeatedly reads the conjugated verb forms out loud.

• O8: After choosing a conjunction, EasyTalk does not automatically focus
the text-input field in the Next-Word Panel as it should.

• O9: P1 wants to write Ich habe Zeit. ‘I have time.’. Instead of starting with
a Z, however, he types am S as the first letter. He reads through the word
list, trying to find the word in vain. Then, the interviewer offers support
with spelling.

• O10: Writing sentences with modal verbs, P1 uses the word order required
by EasyTalk. E.g., he writes Ich will lesen das Buch. ‘I want to read the
book.’ which EasyTalk automatically corrects to Ich will das Buch lesen.
‘I want to read the book.’ (In German, the infinitive verb is placed at the
end of the sentence after the object.) The interviewer asks P1 if this is
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the word order of his mother tongue (Amharic). P1 nods. P1 tries two
more sentences with modal verbs. Now he wants to use the German word
order immediately (writing the object before the second verb was defined.).
This is not supported by the system. The interviewer notices that P1 is
confused and explains the word order used for complex verb constructions
by EasyTalk. P1 nods and does not comment further.

• O11: Except for two sentences, P1 began all sentences with personal pro-
nouns. The interviewer asks if he would prefer the pronouns to be at the top
of the word list. P1 says: “Yes, and then the articles.

• O12: The interviewer notices that P1 is confused by the questions ‘Whom_acc?’
and ‘Whom_dat’. The interviewer asks if he knows the difference. P1 an-
swers that he knows but cannot always tell which one to use.

• O13: In one sentence, P1 uses the adverb gestern ‘yesterday’. EasyTalk
automatically puts the sentence into the present perfect tense. EasyTalk
notes that this is useful for learning. However, he would prefer to be able to
write directly in the present perfect tense.

• O14: The interviewer notes, that P1 did neither use nor ask about the colon.

• O15: P1 requests to be able to delete a word form or sentence component
without having to start the sentence over.

A.2.2 Participant P2
Profile: P2 is a 37-year-old male. His mother tongues are Cotocoli and French.
His German skills are at CEFR level A1. His computer skills are low.
Q1: Was the system easy or hard to use for you?

• Yes, so easy

Q2: Was the sentence construction process easy or hard to understand for you?

• It feels like a game.

Q3: Do you feel supported in increasing your grammatical skills in German by
using the system?

• It is like a learning system. Like training for the driver’s license on the
computer.

• It is good that you cannot make mistakes.
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• That you cannot make a mistake it is not good. You need to make the
mistake to learn. Then the program needs to tell you the mistake so you
learn.

Q4: What do you think about the symbols?

• It’s good to see images with words.

Additional observations from the test session in chronological order:

• O1: The session starts with an example sentence written by the interviewer:
Du antwortest der Frau. ‘You answer the woman’. Then, the interviewer
prompts P2 to try writing a sentence. P2 asks Was für ein Satz? ‘What type
of sentence?’. The interviewer answers in English: “I give you the book”.
P2 starts writing the sentence in German. After writing Ich gebe dir das ‘I
give you the’, P2 clicks the arrow button and finishes the sentence.

• O2: P2 needs support from the interviewer to write the sentences. The inter-
viewer reads the wh-question cues to P2 to guide him through the sentence.
This way, P2 writes one component after the other.

• O3: P2 types gibe. The suggestion list does not show any words. The
interviewer asks which word P2 is looking for. P2 answers that, again,
he wants to write Ich gebe dir das Buch. ‘Ich gebe dir das Buch.’ The
interviewer helps him with the spelling and points out to look at the images
to find the word in the list. P2 finds the word and says: “Ah, the images are
a good help.”

• O4: P2 wants to write a question. The interviewer says that this feature is
still in development. P2 nods.

• O5: About 15 minutes into the session, P2 asks where to download the
system to use it for practicing his German.

• O6: P2 praises the read-aloud function, which he used several times.

• O7: P2 does neither use nor comment on the colon.

• O8: Several times, the word list is empty due to P2 having entered the
wrong article for the noun that he wants to use as the object.

• O9: The interviewer shows P2 the automatic transformation of the sentence
from present to perfect present tense when entering the word gestern ‘yes-
terday’. The interview asks P2 what he thinks about the feature. P2 says:
“Oh, a, egal” ‘Oh, uh, does not matter.’
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• O10: P2 read aloud all conjunctions in the Connector Panel. He says he
only knows und ‘and’ and oder ‘or’.

A.2.3 Participant P3
Profile: P3 is a 24-year-old male. His mother tongue is Tigrinya. His German
skills are at CEFR level A2. His computer skills are rudimentary.
Q1: Was the system easy or hard to use for you?

• Average. With practice, it is easy.

• The voice (from the read-aloud function) is a little bit fast if you cannot
understand (German) well.

Q2: Was the sentence construction process easy or hard to understand for you?

• I think it is a great idea like this. If you cannot speak German well, you
should use this method.

• It is good that it is always correct. But it is not so important at the beginning
when speaking German.

Q3: Do you feel supported in increasing your grammatical skills in German by
using the system?

• Yes. You can be very creative.

Q4: What do you think about the symbols?

• You can guess what the word means. Of course, the images are good for
that.

• The biggest advantage (of the system) is: The word and the image are
(shown) together. If you cannot read, you can know anyway what the mean-
ing is.

• Images should be everywhere in the system.

Additional observations from the test session in chronological order:

• O1: The session starts with the example sentence Ich antworte dir ‘I answer
you’ proposed by P3. P3 then asks if the interviewer could assist him with
the next sentence as well. He says that he doesn’t understand yet, how the
system works. As the second sentence, he proposes Du sagst mir das Wort.
‘You tell me the word.’. After writing the second sentence together with the
interviewer, P3 says that he now understands how the system works.
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• O2: After writing two sample sentences together with the interviewer, P3
takes some time to answer different questions about the system, like “What
is this button for?”, “What happens if I click here?”, “How can I choose a
word?”. Then he says: OK, ich habe verstanden. ‘OK, I understand now.’.

• O3: P3 only types the first letters of a word before selecting the correspond-
ing word form from the word list. The interviewer asks P3 what he is look-
ing at more in the suggestion list – the words or the images. P3 answers:
“Both.”

• O4: P3 is confused by the “Play-Button” used to transition to the next sen-
tence component. He asks why he cannot immediately type the next word
without having to operate the play button.

• O5: The interviewer asks P3 to try to write a more complex sentence, like
Der Hund auf dem Auto schläft. ‘The dog on the car sleeps.’. P3 asks if this
is the correct word order. He would prefer Der Hund schläft auf dem Auto.
‘The dog sleeps on the car.’

• O6: P3 says: Konjugation ist gut. Ist sehr gut zum Lernen und einfach
zu verstehen ‘Conjugation is good. It’s very good for learning and easy to
understand.’

• O7: P3 says: Bild und Wort ist immer gut. ‘Image and word is always good.’

• O8: The interviewer shows by example, that EasyTalk automatically puts
sentences into the present perfect tense, if the word ‘yesterday’ is added to
the sentence. P3 says that it is good for learning but that he would not have
noticed by himself.

A.3 L2 learners with expert computer skills

Here, we present observations and feedback from the test sessions with the L2
learners of German with expert computer skills and varying literacy skills in the
German language – P1-P10 – evaluated in Section 6.3. All interviews were con-
ducted in English. The notes were taken from the video and audio recordings
taken during the remote testing sessions using Microsoft Teams1.

1Microsoft Teams: www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams

www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams
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A.3.1 Participant P1
Profile P1 is male and 31-35 years old. His mother tongue is Romanian. He is
a professional software developer and learned German by teaching himself. He
also used the app DuoLingo to practice German. His German skills are at CEFR
level ∼B1.

Observations and feedback

• P1 seems to be familiar with conjunctions and chooses them without second
guessing.

• P1 comments on the system: “It’s really nice.”

• Writing the third sentence, the tester tries to enter two words at the same
time. He then realizes that he needs to enter each word separately and com-
ments on this with, “Oh, just one at a time.”

• When writing zieht an ‘puts on’, the tester comments “Ah, but this is dif-
ferent – but it’s fine right?”. Then, P1 chooses zieht an ‘puts on’ together
with the particle. He then asks, “Why is it two words?”. The interviewer
explains, “It’s a separated word.” P1 says: “Aaah, right.”

• Choosing the third connector, P1 says to the interviewer: “I’d like you to
comment if I am choosing the right connectors, so maybe I can improve my
German.”

• P1 comments after finishing the fifth sentence: “Ah, interesting. I am not
exactly sure why I choose ‘ski’ after ‘fahren’”.
After the test, the interviewer explains that the second verb needs to be
chosen first in order to have the correct verb valency. (‘will’ is connected to
‘fahren’ which is connected to ‘ski’.) The interviewer asks what P1 thinks
about this mechanism. P1 voices that he cannot imagine the mechanism
working differently since the user must choose between an action and an
object.

• P1 proposes to let the user make mistakes and then highlight mistakes to
create a better learning effect.

• After the session, P1 comments that the system was very enjoyable and that
he likes how the system works.

• P1 says, except for ‘sentence 5’ everything was very easy to understand.
Only the complex verb clusters were confusing to him, since he did not
know the mechanism before using it in the sentence.
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• P1 says that he would like to use the system more in order to give more
detailed and better feedback.

• P1 says the system is very supportive due to the auto-complete function and
the images.

• The images appear very friendly to P1.

• P1 says the UI is not leading edge.

• P1 comments on the system: “It kind of held my hand while typing and
writing, this was very motivating.”

• P1 comments on the understandability of the system: “It was pretty clear,
but slightly confusing for the one part.” (referring to complex verb clusters)

• P1 proposes to have a deeper introduction and maybe tutorial videos or
tooltips on how to use the system.

• P1 comments on the UI of the system: “It definitely was not cluttered at all.
You don’t want to put in too much stuff so it doesn’t get confusing.”

• The interviewer asks P1: “Would you recommend the system to German
learners at beginner level?”
P1: “I don’t think so. Not because the program is bad or anything, but be-
cause there’s stuff as DuoLingo or Google Translate, which is much easier,
I think. Because here you have to know what you want to say and you have
to have at least a start and then you build it up. And also here you cannot
make mistakes. You build it up and it’s always a more or less good sen-
tence. So I think you learn more if you can make mistakes and you have to
correct it. It’s just like an auto-complete. That’s all you need to remember
to succeed. If you’re learning for real, you may make a mistake on the last
letter, and you have to learn all of them in the end.”

A.3.2 Participant P2

Profile P2 is male and 25-30 years old. His mother tongue is Arabic. He is a
professional software developer and learned German by taking German classes
and living in Germany. His German skills are at CEFR level ∼B1.
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Observations and feedback

• P2 asks: “If I did something wrong [when connecting the sentences], will I
give me hints or tell me?”

• P2 comments: “It would be perfect to have two modes – one where you
write correctly, and one that tells you your mistakes, and you have to correct
them.”

• “Comparing it (the system) to DuoLingo, it would be nice to also have lev-
els. So, for example, as a beginner, I can focus on one thing, maybe first
getting started and being corrected and then try myself but be shown my
mistakes to be aware of them.”

• The interviewer asks: “Do you think the sentence connection display moti-
vates you to choose connectors”?
P2: “I’d say the symbols are sometimes more confusing than helping me.
I’d say the choice of symbols for the connectors can be enhanced. Also, it
would be perfect to have a tooltip or explanation for the connectors to show
you, what their meaning is -– e.g., ‘aber’ is contradiction. It would be good
to have the grammatical function. Even if I don’t understand the word or
symbol, I can learn the function of the connectors.”

• The interviewer asks: “Would you recommend it (the system) to people who
start learning German?”
P2: “Yes, for sure. It’s a bit like having a picture dictionary but through a
computer program and to help you write. It’s also helping with the photos.
You immediately understand what a word means from the picture, which is
nice.”

• P2: “It’s a good thing, that the system is no predicting which words to show
me as it is not boring me then. I can write what I want. The system should
not predict my choices too much for learning.”

• P2: “It would be much more better for learning as an app on the smart-
phone.”

• P2: “It feels like a fun learning app, but not like a game. It’s good. If I have
a motive to learn something about the language, I would use it.”
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A.3.3 Participant P3
Profile P3 is female and 35-40 years old. Her mother tongue is Spanish. She
is a professional (IT) solution consultant and learned German living in Germany.
Her German skills are at CEFR level ∼A2.

Observations and feedback

• P3 repeatedly makes typing errors when selecting words from the comple-
tion list, which cause the completion list to be empty. At first, this throws
her off and, she asks: “Hm, is it doing something or what’s going on?” The
interviewer hints at her spelling mistake, and she says: “Aaah.”. After this
incident, she looks for spelling mistakes when the completion list is un-
expectedly empty and then corrects her mistakes herself by looking at the
vocabulary given for the exercise.

• P3 voices that the symbols help her to recognize the words.

• P3 thinks about which connector to choose but is unsure if her choice is
correct.

• P3 voices that she chooses the “arrows” to in the Connector Panel to con-
tinue without a connector because she feels like a new action begins be-
tween the third and the fourth sentence.

• P3 appreciates that the verb and its separated prefix, zieht an ‘puts on’, are
presented together and that the object is then moved in between the verb
and its particle.

• P3 says: “I really like the icons, though. They are cute.”

• In the fifth sentence, the interviewer explains the decision dialog (“Wen” vs
“Was tun”) to P3 as she pauses when it occurs. She says “Ah, ok, I choose
an action because it’s a movement.”

• Being asked about the reversed word order (second verb before object), P3
says it does not seem unnatural to her, as Spanish has the same word order.

• P3: “I think this can definitely help people learn.”

• P3: “I think it was easy to learn.”

• P3: “I think it was funny.” (as in “fun to use”)

• P3: “I think it can be useful to people.”
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• P3: “I think after an example sentence it is easy to use.”

• P3: “I think it was inventive. I have not seen any tool alike. I have not used
too many learning apps, but I did not see one like this.”

• P3: “I think the icons help to see what to construct as a sentence.”

• P3: “I think complicated or easy depends. For me it was fairly easy, but I
think it depends on the skills of the user.”

• P3: “I think it can help to improve my German, as it reminds me of the
grammar and the word order in a German sentence.”

• P3: “It’s organized, you have an order in your sentence and it helps you
build a story.”

• P3: “The connection panel helps you to connect or to separate your sen-
tence.”

• The interviewer asks: “Would you recommend it/like to use it?”
P3:“Yes, I think so. The icons help a lot. It helps you visually to see what
you are writing. Also, the questions in the labels help you to learn how to
write a sentence in a correct order. Also, it helps you to learn the grammar
without having to know the Dative and Accusative right away.”

A.3.4 Participant P4
Profile P4 is male and 41-45 years old. His mother tongue is Swedish. He is a
professional (IT) business consultant and learned German in school classes for six
years and by living in Germany for six months. His German skills are at CEFR
level A2-B1. P4 spoke German and English during the test session.

Observations and feedback

• After the example sentence has been demonstrated by the interviewer, P4
asks: “In the Wörterbuch you have written ‘Wem’, ‘Wen’, ‘Wo’, ‘Wann’,
‘Wie’ – is that helping how to create the sentence?”
The interviewer clarifies: “It’s for helping to create the sentence.”
P4: “Ah, Ok, so ‘wann’ would be time-related things, I see.”

• P4 uses the wh-labels to filter the dictionary while constructing the sentence.

• P4 tries to expand the dictionary. “Can I not expand the Wörterbuch? Es
würde schön, wenn ich mehrere Alternative sehen könnte.”
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• P4: “Es schneit. Ähhh, Punkt.” P4 hesitates at the end of the first sentence
as he searches for the ‘Punkt’ (punctuation mark) to end the sentence. The
interviewer explains: “When you’re done, click the checkmark.” P4 com-
ments: “Ahh, ich sehe. Und dann kommt der Punkt automatisch und dann
ich würde weitermachen.”

• P4 comments after finishing sentence 2: “Ah, hier gibt’s ein Puntke. Ja,
genau.”

• P4 takes a moment to read through all conjunctions before choosing ‘und’
to connect the second and the third sentence.

• Writing the third sentence, P4 comments, “Ah, Ok, das ist gut.” as the sys-
tem moves the object between the verb zieht ‘put’ and the particle an ‘on’.
He adds seine ‘his’ and Jacke ‘jacket’ and then says: “Ohh, wunderbar, er
hat an die Ende geschuckt geworden, das ist gut.”

• P4 comments while constructing the third sentence: “Er zieht seine ‚Jacke‘
nicht ‚wen‘ – aber ‚was‘”

• Writing the fourth sentence, P4 is first confused why fahren ‘drive’ has to
be selected before Ski ‘ski’. Nevertheless he chooses ‘Was tun’ instead of
‘Wen’ correctly in the decision dialog.

• P4 comments: “Ah, es ist nicht viele Ski, es ist eine Ski.” on the indication
of the number through the 1,+ symbols next to the nouns in the suggestion
list of the Next-Word Panel.

• Referring to the construction of complex verb clusters, P4 asks: “Why do I
have to choose here? Why can the sentence constructor not let me choose
as I go and then build the sentence in the right Ordnung?”

• P4: “The ‘wen’,’wo’,’wohin’-suggestions at the bottom, I think those could
be expanded a bit to give suggestions – for example, after writing ‘er will
ski’ it could give suggestions like ‘fahren’ or ‘kaufen’ or other words that
fit the context.”

• P4: “Creative – I would like to write my own sentences. It’s good that I can
write what I want.”

• P4: “I think the structure was good with the sentences at the top, the con-
struction in the middle and the Wörterbuch at the bottom.”

• P4: “I didn’t quite understand the suggestions, so that part was a bit unpre-
dictable.”
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• P4: “It was fairly easy.”

• P4: “The graphical style was a bit on the plain side, I would say, but you
shouldn’t judge it on the surface of things.”

• P4: “I think this could be valuable for a person learning German.”

• The interviewer asks: “Would you recommend it to someone learning the
language?”
P4: “Yes, but I would have expected there to be some more suggestions on
how to complete a sentence vocabulary wise.”

• P4: “I didn’t know how big the vocabulary was.”

• P4: “Language is also about formulating your thought. Helping the users
to get to the right expressions would be valuable. Maybe I wouldn’t know
the word Ski – I would know there’s something to put on my feet, but I
don’t know the word for it. Maybe if I start typing winter, I could get some
suggestions in that direction. Both nouns as well as verbs and directions.”

• The interviewer asks: “Any thoughts on the Connector Panel?”
P4: “If there was a story and one thing led to another and there was a causal
connection between those things, this would be very valuable.”

• P4: “I think your test should have included more free sentences, like write
a story of what happened yesterday.”

• P4: “I think there could be different vocabularies for different themes. Like
‘daily life in my house’ and then maybe you get suggestions for words and
expressions of that topic.”

A.3.5 Participant P5
Profile P5 is male and 41-45 years old. His mother tongue is Swedish. He is a
professional (IT) solution architect and learned German by teaching himself. His
German skills are at CEFR level A1-A2.

Observations and feedback

• P5 speaks several languages (Swedish, English, French, Spanish, German)
and teaches French, English, and Spanish on occasion.

• P5: “Do I click once or twice? Ah, ok, once.”
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• P5: “Ah, so it clears out the Wörterbuch when I change the filters. Ok, that
makes sense.”

• P5: “Do I always choose the word by typing a part of it and then clicking
or can I select the first word directly by pressing Enter? That would speed
it up even more.”

• Writing the fourth sentence, P5 voices when choosing the verb: “I am think-
ing about one thing here, when I write ‘zieht’ I get ‘zieht an’ together, right?
That’s interesting, because then I get the full word with the particle. ‘er zieht
an’ und dann nehme ich ‘seine Jacke’.”

• P5: “If I didn’t know that ‘ziehen’ is spelled with a ‘z’ would I get sug-
gestions? I mean based on the sound of the letters I wrote. That could be
useful if I know some words but cannot spell them yet. Like if I wrote ‘ts’
would it suggest ‘z’ because it sounds ‘ts’? So could it help you out by
recommending words that start with a similar sound?”

• On sentence 4, P5 comments: “Ah, it moves the object in between the verb
and the particle, so it understands that. That’s a nice support.”

• On sentence 4, P5 further comments: “Ah, so I could put and ‘und’ between
objects? Like ‘seine Jacke und seine Mütze’ Ah, I see. That’s good. So
I can write more complex objects also. “ (while thinking out loud the P5
types ‘und’ into the completion list and comments, that he found the ‘und’.

• P5 changed the fifth sentence from “Er will Ski fahren” to “Er will nach
Zoo fahren.” The system is not able spot the mistake of writing “nach Zoo”
instead of “in den Zoo”, so P5 thinks his sentence is correct.

• P5: “Ah, no it asks for a decision. Hm, ‘wen’ oder ‘was tun‘. Ah, like ‚Ich
will eine Pizza. Ah, in Swedish we would add a little ‘haben’. So well yes,
in a way you always have to add the second verb directly after the first one.
So this teaches you the German word order.”

• P5 types ‘faren’ instead of ‘fahren’ and then comments: “Ah, it needs to
have the h, there’s no correction or suggestion. Ok.”

• Interviewer: “Would you allow typos?”
P5: “Maybe it would be interesting to have two columns, one with words
you’re heading straight at and one with ‘ah, maybe you meant this?’ Espe-
cially if you have the cases if one letter is almost not pronounced or the case
we had before with ‘ts’ and ‘z’”
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• P5: “So in that case, if I would choose ‘fahren’, do I have to go with ‘Ski’
or could I also choose ‘nach München’?”
I: “Yes, you could also choose a direction or add a time, if you like.” P5:
“And that’s what I choose here, right?” (Tester refers to the wh-labels above
the dictionary)
I: “You have two options, you can either select a filter or you can type ahead
and the system will recognize the component. If there are several, it will ask
you to make a choice.”
P5: “Ah, so here I could go ‘nach’” (Types in the filter input of the com-
pletion list) “And then it would say ‘what type of nach do you want to go
for’?”

• P5: “Ah, ok right. The funny thing is, I would type in the order ‘Er will
fahren nach München’ and the system would put it to ‘Er will nach München
fahren.’ The funny thing is that the word order I would enter, is the normal
Swedish word order. So the system translates Swedish words in Swedish
word order into German words with German word order. That’s useful to
learn the correct word order.”

• P5: “So now I select nach then I have different choices. So, ‘Wohin/woher’
would be ‘Where to, right’? So I could go in a place to a play. For in-
stance, in South America to Peru. Ok, got it.” (As the system presents
‘Wie’,’Wann’, ‘Wo’ and ‘Wohin/Woher’ in the decision dialog)

• “So then I could go this. OK, good.” (The tester selects ‘Zoo’).

• Interviewer: “Do you think it’s confusing to choose the second verb before
the first one?”
P5: “One way would be to say ‘Ok, you’re typing ahead, but you’re still
missing something. It’s lacking something. We’ll remind you later, but we
let you go first. Hm, I’m not sure. If you’re writing something in your native
language you could forget something. Both Swedish and German have that
reverse word order in some cases. In German you put the infinitive at the
end. In Swedish we switch the word order for negations, for example. Or
in a subordinate clause, for example. But it’s the sort of mistake you expect
immigrants to make, because in many languages the word order is the other
way round. So if you hear someone speak with an accent but in that word
order, you go ‘ah, you probably learned the language for a while’ because
you already picked up on that exception.”

• P5: “Sometimes the native language of someone doesn’t have definitive ar-
ticles. And when they learn how to use them, they put them in the strangest
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places.”
Interviewer: “Interesting point. This could actually be an obstacle for choos-
ing words in this system, because if you chose the article in the wrong gen-
der, you won’t be presented the noun you are looking for in the next step.”
P5: “I see, yes, that’s an interesting point to cover.”

• P5: “It sort of forces you to write in structure, but at the same time you can
write what you want.”

A.3.6 Participant P6
Profile P6 is male and 45-50 years old. His mother tongue is Swedish. He is
a professional software developer and learned German in school for 3 years and
from occasionally talking in German in his work environment. His German skills
are at CEFR level ∼A2. During the test session P6 spoke English and German.

Observations and feedback

• P6: “Ah, there’s no exclamation mark. That’s missing.”

• P6: “So it’s kind of a flow chart, so I would connect [sentence 1+2] with a
‘und’”.

• Writing the third sentence, p6 comments: “So sich is kind of an object I
guess.’
The interviewer adds: “Yes, above the dictionary it indicates the object with
‘wen’”
P6: “Ah, OK. I missed that. Ahh, ‘Wen’ natürlich.”

• P6: “It’s very nice to have to icons next to the words.”

• “Ah, ‘zieht an’” P6 comments when choosing the verb for the fourth sen-
tence. Continuing, he comments further when he adds the object: “’Ah, the
an is moving. That’s really cool. I like that. ‘Anziehen’ I guess is the word.
So this is really useful.”

• Connecting the fourth and the fifth sentence, P6 reads through all connectors
and says: “Ah, hm, 2 Punkte, I guess.” And chooses the colon to connect
his sentences.

• P6 chooses “Was tun” in the decision dialog in the fifth sentence. Then he
wants to continue with ‘ski’ and the interviewer clarifies that he needs to
choose the second verb first. P6 comments: “Ah, so I choose that I want to
go and then what I want to go with. Yes. Makes sense.”
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• The interviewer says: “You mentioned, that you think it’s nice that it moves
the particle the right way. With the 2 verbs in sentence 5 it’s the same way
– how did you feel about that?”
P6: “I think it was OK, but I think I was thinking of ‘ski fahren’ as one
concept or maybe even one word written together.”
Interviewer: “Would you like to have different suggestions after choosing
‘fahren’? Like ‘Auto fahren’, ‘Ski fahren’?”
P6: “Yes, at least that’s how I feel.”

• P6: “I think it was very understandable. I got thrown off by the ‘fahren’, but
then it was fine. I assume when you’ve done a few short stories like these,
it would be ok.”

• P6: “Can you write anything you want?”
Interviewer: “Yes, well within the grammar rules of Easy-to-Read German.”
P6: “Nice.”

• P6: “Yes, I think it is very efficient. When you’ve done it a few times, it
will be.”

• P6: “It’s very nice and friendly with the images.”

• Interviewer: “Denkst du, Schülern würde das System helfen zu lernen?”
P6: “Ja, ich denke besonders die Konzept mit die trennbaren Verben und
die Positionen im Satz.”

• Interviewer: „Would you like to add anything?”
P6: “The exclamation mark, for example.”

• Interviewer: “How did you feel about choosing the connectors?”
P6: “It made me think. I guess I spent a lot of energy on it.”

• Interviewer: “Would you recommend it (the system) for someone learning
the language?”
P6: “Yes, it’s nice. From a configurator standpoint of view – does it create
correct sentence at all time or does it only help you to avoid the most com-
mon mistakes?”
Interviewer: “It’s designed to always ensure grammatical correctness.”
P6: “Ah, that’s cool.”
Interviewer: “Do you think that’s a benefit or would you prefer if it hinted
mistakes for correction?”
P6: “No, actually I think that’s really useful. If I want to make a sentence,
but I don’t know how to do it. Or if I want to use a Swedish structure, that’s
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not valid in German, then I have to think about it and how to continue. Also
it gives you hints with the ‘wen’, ‘wann’,’wo’. I think that’s really nice. I
think it’s really cool that it creates correct sentences.”

• Interviewer: “You mentioned it feels like a flow chart – how come?”
P6: “Maybe because it makes you put the sentences into a logical order.”

A.3.7 Participant P7

Profile P7 is male and 30-35 years old. His mother tongue is Swedish. He is a
professional IT project manager and learned German by studying in Germany for
one semester and by playing around with the app DuoLingo. His German skills
are at CEFR level A2-B1.

Observations and feedback

• P7 chose to write his own sentences after the example sentence ‘Es schneit’:
Peter schaut aus dem Fenster:
Es schneit.
Und
Alles ist sehr kalt.
Er zieht seine Jacke an.
Aber
Die Jacke ist klein.
Er zieht seine Jacke abends an.

• P7: “Do I click this one now?” (after choosing the first verb) Interviewer:
“The checkmark you click at the end of a sentence.” P7: “Ah, right, ok. So
I just type.”

• Writing “Alles ist” ‘everything is’ evokes the decision dialog. P7 reads the
decisions and goes for Gegenwart ‘present tense’, while commenting his
choice with “present tense”.

• After writing ist ‘is’ P7 voices: “Ah, and then I get to choose between those
words, right?” (Commenting on the wh-questions)
Interviewer: “Exactly. You can use them to filter the dictionary. If you don’t
apply a filter, the system will automatically categorize the word form.”
P7: “Hmmm. OK. So then if I start writing something. Ah, nice.” P7 com-
ments as he writes sehr ‘very’ and it is recognized as a ‘wie’-component.
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• Referring to the icon of sehr ‘very’ P7 asks: “Ah, what does this mean, the
icon? Is it to describe the word?”
Interviewer: “Exactly.”

• P7 on reading through the suggestion list: “What is the difference between
‘kalt’ and ‘kalte’”.
Interviewer: “It’s a different inflection – for example: ‘mir ist kalt’ or ‘ich
will kalte Süßigkeiten essen’.”
P7: “Ah, Ok ok.”

• “Can I go to the next sentence directly clicking this one?” P7 asks hovering
over the arrow buttons with the mouse.
Interviewer:”Yes.” P7: “OK.”

• T: “Ah, it proposes ‘zieht an‘ together. But if I want to write ‘zieht seine
Jacke an’ does it move in between?”
Interviewer: “Try it.”
P7, on the object moving between the verb and its particle: “Ah, nice. That’s
good.”

• Observation: P7 doesn’t hesitate to choose conjunctions. It seems like he
already has the story he wants to write in his mind and specifically goes for
he connectors he wants to choose.

• P7 invokes several decision dialogues. He navigates them without hesita-
tion.

• P7 wants to write ‘Die Jacke ist zu klein’. However, ‘zu klein’ is not covered
by the grammar of EasyTalk. The interviewer clarifies this to P7. P7 then
goes for ‘Die Jacke ist klein’.

• P7: “I think it was quite fun.”

• P7: “I think the usability was good. The problem for me was just the [wh-
]questions. It would be good to have some help text for those. Or you know,
when you start a software for the first time and you get explanations for the
components. That would be good. There could be a explanation not only
for the structure, but for the steps.”

• Interviewer: “As a second language learner, would you like the explanation
in Swedish or English? What would be your preference?”
P7: “Swedish, in this case. English would be OK, but the native language
is of course easier.”
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• P7: “It would also be good to have some tooltips on the grammatical func-
tion of the connectors, like ‘aber’ is a contradiction, etc.”

• P7: “The graphical interface could be improved. It makes it appear very
usual.”

• P7: “The sizing of the buttons, font and images could also be adapted, de-
pending on what’s more important. For example, the arrow button in the
panel of the connectors is bigger, but not more important than the others.”

• P7: “I would recommend to use it. I played around with DuoLingo. Which
is also good, but is missing one aspect as it does show you mistakes, but no
correction. I think this has the power to give hints about mistakes and why
the grammar would not be correct in a case. A combination of that would
be awesome.”

A.3.8 Participant P8

Profile P8 is male and 45-50 years old. His mother tongue is Swedish. He is
a professional IT solution architext and learned German in school for five years.
His German skills are at CEFR level ∼A2.

Observations and feedback

• P8 asks if Easy-To-Read German is the same as Simplified German.

• Watching the interviewer writing the sample sentence, P8 asks: “The small
green boxes are indicating the grammar context, right?”

• P8 says that he thinks the wh-questions communicating the grammar func-
tions are probably easier to use for native German speakers than for second
language learners, especially “Wen” or “Wem”.

• P8 would like to see more words in the completion list.

• P8 suggests a tag cloud for vocabulary choices.

• Writing the third sentence, P8 asks how the wh-labels above the dictionary
can be used. The interviewer explains that they can be used to filter the
completion list by grammatical function. P8 says that he thinks this feature
is very helpful.
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• Writing “er zieht an” P8 asks: “So, if I don’t know, that ‘zieht an’ is spelled
with a z? What would happen – for example, if I start with an ‘s’?” The
interviewer explains that then it would not appear in the completion list. P8
says: “Ah, it could also filter by the sound-likeness because it could assume
that the user may be misspelling it.”

• Adding ‘seine Jacke’ to the sentence, P8 says: “Ah, Jacke would be only
one.” referring to the number indicator (1,+) next to the symbol in the com-
pletion list.

• P8: “So in this case, the grammar function for ‘Jacke’ and ‘Jacken’ would
be the same, right?”

• P8, on using the Connector Panel: “Hm, should I join this? Yes, I think I
want to join it with the next sentence. But I’m not sure which connector to
choose – ‘weil’ is a cause, and ‘darum’ – hm. I will just go for ‘und’.”

• P8: “I think tooltips explaining the grammar function would be helpful for
second language learners.”

• P8: “Can I select directly by pressing ENTER?”
Interviewer: ‘You have to go down once with the arrow keys, then yes.”
P8: “Ah, OK, choosing directly could speed it up.”

• Regarding the complex verb cluster in the fifth sentence, P8 says: “The
problem I will have, of course, is that it will not be complete until I fill out
all the verbs. However, the language process is not in the German order. If I
would think it my way, or in English, it would be ‘I will go skiing.’ So then
it would work, but it doesn’t fit the German word order.”

A.3.9 Participant P9
Profile P9 is female and 25-30 years old. Her mother tongue is Mandarin. She
is a professional product modeler for configure price quote knowledge bases and
learned German during a student exchange for eight months and then by living
and studying in Germany. Her German skills are at CEFR level ∼B2. During the
test session, she mostly speaks German.

Observations and feedback

• P9 asks how second language users that are not familiar with choosing the
correct determiner for a word will be able to navigate the vocabulary (be-
cause if they start with the wrong article, e.g., ‘die’ (Gender: female) they
will not find the word they expected (e.g., ‘Problem’ (Gender: neuter).
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• P9 wanted to type ‘zieht’ without the prefix ‘an’. Then, she says: “Ah, das
Programm fügt ‘an’ automatisch dazu. Ahhh”.

• „Ah das ist eine Jacke und mehrere Jacke. Ah, Ok.” The tester notes choos-
ing between ‘Jacke’ and ‘Jacken’.

• P9: “Es ist hilfreich, wenn man nicht so gut schreiben kann, dass ‚an‘ und
‚aus‘ und so automatisch mit dem Verb kommt.”

• P9 wanted to write “skifahren” as one word, resulting in an empty comple-
tion list.

• Writing complex verb clusters, P9 is not irritated by the fact that the second
verb has to be chosen before an object.

• P9 asks if the symbols can be exchanged/adapted for the user.

• P9 asks if the user can choose a second mode, that will point out mistakes
to correct them instead of always writing correctly.

• P9 says that she thinks for children the symbols are very useful. For adults
she isn’t sure if they will be put off by the symbols.

• P9 asks: “Wie ist es mit dem der/die/das?”

A.3.10 Participant P10
Profile P10 is male and 31-35 years old. His mother tongue is Swedish. He is a
professional IT business consultant and learned German by living in Germany for
six months. His German skills are at CEFR level ∼A1.

Observations and feedback

• P10 writes his own text:
Peter schaut aus dem Fenster:
Und
Es hat gesehen:
Es schneit abends.
Er freut sich.
Und
Er will seinen Freund anrufen.

• P10 has problems choosing the vocabulary, as he can only speak a bit of
German and does not have a lot of spelling skills. This often results in an
empty completion list. The interviewer assists with spelling.
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• P10 wants to write “dass”, which is not offered in EasyTalk.

• P10 appreciates that he can write whatever he wants and EasyTalk has no
limitations for grammar support. He compares EasyTalk to DuoLingo: in
EasyTalk the user can write freely, while in DuoLingo given sentences are
practiced.

• P10 likes the symbols and thinks that they are very helpful

• P10 would like to have more assistance for the vocabulary, e.g., by offering
word sets for different domains.

• P10 says he would recommend the system to second language learners, as
he thinks it’s motivating the user to write correctly and to write coherent
texts, instead of uttering only single phrases.

• P10 uses the images to interpret the meaning of the words in the completion
list.

• P10 would like to see more words in the completion list.

• P10 appreciates that the system moves words to their correct spot (e.g.,
‘er will anrufen seinen Freund’ is transformed to ‘er will seinen Freund
anrufen’) and suggests a sentence order by providing the wh-labels.

• P10 uses the wh-labels to filter the completion list and to find vocabulary
suggestions (‘Es schneit” – “Wann” – ‘Es schneit abends.’)

• P10 navigates the user decision dialogues without problems. He chooses
‘Vergangenheit’ to filter for participles to write ‘hat gesehen’.

• P10 would like to have tooltips providing translations and explanations re-
garding the grammatical function for the sentence connectors and for the
wh-labels.

• P10 says the program is annoying him because it makes him want to be
better at German. He clarifies that it is ‘annoying in a good way’.

A.4 Participants with IDD and/or CCN
In this section, we present observations and feedback and eye-tracking data from
the test sessions with members of the target group – evaluated in Section 6.4. All
sessions were conducted in German. The notes translated into English for their
presentation in this work. At the end of the section, we present some additional
eye-tracking data (Section A.4.9).
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A.4.1 Participant P1

Figure A.1: Sentences written by P1 in the test session. Translation: S1: The sun shines
today. S2: I am doing good today. S3: Corona should not stay. S4: Sebastian will call me
tonight.

Profile P1 is male, 20-25 years old, and has autism spectrum disorder. His
mother tongue is German. P1 has spontaneous decision-making problems. To-
gether with his caretaker, P1 thought up his sentences prior to the writing session.
His personal caretaker was present during the test session. P1 autonomously types
on the keyboard, using his right index finger only. He looks for each letter indi-
vidually but appears to know where the letters are located on the keyboard. He
operates the mouse by himself. P1 agreed to the use of eye tracking.

Observations

• The interviewer writes the example sentence together with P1: Die Sonne
scheint heute. ‘The sun shines today.’

• P1 wants to write as the first sentence Mir geht es gut. ‘I am good.’ How-
ever, inversion (in this case, starting the sentence with the dative object
instead of the subject) is not supported by EasyTalk. The caretaker advises
P1 to write Es geht mir gut ‘I am good.’ instead.

• On his first try, P1 types the entire sentence into the text input field in the
Next-Word Panel. The interviewer reminds P1 that each word must be en-
tered individually. P1 does not comment but enters word by word from now
on.
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• P1 uses the wh-cues before selecting the time modifier heute ‘today’.

• Without prior notice, P1’s supervisor repeatedly used wh-questions as a
concentration aid for P1 when formulating sentences to remind P1 of what
part of the sentence he was currently writing.

• P1 wrote each word from start to finish in the text input field in the Next-
Word Panel. The interviewer pointed out that P1 can select the words from
the suggestion list without typing them to the end. P1 responded that he
prefers his method of “fertig schreiben” ‘writing to the end’.

• P1 occasionally received help with spelling from his caretaker and the in-
terviewer.

• P1 wanted to type “Hoffentlich ist Corona bald vorbei. ‘Hopefully, Corona
is over soon.’ Because EasyTalk does not support starting a sentence with
an adverb, P1 had to rephrase his sentence to start with the subject.

• Several times, P1 added a trailing white space after entering a word in the
Next-Word Panel. When finishing typing, P1 looked up from the keyboard
to the laptop screen. The suggestion list was empty now. This confused P1.
The interviewer assisted P1 and removed the trailing white space.

• P1 wanted to use his brother’s name in his text. However, the name had to
be added to the dictionary first.

• Three times, P1 wanted to start his sentence with an adverb (heute ‘today’,
nachher ‘later’, hoffentlich ‘hopefully’). Because EasyTalk does not support
this word order, the caretaker reminded P1 to start his sentences with the
subject.

• Several times, P1 wanted to use words that were not included in the vocab-
ulary, like aufhören ‘to come to an end’.

Eye-tracking data Figure A.2 shows P1’s eye-tracking calibration values (7.10°
Accuracy, 3.12° Precision (S), 0.80° Precision (RMS)). The calibration image in-
dicates that P1 has a tendency to look downwards, away from the screen and onto
the keyboard – as we noted in the observations above. This is also reflected in
some of the gaze plots in Figure A.3 and Figure A.4 that show gaze paths running
out the bottom edge of the image.

Figure A.3 visualizes the eye-tracking data of the sentence-connection inter-
vals C1-C3. The gaze plots (a), (c), and (e) show that P1 focuses on the finished
sentences in the Text Panel before reading through the connector options. Hereby
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Figure A.2: P1’s eye-tracking calibration-data exported from Tobii Pro Lab.

P1 focuses most on the sentence written last (the bottom sentence in the list), as
the focus moves one line down the list with the increasing text length in C1, C2,
and C3. The heat maps (b), (d), and (f) in Figure A.3 indicate that P1 focuses the
top row of sentence connectors more than the second row of connectors. P1 fo-
cused the text label Wort wählen ‘Choose word’ in the inactive Next-Word-Panel
at least once in each sentence connecting interval. The skip connector-button is
the last element in focus of each sentence-connection interval.

Figure A.4 visualizes the eye-tracking data of the sentence-writing intervals
S1-S4. The gaze plots (a), (c), (e), and (g) show repeated focus of the finished
sentences in the text panel. The most recent sentence is focused upon most, which
is also evident in the heat maps (b), (d), (f), (h). The finish sentence-button is
focused last in the sentence-writing intervals. The Sentence Panel shows repeated
focus on the words added to the sentence. The text input field and the topmost
word in the suggestion list of the Next-Word Panel were focused upon for the
longest time. In each sentence-writing interval, P1 focused the wh-cues. This is
most evident in gaze plots (c) and (g) and heat maps (d) and (h).
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(a) Gaze plot - C1 (b) Heat map (absolute duration) - C1

(c) Gaze plot - C2 (d) Heat map (absolute duration) - C2

(e) Gaze plot - C3 (f) Heat map (absolute duration) - C3

Figure A.3: The gaze plots (left column) and heat maps (right column) of participant P1’s
three sentence-connecting intervals C1, C2 and C3.
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(a) Gaze plot - S1 (b) Heat map (absolute duration) - S1

(c) Gaze plot - S2 (d) Heat map (absolute duration) - S2

(e) Gaze plot - S3 (f) Heat map (absolute duration) - S3

(g) Gaze plot - S4 (h) Heat map (absolute duration) - S4

Figure A.4: The gaze plots (left column) and heat maps (right column) of participant P1’s
four sentence-writing intervals S1-S4.
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A.4.2 Participant P2

Figure A.5: Sentences written by P2 in the test session. Translation: S1: The sun shines
nicely. S2: Franziska is my friend. S3: Sara is my sister.

Profile P2 is male, 20-25 years old, and has autism spectrum disorder and visual
impairments. He is a native German speaker. During the test session, his caretaker
was present but kept in the background. P2 phrased his sentences individually
after the leader of the writing workshop helped him think of a topic to write about.
P2 used both index fingers to type. He looked for the letters one by one. He moved
and operated the mouse on his own. Due to his visual impairments, he sometimes
had trouble spotting the mouse cursor. P2 agrees to the use of the eye tracker.

Observations

• P2 phrased his sentences on his own. Occasionally, the interviewer helped
him with spelling.

• P2 voices that a bigger font would be of advantage for him.

• P2 says that a bigger mouse cursor mit mehr Farbe ‘with more color’ would
be better for him.

• P2 typed all words to the end. When the interviewer pointed out to him that
he could select the words from the suggestion list of the Next-Word Panel
without typing them to the end, P2 answered: “Mehr schreiben ist besser.
Zu Ende schreiben ist besser.” ‘Writing more is better. Writing to the end is
better.’
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• One time during the test session, the leader of the writing workshop asked
P2: “Klappts?” ‘Is it going well?’. P2 answered: “Ja super, aber ich muss
mich hier bissl konzentrieren!” vYes, great, but I have to concentrate a bit
here!’

• At the end of the session, the interviewer asked P2 whether to save his text
with or without the symbols. P2 answered: “Na mit Bildern natürlich!”
‘With images, of course.’

• The interviewer asked P2 whether he felt like the symbols helped him or
distracted him. P2 answered: “Eigentlich egal. Weder noch.” ‘Doesn’t
matter, really. Neither nor.’

• P2 wanted to use the names of his sister and his friend in the text. Both
names had to be added to the vocabulary first.

• P2 uses the read-aloud function several times.

• P2 takes his time to write his sentences.

• P2 voices that the system was easy to use. He added, that it would be ben-
eficial to use it “Zusammen” ‘together’ (with a caretaker or teacher) in the
beginning and then said: “Später kann mans dann auch allein probieren.”
‘Later on, you can try on your own.’

• The leader of the writing workshop asked P2 when he’d like to use the
system again. P2 answered: “Direkt am Donnerstag” ‘Direct next tuesday.’
– meaning in the next writing workshop session two days later (the tests
were conducted on a Tuesday).

• The interviewer asked P2 if he’d prefer to use EasyTalk without symbols
P2 answered: “Nein mit Bildern. Aber eigene Bilder sind besser. Mit Fotos
und so.” ‘No, with images. But using your own images is better. With fotos
and such.’

• P2 said that he likes the wh-cues.

• P2 used the suggestion list in the Next-Word panel as spelling aid. He
looked back and forth between the keyboard and the laptop screen and typed
all words to the end. After making a typing error, P2 reacted autonomously
and deleted the faulty characters on his own.

• P2 said that he has very limited experience with writing at the PC. When
writing, he looked back and forth between the keyboard and the laptop
screen.
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• P2 wanted to write a sentence in the simple past tense, starting with Ich war
‘I was’. However, EasyTalk did not yet support the use of simple past tense.
Instead of writing Ich bin gewesen ‘I have been’, P1 discarded the sentence.
He did not elaborate on what he had wanted to write.

Figure A.6: P2’s eye-tracking calibration-data exported from Tobii Pro Lab.

Eye-tracking data Figure A.6 shows P2’s eye-tracking calibration values (13.18°
Accuracy, 1.57° Precision (S), 0.86° Precision (RMS), and data loss of 44 %).

Figure A.7 visualizes the eye-tracking data of the sentence-connection inter-
vals C1 and C2. Figure A.8 visualizes the eye-tracking data of the sentence-
writing intervals S1-S4. The heat maps and gaze plots show large inaccuracies –
supposedly due to P2 repeatedly looking away from the screen, P2 scanning the
screen in search of the mouse cursor, and additional eye-tracking challenges due
to P2’s thick glasses and crossed eyes. The limited insights we can derive from
the Figures are: P2 focused looked at the sentences in the Text Panel. His main
focus was the text input field above the suggestion list of the Next-Word Panel.
P2 focused the wh-cues.
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(a) Gaze plot - C1 (b) Heat map (absolute duration) - C1

(c) Gaze plot - C2 (d) Heat map (absolute duration) - C2

Figure A.7: The gaze plots (left column) and heat maps (right column) participant P2’s
two sentence-connecting intervals C1 and C2.
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(a) Gaze plot - S1 (b) Heat map (absolute duration) - S1

(c) Gaze plot - S2 (d) Heat map (absolute duration) - S2

(e) Gaze plot - S3 (f) Heat map (absolute duration) - S3

Figure A.8: The gaze plots (left column) and heat maps (right column) participant P2’s
three sentence-writing intervals S1, S2, and S3.
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A.4.3 Participant P3

Figure A.9: The sentences P3 wrote in the test session. Translations: S1: ‘My name is
Vida.’ S2: ‘The sun shines.’ S3: ‘It is warm.’ S4: ‘How are you?’ S5: ‘The flowers
outside are beautiful.’

Profile P3 is a female, 18-20 years old, and German is not her mother tongue.
She has severe hearing impairments and does not have functional speech. P3
read, write and understand simple short German sentences. During her test ses-
sion, her caretaker was present. P3 communicated with him using hand gestures.
The interviewer communicated the test setup in short, written sentences. The sys-
tem introduction was done without words by use of three example sentence in
EasyTalk (“Die Sonne scheint. Ich heiße Ina. Wir schreiben zusammen.” ‘The sun
is shining. My name is Ina. We write together’). P3 indicated by using thumps-
up/down gestures and nodding/shaking her head, whether everything was clear or
if the interviewer had to repeat an action. P3 types independently, using several
fingers on the keyboard. She operates the mouse on her own. P3 agrees to use the
eye tracker.

Observations

• P3 spontaneously wrote a question.
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• P3 wrote as first sentence “Wie geht es?” ‘How are you?’ – The interviewer
assumed, that P3 intended to use EasyTalk for direct communication.

• P3 did not type words to the end. She selected the words from the suggestion
list as soon as they appeared.

Figure A.10: P3’s eye-tracking calibration-data exported from Tobii Pro Lab.

Eye-tracking data Figure A.10 shows P3’s eye-tracking calibration values (0.98°
Accuracy, 1.07° Precision (S), 0.38° Precision (RMS)).

Figure A.11 visualizes the eye-tracking data of the sentence-connection inter-
vals C1-C5. The gaze plots and heat maps show that P3 looked at the connectors
and focused the top row of connectors more (see, (a), (g), and (f)) . During the
sentence-connection intervals, P3 focused less on the sentences in the text Panel
than during the sentence-writing intervals.

Figures A.12 and A.13 visualize the eye-tracking data of the sentence-writing
intervals S1-S6. The gaze plots (a) and (c) in Figure A.12 show no focus on the
Text Panel. In A.12 (e), and A.13 (a), (c), and (e), P3 focused the sentences in the
Text Panel. At the end of each sentence-connection interval, P3 focused the finish
sentence-button. The heat maps show that P3 focused the text input field of the
Next-Word Panel and the topmost item of the word list the longest. The wh-cues
were also viewed. The heat maps indicate a longer focus on the text elements than
on the image symbols of the Sentence Panel and the Next-Word Panel.
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(a) Gaze plot - C1 (b) Heat map (absolute duration) - C1

(c) Gaze plot - C2 (d) Heat map (absolute duration) - C2

(e) Gaze plot - C3 (f) Heat map (absolute duration) - C3

(g) Gaze plot - C4 (h) Heat map (absolute duration) - C4

(i) Gaze plot - C5 (j) Heat map (absolute duration) - C5

Figure A.11: The gaze plots (left column) and heat maps (right column) for the five
sentence-connecting intervals C1-C5 of participant P3.
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(a) Gaze plot - S1 (b) Heat map (absolute duration) - S1

(c) Gaze plot - S2 (d) Heat map (absolute duration) - S2

(e) Gaze plot - S3 (f) Heat map (absolute duration) - S3

Figure A.12: The gaze plots (left column) and heat maps (right column) of participant
P3’s six sentence-writing intervals S1-S3.
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(a) Gaze plot - S4 (b) Heat map (absolute duration) - S4

(c) Gaze plot - S5 (d) Heat map (absolute duration) - S5

(e) Gaze plot - S6 (f) Heat map (absolute duration) - S6

Figure A.13: The gaze plots (left column) and heat maps (right column) of participant
P3’s six sentence-writing intervals S5-S6.
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A.4.4 Participant P4

Figure A.14: The sentences P4 wrote in the test session. Translation: S1: I want a small
dog. S2: She plays ball. S3: Supper.

Profile P4 is female, 20-25 years old, and has intellectual disabilities. P4 took
part in the tests without a caretaker. She phrased her sentences on her own. Occa-
sionally, the interviewer helped her with spelling. P4 typed on her own using her
left index finger only. When typing, she looked onto the keyboard. She said she
was using a laptop to write for the first time. The interviewer helped P4 operate
the mouse. P4 agreed to use the eye tracker.

Observations
• P4 wrote her own sentence without practicing the sample sentence with the

interviewer.

• P4 operated the decision dialog for modal verbs without difficulties.

• P4 typed autonomously.

• At first, P6 typed the words from start to finish. Then, she selected the
words from the suggestion list when they appeared. She said that she liked
this feature.

• P4 wanted to undo a word. For a moment, she looked for the delete button.

• P4 used double click to select a word. This resulted in faulty clicks. We note
that using single or double click should be options in the system settings.

• Entering trailing white spaces after a word resulted in an unexpectedly
empty suggestion list. The interviewer told P4 to remove the white spaces.
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Figure A.15: P4’s eye-tracking calibration-data exported from Tobii Pro Lab.

(a) Gaze plot - C1 (b) Heat map (absolute duration) - C1

Figure A.16: The gaze plot (left column) and heat map (right column) of P4’s sentence-
connecting interval C1.

Eye-tracking data Figure A.15 shows P4’s eye-tracking calibration values (2.65°
Accuracy, 2.92° Precision (S), 0.79° Precision (RMS)).

Figure A.16 visualizes the eye-tracking data of the sentence-connection inter-
val C1. The gaze plots indicate that P4 looked at the sentence in the Sentence
Panel, then briefly at the connectors before focusing the Skip Connector-button.
However, looking at a singular, short connection interval we cannot assume a pat-
tern here.

Figure A.17 visualizes the eye-tracking data of the sentence-writing intervals
S1 and S2. The gaze plots (a), (c), and the heat maps (b) and (d) show no signif-
icant focus on the sentences in the Text Panel. During the session, P4 operated
the delete last word-button repeatedly. This is reflected in the gaze plots. On fin-
ishing a sentence, P4 focused the check-mark-button. P4 looked at the text and
symbols in the Sentence Panels. She viewed the wh-cues and focused the topmost
item of the suggestion list the longest. Her eye-tracking data shows many outliers
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(a) Gaze plot - S1 (b) Heat map (absolute duration) - S1

(c) Gaze plot - S2 (d) Heat map (absolute duration) - S2

Figure A.17: The gaze plots (left column) and heat maps (right column) of participant
P4’s two sentence-writing intervals S1 and S2.

towards the bottom edge of the screen – presumably due to her looking down onto
the keyboard when typing.

A.4.5 Participant P5

Profile P5 is 20-25 years old, male, and has intellectual disabilities. He phrased
his sentences on his own. He operated the mouse and keyboard on his own. P5
agreed to use the eye tracker.

Observations

• Occasionally, the interviewer helped P5 spell.

• P5 looked at the keyboard most of the time. Therefore, he recognized typing
mistakes when he looked up at the laptop screen. This resulted in an empty
suggestion list at times. P5 corrected his typing mistakes by himself.

• P5 said that he’d prefer a bigger mouse cursor.
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Figure A.18: The sentences P5 wrote in the test session. Translation: S1: I like to ride
the tram. S2: I like to look at city maps. C1: And. S3: I ride the train.

• P5 double clicked to select words from the suggestion list. As EasyTalk
expects single clicks, this resulted in faulty inputs. P5 deleted the unwanted
words by himself.

• P5 said that the suggestion list helped the user: “Man muss nicht ganz allein
schreiben” ‘One does not have to type completely alone.’

• P5 said that entering word by word helped him write.

• Referring to the wh-cues, P5 said : “Die Überschriften helfen bei der Konzen-
tration” ‘The headers help with concentration.’

• P5 said: „Die Verbinder zwischen den Sätzen sind wichtig. Manchmal gibt’s
ja längere Sätze, dann kann man die Stück für Stück machen.“ ‘The con-
nectors between sentences are important. Sometimes there are longer sen-
tences. This way, you can do them piece by piece’.

• P5 browsed the suggestion list to see what words it contains. He said that it
is good to get ideas.

• P5 was pleasantly surprised to find symbols for trams and city maps.

Eye-tracking data Figure A.19 shows P5’s eye-tracking calibration values (7.10°
Accuracy, 3.12° Precision (S), 0.80° Precision (RMS)).
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Figure A.19: P5’s eye-tracking calibration-data exported from Tobii Pro Lab.

Figure A.20 visualizes the eye-tracking data of the sentence-connection inter-
vals C1-C3. The first intervals, (gaze plots (a), (c), and heat maps (b),(d)) show
no significant focus in the Sentence Connector Panel. In the third interval, C3,
P5 focused the 6 leftmost elements of the Connector Panel before selecting the
conjunction und ‘and’. Heat map (f) indicates that the top row of connectors was
focused longer. During the connection intervals, P5 did not look at the Text Panel.

Figure A.21 visualizes the eye-tracking data of the sentence-writing intervals
S1-S4. The eye-tracking data shows inaccuracies due to the P5’s visual impair-
ments. Nevertheless, the data reflects P5’s statement that the wh-cues helped him
focus: P5 repeatedly looked at the wh-elements in the Next-Word Panel. The
majority P5’s focus was on the two topmost elements of the word list and the wh-
cues of the Next-Word Panel. The gaze plots and heat maps show that P5 looked
at the previously written sentences in the Text Panel during the sentence-writing
intervals. The eye-tracking data also show that P5 targeted the X-button to delete
words and the check mark-button to finish a sentence. Due to the inaccuracies
of the data, we cannot say to what extent P5 used the Sentence Panel element as
thought support when writing.
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(a) Gaze plot - C1 (b) Heat map (absolute duration) - C1

(c) Gaze plot - C2 (d) Heat map (absolute duration) - C2

(e) Gaze plot - C3 (f) Heat map (absolute duration) - C3

Figure A.20: The gaze plots (left column) and heat maps (right column) of participant
P5’s three sentence-connecting intervals C1, C2, and C2.
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(a) Gaze plot - S1 (b) Heat map (absolute duration) - S1

(c) Gaze plot - S2 (d) Heat map (absolute duration) - S2

(e) Gaze plot - S3 (f) Heat map (absolute duration) - S2

(g) Gaze plot - S4 (h) Heat map (absolute duration) - S4

Figure A.21: The gaze plots (left column) and heat maps (right column) of participant
P5’s four sentence-writing intervals S1-S4.
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A.4.6 Participant P6

Figure A.22: The sentences P6 wrote in the test session. Translation: S1: The work is
good. S2: The tea is black. S3: The women are very pleased. S4: The washing machine
is called Susanne. S5: The tumble dryer is called Mannfred.

Profile P6 is male, 20-25 years old, and a native German speaker. He has cogni-
tive impairments. During his test session, the writing workshop leader was present
and helped P3 find topics to write about. P6 has basic computer skills. In his free
time, he regularly uses the PC to search for images on topics that interest him. He
typed independently. If he made a typing error, he corrected his mistakes inde-
pendently. P6 preferred not to use the eye tracker.

Observations

• P6 wrote independently. Only a few times, the interviewer assisted with
spelling.

• The interviewer noticed that P6 did not make any use of the wh-cues and
explained their functionality a second time. P6 did not comment nor use the
wh-cues thereafter.

• P6 wrote about his workday prior to the test session. He wanted to use the
simple past tense, writing Die Arbeit war gut. ‘Work was good.’. Because
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EasyTalk did not yet support the use of simple past tense, P6 opted to write
Die Arbeit ist gut. ‘Work is good.’ instead of using present perfect tense
(Die Arbeit ist gut gewesen. ‘Work has been good.’)

• P6 types all words to the end.

• P6 wanted to write about his caretakers at work and use their names, which
would have needed to be added to the vocabulary first. Instead of adding
the names to the vocabulary, P6 opted to write Die Frauen ‘the women’.
The names of the washing machine and the tumble dryer – an inside joke
between P6 and his caretakers – were added to the vocabulary by the inter-
viewer.

• P6 appreciated the symbols. In particular, there were even ‘uncommon’
symbols, such as the one showing a tumble dryer.

• Due P6’s slight motor impairments, the interviewer assisted P6 in moving
the mouse occasionally.

• P3 used the read-aloud function several times to read aloud sentences re-
peatedly in a row.

A.4.7 Participant P7
Profile P7 is female, 20-25 years old, and has intellectual disabilities and motor
impairments. She used a motorized wheelchair that she operated with a joystick
using the heel of her right hand. She took part in the test session without a care-
taker. P7 typed on her own but received help by the interviewer when she acci-
dentally activated the touch pad of the laptop. Moreover, the interviewer helped
P7 to move the mouse. P7 then clicked the mouse. P7 opted not to use the eye
tracker.

Observations

• At first, P7 said she just wanted to write one sentence using EasyTalk. In
the end, she wrote 4 more sentences.

• P7 typed all words to the end.

• P7 said that she preferred to use EasyTalk with symbols.

• P7 said that she likes the symbols. She noted that she’d like to add her own
images to the system, such as a photo of her mother and her dog.
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Figure A.23: The sentences P7 wrote in the test session. Translation: S1: The sun shines
today. S2: The mom drives the bus. S3: The bus is very big. S4: How are you? S5: The
dog is beautiful.

• P7 said that she would like to use EasyTalk again to practice writing.

• We observed that using a customized mouse would be beneficial for P7.

• P7 spontaneously wrote a question. She set the sentence mode on her own
without difficulties.

• P7 used the read-aloud function of the Text Panel several times.

A.4.8 Participant P8

Figure A.24: The sentence P8 wrote before she opted out of the test session. Translation:
S1: I like to ride the tram.
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Profile P8 is female, 20-25 years old, and has learning difficulties. She takes
part in the test session without a caretaker. Regularly, she uses MS Word to write.
After writing one sentence with EasyTalk, P8 stated that she would not benefit
from using EasyTalk and decided to end the test session.

Observations

• P8 wanted to start writing without the interviewer showing a sample sen-
tence.

• P8 wanted to enter the complete sentence into the Text Panel. The inter-
viewer explained that she had to enter word by word.

• P8 wrote one sentence, then she said that she would not benefit from using
EasyTalk. She said that using EasyTalk slowed her down and that she could
write faster in MS Word.

A.4.9 Additional eye-tracking metrics
This section contains the participants’ calibration data (Figure A.1), an overview
of the areas of interest defined to analyze the eye-tracking recordings (Figure
A.25), and additional eye-tracking metrics (Tables A.2, A.3, and A.4). The visit
durations depicted in the tables provide insights into how long the participants
viewed a specific AOI. A visit is defined as the elapsed time between the first
gaze point recorded in the target AOI and the last gaze point in the sequence
of gaze points before leaving the AOI. (For details see the Tobii Pro Lab doc-
umentation on eye-tracking metrics at connect.tobii.com/s/article/
understanding-tobii-pro-lab-eye-tracking-metrics) The ac-
cumulated total visit duration describes the visit duration for all visits of all par-
ticipants of a target AOI during a predefined time of interest – here, the set of all
sentence-connecting intervals or sentence-writing intervals, respectively.

connect.tobii.com/s/article/understanding-tobii-pro-lab-eye-tracking-metrics
connect.tobii.com/s/article/understanding-tobii-pro-lab-eye-tracking-metrics
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Table A.1: The eye-tracking calibration values of participants P1-P5 exported from Tobii
Pro Lab. Validation Precision: Standard Deviation. Precision: Root Mean Square

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Validation Accuracy ° 7.10 13.08 0.98 2.65 1.65
Validation Precision ° 3.12 1.57 1.07 2.92 1.26
Precision° 0.80 0.86 0.38 0.79 0.79
Data loss % 26 44 8 0 0
Gaze samples % 76 54 37 73 35

Table A.2: Total visit duration (seconds) of the sum of sentence-writing intervals per
panel and participant P1-P5. A sentence-writing-interval starts with the activation of the
Sentence Panel and ends with finishing the sentence by clicking the checkmark-button.

Text-Panel Sentence-Panel Next-Word-Panel All panels

P1 29.24 128.03 350.07 537.04
P2 22.18 9.89 62.44 94.51
P3 15.74 25.45 109.99 151.18
P4 0.72 40.10 101.64 142.46
P5 22.68 31.34 116.85 142.46
Total (s) 90.57 234.83 740.99 1.066.39
Total (%) 8.49 22.02 69.49 100%

Table A.3: Total visit duration (seconds) of the sum of sentence-connecting intervals
per panel and participant. A sentence-connecting-interval starts with the activation of the
Connector Panel and ends as soon as a connector is chosen or the skip-button is activated.

Text Panel Connector Panel Next-Word Panel All panels

P1 14.87 43.28 2.58 60.73
P2 1.61 1.46 4.08 7.15
P3 0.23 7.38 0.0 7.61
P4 3.83 4.85 0.50 9.18
P5 0.0 6.51 3.50 10.01
Total (s) 20.54 63.50 20.66 104.7
Total (%) 21.69 67.05 11.26 100%
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Figure A.25: The areas of interest defined for eye tracking.

Table A.4: Total visit durations (seconds) of the sum of sentence-connecting intervals per
participant P1-P5 in the AOIs of the Connector Panel.

Connector/ Participant P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 Total (s) Total (%)

And 0 0 1.21 0 1.24 2.46 18.59
Or 0 0 2.17 0 0.07 2.23 16.83
But 0 0.13 0.14 1.40 0.84 2.52 19.03
: 0 0.20 0.42 0.00 0.09 0.71 5.40
Because 0 0.19 0.84 0 0.92 1.95 14.76
Therefor 0 0.13 0 0.00 1.08 1.21 9.17
If 0 0 0.09 0.25 0.24 0.59 4.52
Choose other 0 0 0 0.35 0.06 0.41 3.14
Skip 0 0 0.77 0.37 0 1.13 8.54
Total (s) 0 0.66 5.64 2.36 4.58 13.25 100.00



Appendix B

Additions

B.1 Data Availability Statement
The raw data supporting the conclusions of this work will be provided by the
authors on request, without undue reservation.

B.2 Ethics Statement
Ethical review and approval were not required for the study on human participants
in accordance with the local legislation and institutional requirements. The par-
ticipants – or their legal guardians – provided their written informed consent to
participate in this study.
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EDUCATION
10 / 2015 – present External Phd student: Computational Linguistics

University of Koblenz-Landau, Koblenz, Germany
Thesis Working Title: ‘Interactive Generation of

Leichte Sprache (Easy German)
Deploying Customizable Symbols for AAC Users’

Doctorate Supervisor Prof. Dr. Karin Harbusch
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University of Koblenz-Landau, Koblenz, Germany
Thesis ’Developing a Symbol-Based AAC-System’
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10 / 2009 – 11 / 2012 Bachelor of Science Computational Visualistics

University of Koblenz-Landau, Germany
Thesis ’Detection of Articulating Objects in Range Image Sequences’
Overall Mark 2,2
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Citizen Service, Stuttgart, Germany
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local citizen service, project and event management
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